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A growing number of socialists and communists are taking a stand against
the suppression of democratic rights in the Soviet Union and Eastern
Europe. The labour movement has international responsibilities in this

field as well as in the field of solidarity action with those struggling against
oppression in Chile or Southern Africa or Northern lreland.

But up to now socialists have lacked a source of frequent and reliable in-
formation about events in Eastern Europe. Coverage in the papers of the

Left remains scanty, while reports in the bourgeois press are selective and

slanted. The first aim of Labour Focus on Eastern Europe is to help fill
this gap by providing a more comprehensive and regular source of infor-
mation about events in that part of the world.

The mass media gave ample space to Tory politicians and to some from the
Labour Party who seek to use protests against repression in Eastern
Europe as a cover for their own support for social inequality in Britain and
for witch-hunts against those who oppose it. At the same time campaigns
run by socialists in the labour and trade union movement \or many years

concerning victims of repression in Eastern Europe are largely ignored by
the media. The second aim of this bulletin ttrerefore is to provide com-
prehensive information about the activities of socialists and labour move-
ment organisations that are taking up this issue.

,"

l-abour Focus is a completely independent bulletin whose editorial collec-
tive includes various trends of socialist and Marxist opinion. It is not a
bulletin for debate on the nature of the East European states, nor is its pur-
pose to recommend a strategy for socialists in Eastern Europe: there are

other journals on the left that take up these questions. Our purpose is to
provide a comprehensive coverage of these societies with a special em-
phasis on significant currents campaigning for working class, democratic
and national rights.

Whenever possible we will quote the sources of our inforrnation. Unless
otherwise stated, all material in Labour Focus may be reproduced, with
acknowledgement. Signed articles do not necessarily represent the views of
the editorial collective.

In these ways we hope to strengttren campaigns to mobilise the con-
siderable influence that the British labour movement can have in the strug-
gles to end repression in the USSR and Eastern Europe.
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EDITORIA

The Right, The Left and Eastern Europe
As in the Cold War of the late 1940s, so today East
European conditions figure prominently in the efforts
of Western Governments to justify their military
build-up against the Soviet Union. ln that earlier con-
frontation, the event used to spur NATO's formation
was the Czechoslovak Communist Party's seizure of
power in February 19t18. In this second Cold War, the
main event used to create suitable psychological con-
ditions for rearmament was the crackdown on
Solidarity in Poland.

The context today is very different f rom that of the
late 1lM0s, The Prague take-overwas presented as the
possible harbinger of putsches by the larger West
European Communist Parties such as those in ltaly or
France, or even as a sign that the Soviet Union might
attack the West.

Today such notions lack any credibility: the ltalian
Communist Party appears to support NATO, while a
greatly weakened French Gommunist Party has no 

_

immediate ambition but to partacipate in one of
Europe's most anti-Soviet governments. And no
lesser an authority on such matters than NATO's
Supreme Commander, General Rogers, declares
publicly that he does not believe the Soviet Union is
preparing aggression against Western Europe.

Against this background, Cold War propaganda in
the West has used events in Eastern Europe more as a
moral justilication than as a political or military argu-
ment, for confrontation with Moscow. We have been
told that we must stand by the Poles and 'punish the
Russians'for the destruction of Solidarity. And more
vaguely, media images of the suppression of
democratic liberties in the East have been used to
buttress a general drive against the Soviet Union,

The Right's moral injunctions to support trade
union or civil liberties are one thing. The policy that it
seeks to base upon such moral appeals is another
matter altogether,

As to the moral point, we, the labour movements
of Western Europe, do have a duty to develop a policy
that will aid the struggles of working people in
Poland and throughout the region for greater political
freedom. Those on the Left who repudiate such a
responsibility do a disservice to the cause of
socialism.

But the policy that flows from this responsibility
must be one that genuinely assists the cause of work-
ing people in Eastern Europe, really helping to pro-
mote their political rights and not undermining the
economic rights such as full employment and
economic security that they already possess. And the
crucial question that the supporters of Reagan and
Thatcher must, but cannot, answer is this: how does
present US policy in the slightest assist these peoples
to improve their circumstances?

People blinded by anti-Communism doubtless
gain some deranged satisfaction from the thought
that Reagan's policy in the Third World is, at least,
killing some Communists along with thousands upon
thousands of others in, say, Central l\merica. Or they
may applaud the fact that'the pursuit of economic
warfare against the Soviet Union exacerbates
economic difficulties there. Anti-Communists may
atso wetcome the fact that US nuclear threatgagaipst
the East seem to frighten the Soviet governfnen{ bs
well as the Soviet people. 

..

But none of this has anything whatever to do with
a policy that helps the people of Eastern Europe to
gain the confidence to struggle for an extension of
freedom. Neither cuts in living standards, nor dole
queues here or shopping queues in Eastern Europe,
do anything to persuade people they can stand up for
their rights. And the deployment of a new generation
of missiles targeted on Eastern Europe and buttress-
ed with a doctrine of fighting and winning a'limited
nuclear war in Europe' - this is a promise of oblitera-
tion not liberation.

The basic starting point for any serious policy
must be that democratic liberties will be won in the
East only through the efforts of the people there,
a[ove all the working class. Next, the record of the
last guarter of a century should demonstrate that it is
when people in Eastern Europe see some hope of
wresting concessions from their governments that
they struggle for their rights. This was true of 1956,
1968 and Poland at the end of the 1970s. And stlch
hopes have been raised precisely in conditions of
lessened tension between East and West.

Ouite understandably, many in Eastern Europe
disliked the way that during the high point of detente,
Western governments were interested in business
deals and in pressing petro-dollar credits into the
hands of eager bureaucrats. And today, os Thatcher
nnakes noises about 'renewed dialogue' and sets off
f or Budapest, there could be few naive enough to im-
agine that concern to improve the lot of Hunga'rian
workers figures remotely in her calculations. Allrthis
simply proves that, whether in detente moves or in
pursuing conf rontation, the Western powers i, are
motivated by their own interests as capitalist states
hostile to working class interests. I

The one polacy that has never been attempted by
the West is that of gualitatively scaling down its
military pressure on the U$SR in Europe. lt is
paradoxical that many right-wing commentators fre-
quently assert in our view correctly that the
Soviet leadership uses security worries as a justifica-
tion for its repressive internal policy within its own
sphere of influence. Yet they never draw the obvious
conclusion that a really massive reduction in Western
military pressure would destroy this key ideological
pillar of Stalinist repression in Eastern Europe.

It is not hard to see why such a policy has never
been pursued. lt would involve a great weakening of
the main lever that the US has for exercising its
povver in Western Europe its overwhelming
military preponderance in NATO. And it would also
remove one of the main levers used agains'c the Left
here - East-West tension and military confrontatior't.

The Left in the West has every reason for taking up
the struggle with Thatcher and Reagan over what is
too often seen as the Hight's own ground:
dennocratlc liberties in Eastern Europe and the USSR,
We should expose the damage that a policy of
rnilitarism and economlc warfare does to this cause,
and campalgn for a reversal of the arms race as the
only viable rneans of helping the aspirations of the
people in Europe's Eastern half to express themselves
in popular moverrrents for democratic control.
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ANDMOPOTf,'S POVUER
ANB PRIOMITIES
(When Yuri Andropov became General
Secretary of the Soviet Communist Party
just over fi yeor ogo, we published an inter-
view with Zhores Medvedev on what might
be expected of Brezhnev's successor. Dr
Medvedev, who has subsequently published
the first and so far the most authoritative
political biography of Andropav (published
by Basil Blackwell last yeor, priced t7.5A)
now os.se.sses Andropov t first yeor in an in-
terview with Oliver MacDonald.)

The press here is tending to present An-
dropov as a lame-duck general secrrtary
crippled by illness and Kremlin power-
struggles. fs this accurate?

trt is pure speculation. The Decernber Cen-
tral Committee plenum showed that he is in
control of the apparatus and faces no
significant challenge to his authority. In
fact, he has consolidated his power within a
year far more quickly than either
Khrushchev who took about four years or
Brezhnev who took five or six.

His ill-health has restricted his range of
activity, but we must remember that Soviet
policy-making is not a matter of public ap-
pearances. And the days are long gone when
Khrushchev would travel the country in-
vestigating the local state of affairs and
making decisions on the spot. Now the
general secretary's work is very much a mat-
ter of handling Bapers at a desk and
presiding over small meetings of colleagues.

At the sarne time, the Party leadership
remembers how damaging it was for
Brezhnev in his last years when he was
shown on television to be physically in-
capacitated - people started making jokes
about him so they prefer to keep An-
dropov out of public view until his physical
strength is restored,

Is kidney disease the main problem?

No, it is his legs, his inabiiity to walk unaid-
ed, as a result of a spasrn that he suffered in
the Spring. The kidney disease is con-
trollable with the help of dialysis: a couple
of hours a day on the machine enabies a per-
son to operate normally for the rest of the
time. His diabetes is also controllable with
modern medicine.

The political problem over his health
derives from the possibility that he will be
confined to e wheel-chair. Alterations are
already being made in the Gregori Hall,
where the Supreme Soviet meets, to install a
special eievator for him, but his doctors are
evidently still hoping that he can be restored
to the point where he can walk unaided.

I f he is confined, Roosevelt-like, to a
wheel-chair, it should be said that this will
greatly benefit disabled people in the USSR
who do not as yet enjoy the aids and
facilities for the disabled in the West, such

3,

as national health wheel-chairs, special
toilets and other such alterations in public
buildings.

But Andropov's intellectual faculties are
unimpaired and his physical ailments do not
seriously hamper his capacity to manage the
government machine.

Zhores Medvedev

PEHSONNEL POLICY

The most notable feature of the Central
Comrnittee meeting seems to have been the
four promotions: Vorotnikov and
Solomentsev to full mernbership of the
Politburo, KGB chief Chebrikov to can-
didate membership, and Cadre Department
Chairman Ligachev to the post of Central
Committee secretary. These promotions
evidently strengthen Andropov's position
but beyond that, what do they represent?

They show that we are on the eve of a major
shake-up of the top administration. Vorot-
nikov is being groorned to replace the
79-year-old Tikhonov as Prime Minister and
to lead a new ministerial team. And the
other three people who were promoted will
all play a key part in Andropov's wider
overhaul of the political elite. What the Cen-
tral Committee meeting did was to give An-
dropov the green light to go ahead with this
upheaval in personnel.

This is revealed if we examine the posts
occupied by the three others who have been
elevated. Solornentsev, as head of the Con-
trol Cornmissioqi controls the records of all
complaints and charges against Party
nrembers; Chebrikov, as head of the KCB,
possesses the files on their personal life and
loyalty, while Ligachev commands the files
on their public careers. These three, along
with Vorotnikov and the increasingly in-

fluential young Politburo member, Gor-
bachev, now have a clear road for moving
ahead with the changeover of personnel
within the elite.

Before the December Plenum, An-
dropov had been able to make only limited,
ad hoc changes in personnel, motivated

' either by clear proof of incompetence or by
evidence of flagrant corruption. On this
basis he had rernoved a number of ministers
such as the Minister for Construction, Ignati
Novikov. He has also achieved the expul-
sion from the Party of two Central Commit-
tee members, Shchekolov and Medunov,
for corruption. (No other such expulsion of
CC rnembers from the Party has taken place
since the case of Molotov and the 'Anti-
Party Croup' in 1958 when it was a question
of Khrushchev vanquishing political rivals.)
But now Andropov can move ahead on a
broader front, replacing people for less
dramatic reasons.

Horv is this reshuffle likely to take place?

During this month and February, the
regular biennial elections of regional party
secretaries will be held, Normally these
obkqm elections attract little attention
abroad, but they are especially important
this year.. The secretaries of the main
obkoms make up a large proportion of the
membership of the party Central Committee
and, laccording to the rules, if they are not
re-elected by their regional party con-
ference, they can no longer attend the
plenums of the Central Committee. The
regional elections are in fact arranged from
above Ligachev and Gorbachev are in
charge of them this year so they will
enable Andropov to change the balance of
power on the Central Committee.

The government changes will take place
after the regular; four-yearly elections to the
Supreme Soviet take place in March. This is,
of course, a rubber-stamp Parliament but its
composition is a clear marker of who is fall-
ing from grace and who is becoming more
influential. More importantly, after the
Supre5ne Soviet elections the government
formally resigns and by tradition is then re-
appointed by the newly elected body. But
this year it is inconceivable that Tikhonov
will be asked to stay on. We can expect that
Vorotnikov will then head a new ministerial
team'and there are already indications that
he is preparing this team. In the USSR this is
a complex task since it involves more than a
hundred central Ministries and state corn-
mittees as well as changes in the republican
administrations.

Yorotnikov is totally unknown in the lVest.
lVhat is his background?

He is a 57 -yesr-old technocrat who started
work after the war in a Kuibyshev aircraft
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factory. He gained his higher degree in avia-
tion engineering and was appointed second
secretary in the Kuibyshev city party com-
mittee at the young age of 35. In l97l he
became first secretary of Voronezh obkom
and a member of the Central Committee,
and four years later he rose to be first deputy
premier of the Russian Federation the
R ussian lands within the USSR under
Solomentsev, the premier. But in lg79 he
fell foul of Brezhnev for reasons that have
not yet been revealed, He was sent into
honourable political exile as ambassador to
Cuba, but was very unhappy there and con-
tinually pressed the politburo for a new job
in the party apparatus.

V.I. Vorolnikov

ln the months between Andropov's
assumption of Suslov's post in May 1982,
and Brezhnev's death the following Oc-
tober, Vorotnikov was able to make his
comeback. He wrote to the Politburo offer-
ing to take even a job as raikom secretary
{the raikom or district is one tier below the
obkom or region). While Brezhnev was in
the Crimea, Andropov arranged the sacking
of the Krasnodar obkom secretary,
Medunov, a very corrupt official protected
by Brezhnev, and Vorotnikov was recalled
to take his place.

He evidently cleared up the corruption in
Krasnodar in a satisfactory way and in June
of 1983 was made Premier of the Russian
Federaticn and a candidate member of the
Politburo. And this December, at the very
next plenurn of the CC he leapfrogged over
more senior candidate members to become a
full member of the Politburo.

I.Jntil recently it had seemed that
Dolgikho another younger technocrat, was
in line for Tikhonov's job, but Vorotnikov
has clearly outpaced him.

Is it possible to rnake any grneral cornrnenl
about the character of the people Andropov
ls bringing into the Soviet leadership?

Andropov's personnel policy differs from
Brezhnev's not only in his readiness to crack
dcr,vn on the corrupt and obviously in-
cornpetent, but in his drive to promote a

younger gene{ation and his rejection of the
clientelism so characteristic of his
predecessor. Brezhnev assiduously pro-
moted people with whom he had been
associated in his earlier career, such as

Chernenko or Tikhonov, people guaranteed
to give top priority to personal loyalty to
Brezhnev himself . None of Andropov's pro-
motions seem to have this character - even
Chebrikov, the new KGB head, was
previously known as sorneone very close to
Brezhnev and his circle. By using com-
petence as his ostensible yardstick An-
dropov has undoubtedly strengthened his
own authority as general secretary.

His readiness to bring forward younger
men is also shown in the steadily rising in-
fluence of Gorbachev, &t 52 the youngest
member of the Poiitburo, who must now be
considered the most likely successor to An-
dropov himself in the event of a short-term
change of leader. His chances now seem bet-
ter than those of the other two most likely
candidates, Grishin, the Moscow party
leader, and Romanov from Leningrad.
Grishin has been seriously compromised by
the smell of corruption in the Moscow party
organisation in the Gastronom affair. The
head of the organisation in Moscow has
been sentenced to death for economic crirne
and the Moscow city committee and
therefore Grishin himself are also im-
plicated. Romanov, now in charge of in-

" dustry, is an unpopular figure within the
Party. Although Corbachevns formal
responsibility is for agriculture, he is in-
creasingly being given assignments f ar
beyond this field, meeting,foreign leaders,
recently attending the Portuguese Corn-
munist Party Congress and'now supervising
the regional party conferences.

M.S. Gorbachev

FOREIGNPOTICY
One of the leadership's main preoccupa-
tions has obviously been the I-lS nnissile pro-
gramme and the arrns negotintions. Now
that the Geneva talks have been suspended,
how will the Soviet governmenl proceed
from here?

They have said that they will match the US
deployment of Pershing and Cruise in two
ways: by installing new Soviet missiles in the
GDR and Czechoslovakia, and by patrolling
the Arnerican coast with new submarine-
based missiles. But both these steps involve
problems.

First, the Soviet leadership rvill be very
reluctant to,bring the new rnissiles into Eastern

Europe because it -yould produce and
strengthen anti-war dnd anti-nuclear senti-
ment there. Secondly, it will take t*ne to
develop the new, submarine-based missile
system close to American waters. The Soviet
Union has submarines with long-range
missiles but such missiles are unsuitable for
this role. So the Americans believe the
Soviets will develop submarine-based cruise
missiles or medium-range missiles but such
systems must still be at the design stage - it
will be some time before they could be
operational.

Thus the Soviet government's response
to Cruise and Pershing will not be put into
practice immediately" Furtherrlore, the
NATO deployments are taking place by
stages and the next group of Pershings is not
due in West Germany until the end of 1984,
Andropov had made it clear that the Soviet
Union will match the US build-up step by
step, not all at one go, so after a few Soviet
missiles are placed in Eastern Europe there
might be some chance of a new Soviet
negotiating initiative if the US administra-
tion were prepared to freeze its deployments
at their present levels.

But the Sovjet leadership doesn't expect
any serious negotiations from the Reagan
adrninistration and will be hoping that
Reagan fails to win the elections next
November.

How has the missile issue been presented to
the Soviet public?

There has been a very strong discussion in
the press and pamphlets have been produced
explaining what kind of weapons Cruise and
Pershing are: that what is at stake is not at
all numbers of missiles, but a new genera-
tion of military technology. They explain
that in the past NATO had justified its
nuclear weapons in Europe by saying they
would be used against the advancing Soviet
arrny on the battlefield, after the Soviet Ar-
my had overcome NATO's conventional
forces. But Cruise and Pershing are design-
ed not for that but for hitting targets inside
the USSR. They are thus not retaliatory or
defensive weapons but first strike missiles
aimed at Soviet command systems, with
very short delivery times. These points have
certainly been taken by Soviet public opi-
nion and people now really fear a new war
against the Soviet Union.

What do you think are the fundarnental
reasons for the breakdown of the Geneva
arms negotiations?

The Reagan administration calculated that
the Soviet leadership would have to make

basic concessions once they saw that NATO
would definitely deploy Cruise and Per-

shing. This calculation was based on the
judgement that the Soviet economy could
not stand the crippling cost of a major arms

race. In the spring when Andropov did
make significant concessions on the
numbers of SS 20s, the Western leaders

thought their calculation might be accurate-
Andropov was eventually ready to reduce

SS 20s to 120 in return for no Cruise and
Pershing. But he was not prepared to go

Iower without cuts in British and French
missiles, which are obviously targeted on the

Soviet Union.
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So the basic calculation behind Reagan's

posture proved false, based as it was on er-
roneous reports, by the CIA and others, on
the state of the Soviet economy. The CIA
has now come round to the view that the
Soviets will be able to respond to the arms
race without unacceptable disruption of
economic development.

We must also remember, in this context,
that the Soviet rnilitary is not a purely pro-
fessional institution, so to speak outside the
political system. It is part of the political
establishment, with about twenty rnarshals
and generals on the Communist Party Cen-
tral Committee, and with the Minister of
Det-ence inside the Politburo. So decisions
about defence cannot be made without the
military making their voice heard. And if
the military tell the Politburo that the
French and British systems cannot be ig-
nored and require such and such a military
response, then the leadership will agree -they cannot simply overrule the military's
logic.

Could we turn to other aspects of Soviet
foreign policy, in the first place Soviet aims
in Afghanistan - the one country where the'
Soviet Union is engaged in military action?

The Soviet propaganda machine is insisting
that the social and political changes in
Afghanistan are irreversible and is hailing
the achievements of the Afghan govern-
ment, so I don't think they will reverse this
side of their policy. They are not likely to ac-
cept some sort of arrangements whereby the
replacement of the Karmal government by a
new regime would be combined with inter-
national guarantees of Soviet security in-
terests in the area.

As to the civil war within Afghanistan,
you rnust remember that within the Soviet
Union it is not presented as a war at all but
as a progressive government facing internal
security problems produced by groups of
bandits and saboteurs supplied by im-
perialist circles. And for Russians, the
casualty figures do not alter that irnpression.
American sources claim that over the last
two years sorne 5,000 Russians have died in
Afghanistan and perhaps as many as half of
these died from various diseases and il-
lnesses, outside cornbat.

When Russians think of war, they think
of the last occasion when the Soviet Union
was involved in a war r- 1941-45 - so by
Russian standards of deaths in war these are
very minor numbers indeed.

I think Afghanistan will become a
satellite country,. dependent on Soviet
economic aid and on Soviet military train-
ing. The Russian presence will continue,
with Soviet bases and so on, but they will
aim for the Afghan government to take over
all administrative and security activity. As
for the guerrillas, their main support comes
from the US -- the West European govern-
ments are not interested in sending aid. And
the US effort depends on close relations
with the Zia government in Pakistan. The
situation in Pakistan is not stable and the
Soviet leadership must calculate that Zia, a
military dictator, plagued by insecurity, will
see the advantage of coming to terms with
the Soviet Union over Afghanistan in order
to shore up his own domestic position.
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Brezhnev, in his last months, launched a
new initiative towards negotiating a settle-
ment with China. When he assumed office
Andropov seemed keen to speed up these ef-
forts towards normalising Sino-Soviet rela-
tions. Yet progress seems painfully slow.
What are the prospects in this field?

There are three Chinese demands: that Viet-
nam must withdraw from Kampuchea, that
Soviet forces must withdraw from
Afghanistan and that Soviet troop concen-
trations along the Chinese border must be
withdrawrr. On the first, Vietnam's govern-
ment is far from being a Soviet puppet and it
is beyond Soviet capabilities to achieve this
Chinese objective - withdrawal will occur
only when the Vietnamese judge they are
able to do so. On Afghanistan, the Soviet
leadership will withdraw its troops only
when it feels that the internal security situa-
tion there is under Afghan government con-
trol.

A further factor complicating relations
is the fabt that the Chinese leadership, like
the Soviet leadership, is in transition and
doesn't want to make any major moves
quickly. It is still a very isolated government
and it doesn't seem sure how it wants to han-
dle long-term relations with the Americans,
the Soviet Union and the Japanese.

But there are a number of factors
favouring the normalisation of relations. In
the first place, the Chinese appeared to have
decided, So far, to remain neutral between
the two super-powers. Secondly, by 1985 the
Soviet Union should be ready to respond to
the Chinese demand for the withdrawal of
the 45 or 50 Soviet divisions along the
Chinese border. Up to now the only railway
linking Siberia with the Soviet Far East has
run very close to the Chinese border, but in
1985 the new Baikal-Amur railway line will
be completed, providing a rail link much
further back. This should make a Soviet
troop withdrawal much more likely.

Work on the Baikul'Amur railway goes on in all
weathers.

Another factor that bhould improve rela-
tions is economic interests. China's basic in-
dustries were established in the 1950s and
early 1960s, largely on the basis of Soviet
designs and equipment. This industrial in-
frastructure is now in great need of moder-
nisation and the Soviet Union has offered to
help. The Chinese are likely to be interested
in this. In 1983, Sino-Soviet trade more than
doubled - it rose by I 60o/o compared with
1982. Although this is still only one-fifth of
the volume of Soviet-Indian trade and is
well below what is possible, it is a positive
sign.

Sumrning-up then on Andropov's record in
foreign affairs, could it not be said that

aparrt{rom the missiles negoliations, where
Andropov clearly made his mark, little has
changed in Soviet policy since the Brezhnev
period? And does this trot sugge$t a lack of
vigour and initiative in tbe present Soviel
leadership?

The missile issue has undoubtedly absorbed
a great deal of time because it is both ex-
tremely complex and contains implications
for so many other areas of policy. An-
dropov's illnesses have also restricted his
role in foreign affairs, since he could not be
heavily involved in meeting foreign leaders
or travelling. But we can expect that as in
domestic, economic policy.making so in this
field Andropov is waiting for the arrival of
the new government team so that it can par-
ticipate in working out new initiatives. We
must remember that the Soviet leadership'as
a whole is still very much in transition.

Furthermore, the Soviet government
probably considers that from the staudpoint
of Soviet state interests, world events have
not been particularly unfavourable over the
last year. They have seen Reagan increasing-
ly trying to use military force to further US
interests in the Third World, as in the
Lebanon and Central America. Yet the
result has been to embroil the United States
in military conflicts that are extremely dif-
ficult either. to win or to withdraw from.
Meanwhile the USSR has been able to avoid
any new entanglements during Andropov's
period in office, and is probably not
displeased to sit back and watch American
difficulties develop.

THE ECONOMY
If Andropov's first priority tias been io push
through his policy on personnet, he has
repeatedly indicated his great concern to
restore some dynamism to the lSoviet
economy. What is the balance-sheet of his
efforts so far in this field? j

It has always been clear that Andropov's
dominant concern has been the sluggish
econornic performance in recent years. His
planned new government team will ultimate-
ly be judged by its capacity to r€store
economic dynamism and lhe speech An-
dropov sent to the CC plenum in December
concentrated on economic problems,. stress.
ing his disappointment with the economy's
performance over the last year.

Over the year the economy grew by 490
with productivity up by 3.59q.. This may
seem reasonable in comparison with the
2.890 growth during 1982. But we must
remember that 1982 was the worst year flor
growth in Soviet history, and the economy is
far behind schedule'for the l98l-85 plan,
This required 2090 growth over the five-year
period, and after 3% in l98l and 2.890 the
following year, 4t/o was not enough to catch
up.

The pattep of growth during 1983 was
also interesting. ,Normally in the early,
winter months of the year the economy per-
forms worst and growth picks up later in the
year. Yet last year this pattern was reversed.
In January growth was as high as 6.790 and
it reached a similar figure in February, but
tailed off later on.

Andropov is still able to blame poor per-
formance on the Brezhnev years, and he did

T
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so clearly in his speech " I{e aiso re ferre d to
well-known particular events that delayed
economic develcpment. Amongst these

would be the damage to shipping in the Arc-
: tic during October and l.lovernber, which

certainly caused disruption in the Siberian
inciustriai centres; the coilapse of the dam at

a very big fertiliser plant on the Dniester in
the Lviv region in September, polluting the
whole river and affecting water supplies to
such importanl cities as Kishinev and

Odessa; and also the Atomash catastrophe.
Events like these also explain rvhy he stress-

ed the importance of taking environmentai
problems more seriouslY.

What happened at Atomash?

This is a huge plant for,building nuclear
power stations. Construction began as long
ago as 1974, it took many years to complete,
and a town was built around it, Volgodon-
sk, to house 100,000 workers. Then, during
the summer there was a serious accident at
the plant. It is not clear exactly what hap-
pened. One wall seems to have collapsed but
it is not sure whether there were large
numbers of casualties. In any case, the polit-
buro sent Dolgikh down to head a comrnis-
sion of enquiry and this discovered that the
foundations of the plant were being under-
mined because of a hydro-electric dam that
had been buiit nearby. The effect of the dam
was to raise the underground water levels

. beneath the Atomash plant at various points
and inadequate checks had been carried out
to monitor what was happening" Farts of
the foundations began to subside and the
entire plant became unsafe. There was some
discussion about trying to stabilise the foun-
dations by artificially producing perrnafrost
underground, but it was decided that the
costs would be too great and the results
uncertain. So since the sumrner the plant has

been closed, the nuclear power programme
has been set back for at least a year and the
governnrent has decided that the entire plant
will have to be moved somewhere else. at
enormous cost. The Construction Minister
in charge of the dam, Ignati Novikov, an old
crony of Brezhnev from Dnepropetrcvsk
and a Deputy Prime Minister, was sackecl
because of the disaster.

V. Dolgikh

What rneasures have so far krerul {akerl ttl irn-
prove the economy?

There has been a wide-ranging debate over
possible economic reforms in the specialist
journals, but the government has not taken
any major steps in economic policy. The
mCIYes sc far have been largely ad-
ministrative in character. There was first of
all the discipline campaign and the continu-
ing drive against corruption. The impact of
this was felt in the higher growth rates at the
beginning of the year. '

Then in the summer there was a change

in the work-brigade system that altered the
method of payment. Previously an in-
dividual worker in a brigade would get

bonuses for his/her own good performance,
regardless of the work of other members of
the tearn. Now bonuses depend upon the
performance of the brigade as a whole. So

if, for example, one member of the brigade
is absent from work, the other members will
suffer economically.

This may have had some imPact on the
economy bui it is a fairly minor matter in
terms of reform. At present there are too
few incentives for workers, in terms both of
pay increases and food supplies, although
food improved towards the end of the year

because of the better agricultural perfor-
mance" Meat production this year was

slightly above plan targets and numbers of
animals in all groups of livestock increased
for the first time for a number of years. Fod-
der production was also uP 1OVo and
although we don't know the figures for total
grain production, it was almost certainly
better than in 1982 (though still below the
unrealistic plan target).

ls this delay over new economic policy
connected to Andropov's illnesses?

i think the main reason is the fact that An-
dropov himself has no experience in
econornic policy and he will leave decisions
about economic reform for the new tearn of
younger technocrats he wants to take over
the government. Yarious local and branch
experirnents in decentralisation have been

iaunched and the new government team will
probably draw more general conclusions
froin the results of these experiments. But
r,vhat is clear from Andropov's Central
Committee speech is that he does not see his

own administrative measures as being an

adequate response to the economy's pro-
blems.

NOMESTTC POLITICAL LIFE
In our interview just after Andropov was

elected, you rejected suggestions current in

some sections of the Western press at the

time that Andropov was a closet liberal.
Your judgement has since been borne out,
has it not?

Well, yeS, the approach to domestic political
life has so far been very conservative, stress-

ing discipiine and embracing no new ideas.

Restrictions on intellectuals have generally

become harsher, especially since the June
i9B3 Central Committee plenum, which
discussed ideology. Already under Brezhnev
Andropov had effectively crushed the dissi-
dent movernent, and repression continues
against religior,rs and national groups which
are less well known in the West. Restrictions
against the press are as tight as ever and

thoughtful Tikhonov next to laughing
Andropov

there has been an even colder climate in the
cinema and theatre.

Another sign of the trend was the choice
of writers to be given the literary awards
during the November celebrations marking
the anniversary of the revolution. A few of
those receiving the awards were not too
poor, but most were very bad writers.

This atmosphere is reflected in the recent
attack on Yevtushenko's new
autobiographical novel, in the defection of
Bitov, an editor on Literaturnoyo Gazeta,
and in the case of theatre director
Lyubimov, who doesn't want to return to
the Soviet Union. When Lyubimov, who
had known Andropov in the past, asked him
to intervene on a censorship issue, he was
told that Andropov did not wish to interfere
in a field outside his own sphere. At present
Chernenko, as head of the Central Commit-
tee's ideological section, has taken charge of
such matters and he is neither very bright
nor a liberal. Minister of Culture Demichev
is also no liberal and is not competent in this
field. In conditions of reorganisation at the
top they would be unlikely io make any
friendly gestures towards the intellectuals
and would anyway consider that such
measures would not be very popular with
Andropov.

The KCB now seems to want the
Ministry of Internal Affairs to involve itself
with dissent, for the Ministry has been given
a political directorate to teach them a

little bit of doctrine and thus make them
able to handle political crimes. I consider
this a bad development for the simple reason
that the full-tirne professional staff of the
oidinary police is far more numerous on the
ground than that of the KGB. The latter
does, of course, have a very extensive net-
work of spare-time informers and has a fair-
ly dense presence in all border districts and
around special military or research installa-
tions. But otherwise, its professional staff
goes no lower than the region and it does not
maintain offices at district level: that is left
up to the local, regular police.

So in general the internal situation re-

mains very bleak. We can only hope that

when a new generation of political leaders

with a new cultural and Political
background establishes itself, it rvill be less

dogmatic and dictatorial in its methods and

will change the situation in many areas 
w
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- Inside 'Radio Free HuE spe'By David ttrolland and Ralph Kinnear
Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty is an en-
tirely American-funded operation run until
l97l directly, if covertly, by the CIA. Not
surprisingly therefore it is widely viewed
with suspicion, if not outright hostility, by
those on the left interested in Eastern
Europe.

To the immense East European au-
dience, however, the breach in the state

'monopoly of information afforded by
foreign radio broadcasting is of unques-
tionable importance. Around a third of the
adult populations of Poland and Hungary,
for example, listen regularly to RFE. By way
of a more vivid illustration, it is said that
Anna Walentynowicz, whose sacking for
free trade union activities sparked off the
August 1980 strike in Gdansk, first heard of
the free trade union activists by listening to
Radio Free Europe.

Given this importance, it is worth know-
ing something about the Radio Stations and
adopting a coherent attitude towards them.

This is especially so because with the
onset of the new cold war, the Reagan ad-
ministration has not only updated its
nuclear arsenal, but refurbished its
ideological armoury too. Very substantial
new funds have been allocated to RFE/RL;
new Reagan appointments have been made
to the Board of International Broadcasting
(which oversees RFE/RL) and to the
Presidency of the Radios with talk of impar-
ting new thrust and direction, and there is

talk of establishing a new station (Radio
Marti) to broadcast to the Caribbean
region.

The two authors of this article spent the
summer months of this year as 'Summer In-
terns' at RFE/RL headquarters in Munich,
and so are in a position to pass on a limited
amount of information about the radio sta-
tions. We both went in the hope, well found-
ed as it turned out, that we would be able to
further our research interests, in Poland and
Hungary respectively, by using RFE's ar-
chives. So it is mainly about the Polish and
Hungarian services that we can speak lrom

'personal experience.
The RFE/RL building is set in one cor-

ner of Munich's largest and most attractive
park, the Englischer Garten. [t is surround-
ed by a wall and a double perimeter wire
fence, with a layer of security guards and
reception doors. Entry is by pass only. As
the building was quite badly bombed a few
years ago, with some injuries, these.precau-
tions are understandable. The source of the
bomb, interestingly enough, is still
unknown.

On entering the buiiding one is im-
mediately confronted by a large plaque
bearing the text of article 19 of the UN
Declaration on Human Rights, which af-
firms the right: 'to seek, receive and impart
information and ideas through any media
and regirdless of frontiers'.

On a back staircase there is another pla-
que, cracked across, perhaps by the bomb
explosion, which announces that behind it

6

are stored the signatures of l3 million
Americans pledging their support for the
'crusade for freedom and democr acy' ern-
bodied in the Mission of Radio Free Europe.

The builcling itself resembles nothing so
much as a rather elderly English hospital.
This is, as they s&y, no accident. It was built
as such, but in the expectation that the im-
minent coliapse of the East European
regimes would before long necessitate the
transfer of the building to other purposes.

The dowdily painted corridors, shabby
office furniture and antiquated equipment
are a source of acute grievance to the staff,
as is overcrowding. These grievances are
soon to be remedied, A redecoration pro-
gramme is under way, millions of dollars
worth of new equiprnent is coming, and
more property is being acquired in the
neighbourhood - although the problem of
space is not so easily solved for a broad-
casting organisation where access betrveen
departments is often vital.
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The generous pay rates are one possible
explanation of the low staff turn-over. The
need for an injection of new blood is
recognised by the management of the sta-
tions. It is something of a handicap for a
journalist specialising in coverage of a par-
ticular country if he has been unable to visit
it for twenty or so years. Many of the people
employed by RFE in the 1950s are in this
position, since their contracts expressly for-
bid travel to any Soviet bloc countries. The
Radios are keen to avoid even the whiff of a
spying scandal.

This renewal of blood is beginning ro
take place, thanks mainly to a bulge of older
staff, employed from the beginning of
operations, retiring from the fray. As they
are replaced by a younger generation of
emigres an interesting contrast to changes at
the top emerges. Younger people who have
grown up in cornmunist states since the fif-
ties, in a period when those regimes have
been largely pragmatic in their policy, have a
markedly more complicated attirude to
communism. This attitude is at odds with
the theological 'communism is the work of
the devil' variety, and is comparatively un-
touched by the contrast between pre-war
societies and the absurdiries of Stalinism. Ir
will be interesting in the coming years to see
how this will adapt to the new ideological
thrust of the Reaganites.

The corridors of the station echo with a
babel of tongues. German, Russian, English
and Polish are perhaps the most common,
but Romanian or Hungarian, or one of the
thirteen non-Russian Soviet languages in
which the station broadcasts, can also often
be heard.

More than most large organisations,
RFE is alive with facrional intrigue and
back-biting gossip. This is partly a function
of the presence of such a variety of inward
looking emigr6 comrnunities, each with its
own sectional interests to prontote vis-a-vis
each other, with a layer of overall manage-
ment, rvhich also has its own competing in-
terests, stemming ultimately fronr
Washington.

Each Ea.st European nationality has a
separately organised Broadcasting and
Research seciion. The present head of the
Polish Broadcasting section is Zdzislaw Na-
jder, who took over the job after finding
himself abroad as a visiting scholar at Ox-
ford University when martial law was
declared. Najder was sentenced to death in
absentia this spring b,v a Polish court on
charges of espionage, in an unprecedented
displa-v- of disapproval for the activities of
RFE. Najder has his own political stance
within the context of Polish political Iife as a
former prorninent figure in the ciandestine
Polish League for Independence (PPN).

The Polish Socialist Party is also ,strong-
Iy represented. Several of the officers named
in the party's publications are full time
ernployees of the Poiish Research section.
One such employee explained horv he had
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The building houses more thar: a thou-
sand employees, more than a hundred of
whom are Poles. Pay rates are very good,
but often vary inexplicably. An analyst, for
example, might expect to earn around DM
4000 a month, plus housing, but might be
working beside another earning 1000 more
each rnonth, for roughly the same work.
Those Eastern Europeans starting in the
broadcasting departments begin with
sighificantly less, often without the benefit
of . rent-free accommodation. Senior staf f.
paid on American salary scales, can earn
around 130,000 dollars in a year, These
discrepancies account for some of the
labour difficulties in past years -- the policy
of using wages to divide and rule often
pakes a mockery of the good pay rates and
leaves everyone discontented. It's not hard
to imagine difficulties in an organisation
staffed by Soviet and East European na-
tionalities, run by Americans, but subject to
German labour larv.
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first been drawn into American financed
anti-communist activity, when as an active
socialist and trade unionist living in modest
circumstances in Stoke Newington in the
'50s he was approached and invited to an all-
expenses-paid conference in North America
on 'combatting communist infiltration in
the trade unions'.

The Polish Broadcasting .service is
regarded, even within the station, as tanta-
mount to a 'Radio Solidarity'. This has
often taken the form of broadcasting the
times and places of meetings for .local
solidarity groups. The Hungarian service,
by contrast, is more often than not attacked
by emigr6 groups in the States for being'too
soft' on the Kadar regime. A recent flurry of
letters attacked the Hungarian research sec-
tion in particular for relying too heavily on
official Hungarian press sources, and accus-
ed them all of being Communist agents paid
by the Kadar regime. They were also attack-
ed for not using enough foreign sources,
such as the Financial Times.This is doubly
ironic since the F1n often uses RFE research
reports for itS own articles.

In fact this highlights the problem of
treating RFE too evenly. The different
broadcasting sections reflect the large dif-
ferences between the regimes they broadcast
to. In Poland:and Czechoslovakia it is now a
serious crime to be found paiiing informa-
tiofl tb RfE, Hungarian intellectuals on the
othel hand,'orl trips outside Hungary, will
sometimes'arrange: :meetings with station
staff, .*'not of course inside the radio
building itself - and seem to fear no
reprisals.

The character of the Hungarian service[
merely takes. into account that the western'
press is eirculated amongst offices and
enterprises in Hungary, and may often ber
bought for little more than its indigenous.'
price in the large Budapest hotels. Half ofi
Hungary watches Austrian TV regularly,
the southern part watches Yugoslav TV and
Radio Vienna can be heard blaring across
most weekend house gardens on rest days.
With this competition - not forgetting an
official press that is a good deal more com-
petent than most in Eastern Europe - it is
hardly surprising that RFE's Hungarian ser-
vice must concentrate on fairly detailed and
informative programmes about Hungary,
and fairly low-key magazinetype program-
mes about the rest of the world.

All RFE programming attempts to
establish the stations as 'real' radio stations
with a breadth of coverage - music and
cultural programmes, as well as the real
'meat' of the station's output - challenging
the officially endo;sed history and ,reality,
of the East Euro$ean states. In the late six-
ties and early seventies RFE captured a large
audience among East European louthi
through its regular broadcasts of western
rock music. It has since lost this function'
through the growth of FM pop stations in
the East European states themselves (short
wave being an unsatisfactory vehicle for
music), but it undeniably helped force this
development on regimes not noted for their
keenness to serye the young.

The ability of the different services to
provide a platform for prominent intellec-

tuals in emigration (for exarnple the Poles
Czeslaw Milosz, Slawomir Mrozek, Stefan
Kisielewski or the Hungarians Gy0rgy
Konr6d and Istv6.n Kem6ny) clearly
enhances the stations' influence. The editors
of the flourishing Polish underground press
are well aware that they will reach a max-
imum audience if they are able to smuggle
out their publications for broadcasting back
in Poland by RFE. The emerging dissident
press of Hungary too has been helped by
RFE's coverage.

r=

ed code of 'restraints' is aimed to prevent
descent to the cruder'forms of propaganda.

For example, although some of the sta-
tion staffcould scarcely conceal their delight
at the propaganda gift when news of the
shooting down of the Korean air-liner arriv-
ed, broadcasts continued to describe the
shooting down as 'alleged' longer than the
serious British and German newspapers.

As the BBC has long been aware, a
restrained tone enhances rather than
diminishes the impact of such reporting. Jim\'
Buckley will himself eagerly point out that
this is essential to maintaining credibility
amongst audiences chronically allergic to
propaganda.

Openly inflammatory broadcasting is
completely prescribed, as RFE burnt its
fingers badly in 1956 by transmitting
material which, it is alleged, aroused expec-
tations amongst the Hungarians of receiving
military assistance from the West.

Certainly listeners in Poland and
Hungary often express a preference for RFE
over Voice of America, the station that ex-
plicitly acts €ls the exponent of American
foreign policy. RFE is required only to:
'operate in a manner not inconsistent with
the broad foreign policy objectives of the
United States' (The Mission of RFE).

This is said not to conflict with the in-
terests of East Europeans since: 'Tradi-
tionally the United. States has used its in-
flubnce'to:,promote basic principles of
huriian dignity, individual freedom and the
rule of law.' (ibid.)

Sceptics who consider that US policy
from Central America to South East Asia
has not always been inspired and im-
plemented according to such noble prin-
ciples, will regard this as a hypocritical
defence of self-interested propaganda.
However, whilst US policy and attitudes in
Central America are a vital matter of life
and death for the local population, for East
Europeans the presence of an alternative
source of influence and information to the
hegemonic power'in their area has a rather
different significance. Polish and
Hungarian people who rely on foreign radio
stations for information are not necessarily
unaware of their bias. One strong opponent
of the regime in Warsaw remarked that he
considered RFE to be 'Trybuno Ludu in
reverse'. This did not prevent him valuing
the breach in the official monopoly of infor-
mation that the station represents.

It is important in this respect to know
that there is very little pre-broadcast
editorial control at RFE. The content, tim-
ing and substance of broadcasts are left
mainly in the hands of the different broad-
casting sections, staffed ofcourse by emigr6
nationals. The American management
keeps up with the programming by means of
a system of post-broadcast analysis, selec-
tive translations of programmes from each
service. What prior editorial control there is
only really affe.cts the classification of news
stories, and is a rudimentary classification
according to their reliability. This does not
prevent each nationality tailoring its output
to whatever it thinks it should be saying, in
the familiar.pattern of East European self-
censorship, but the point is that there is little
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Separately organised inside the Radio

station is the Research and Analysis Depart-
ment (RAD), which is responsible for the
'Background Reports'" These will be
familiar to many students of East European
affairs, &s they are kept by most academic
institutions having anything to do with the
area. It is this department which is probably
most immediately threatened by the in-
tervention of the new management in-
terested in making RFE more 'ideologically
forceful'. At the moment there are a wide
variety of political viewpoints within this
department. The tendency, already under-
way in Radio Liberty, is to reduce the
'independent academic' style of this section,
and subject it more closely to the demands
of the programmers.

Shortly after David's arrival, Jim
Brown, the Director of RFE and long-
standing patron of the attempts by RAD to
maintain reputable intellectual standards of
commentary and analysis, submitted his
resignation. It is not hard to believe that
there must have been many conflicts of ap-
proach with the new management. Jim
Brown has an extremely English persona, so
much so that he seemed to have stepped
straight out of 'Smiley's People'. By con-
trast the new overall president of RFE/RL,
James Buckley, is a bright-eyed, bushy-
tailed, assertive propagandist of Americah
values ... A former US senator, whose
biother, the republican ideologist Williarn
Buckley, is perhaps better known, Buckley
is deterryined to promote the radio stations
with a new tone of self-confidence and
assertiveness.

Despife this, the radio stations do apply
journalistic standards and a strongly word-
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direct interference. Paradoxically, the new
tendency, as has happened in Radio Liberty
already, is to abolish even this rudimentary
control and allow the different sections
cornpletely free rein.

RFE itself checks its credibility and suc-

cess rate by using market research con-
sultants to conduct concealed surveys of
listening habits among East Europeans
travelling outside the area. The main centre
of this research is Vienna, and the Radio's
own analysts claim to be able to weight the
samples to correct the inevitable bias in talk-
ing only to those people allowed to travel
outside the bloc. The factors they use to in-
crease the blue collar element in the samples,
however, must be particularly hard to
judge.

It is true that RFE is not the pluralist in-
stitution enjoying 'freedom from national
or sectarian bias' (Mission of RFE again)
that it claims to be. Briefings of CIA and
State Department staff by station personnel
continue (off the premises since l97l and
the station's paranoia about connections
with the CIA). It would be odd, of course, if
they didn't, given RFE's prominence as an
information centre. Jan Nowak, the former
head of the Polish broadcasting, who
resigned in 197 5 reportedly in protest

against the 'appeasement policies', towards
the USSR and Eastern Europe then pursued
by the US adrninistration - now exercises a
powerful influence on the 'formation of
American policy in the region. Doubtless
there are many other such links.

The fifties and sixties are nostalgically
recalled by some employees as. a period of
lavish funding fltrd, under CIA sponsorship,
freedom from political scrutiny and in-
terference. This 'Colden Age' ffiIly, of
course, be returning as the new Cold War
gathers momentum. That is why it is impor-
tant for Europeans, otr whose territory and
behalf the radio station ostensibly operates,
to make their views felt on how these opera-
tions should be conducted.

The response of progressively minded
opinion in Western Europe to the contradic-
tion between the Reaganite political
management of the radio stations and their
objective value is not best resolved by ignor-
ing them, or demanding that they be closed
down. The host countries and their Euro-
pean partners should insist that the claims of
RFE should be lived up to in reality, It
should become a genuinely pluralist institu'
tion representing a variety of viewpoints.
There is no reason why American-centred
interests should dominate an agency design-

ed to facilitate communication in a divided
Europe. Indeed, there is no reason why the
United States itself should relish having to
shoulder the financial burden for the place
on its own.

Of course, this would mean a new agen-
cy taking over the financing and running of
RFE/RL. Why should not the political par-
ties represented in the European Parliament
be proportionately represented on a govern-
ing body with power of appointment over
rnanagerial staff in the Radio stations? This
would more accurately reflect the diverse
and particular interests of Europeans, East
and West, than a team selected by the
Republican administration in the US.

The West European peace movements
(and for that matter the independent East
European peace groupings), for example,
are not held in high esteem by the American-
sponsored staff of RFE/RL. Why should
they not have the chance to broadcast direct
to the East Europeans, show them that they
are not Soviet stooges, and further the
dialogue between independent opinion in
Eastern and Western Europe that is

necessary if we are to begin to lift the parti-
tion of Europe imposed by the super-
powers?
0ctober 19E3

CZECHOSLOIAKIA

Sudden Growthof Nuclear Pacifism
By Oliver MacDonald
The Soviet gnnouncement of its plans to sta-
tion nucledr missiles in Czechoslovakia has
created the largest protest movement seen in
that country since the beginning of the
1970s, with petitions gaining larger numbers
of signatories than the civil rights campaign
Charter 77 gained when it was formed in
t977 .

Last October, Moscow announced its in-
tention to respond to Cruise and Pershing
deployrnents by placing its own missiles in
Czechoslovakia and the GDR. Hitherto, the
USSR had never stationed any nuclear
missiles on the territory of East European
states.

At the time of the announcement, there
was no sign of an autonomous peace move-
ment within Czechoslovakia. An unofficial
demonstration by some two hundred young
people at the end of an official peace march
in Prague last summer had appeared to be
an entirely spontaneous affair without any
firm basis.'A very lively debate on nuclear
weapons had been taking place within and
around the Charter 77 movement (see the
last issue of Labour Focus and Voices from
Prague published by END and Palach
Press, as well as the letter by Jiri Dienstbier
in this issue). But the discussion was confin-
ed to small circles comprised mainly of peo-
ple already in political opposition ro the
government.

The first indication of serious discontent

I

in response to the Soviet announcement
came, surprisingly enough, from the official
Communist Party daily, Rude Pravo. In the
first week of Novernber it declared that
readers had written expressing their doubts
as to whether the Soviet deployment was
necessary, whether it should have been an-
nounced before the arrival of Cruise and
Pershing missiles and whether it would
enhance Czechoslovakia's security.

The article, of course, went on to insist
that the missiles were necessary to protect
Czechoslovakia, which had, it claimed, long
been a target for NATO'.s nuclear arsenal.
But the fact that such admissions of disquiet
could occur indicated some oppbsition to
the deployrnent within official
Czechoslovak circles.

It is now clear that this article was a
response to widespread open protests that
started occurring at the end of October.
Sorne information about these stirrings has
now reached Palach Press. On I November,
for example, a petition began circulating in
the Geofyzika firm in Prague. A great
number of employees signed it, The follow-
ing day, the Director, a man by the name of
Linhart, threatened to sack the signatories
and.report them to the Czechoslovak Secret
Service. But the .signing continued. On I I
November, Secret Service personnel arrived
at the plant and pulled at least seven people
in for interrogations. They were asked if
pressure had been put on them to sign;

whether they were aware that they were
undermining the defence capabilities of the
state; and above all, who had approached
them with the petition. All denied that they
had been pressurised to add their names, but
following the interrogations three people
withdrew their signatures.

The scale of the protests is indicated by
news reaching Palach that in the town of
Brno alone, alrnost 1,500 people signed a
long protest letter against the new missiles.
The text of this letter has not yet reached the
West, but it seems that its signatories were
mainly very young people secondary
school students and appfentices.

Another petition circulating in Prague is
said to have attracted almost one thousand
signatures. These include such well-known
Char,ter 77 supporters as the world famous
playwright Vaclav Havel, Dr Jaroslav
Sabata, Anna Sabatova and Vaclav Maly, as
well as several priests flrom both the Czech
Evangelical and Catholic Churches. The
petition's text reads:

Following the decision to deploy
nuclear weapons in Czechoslovakia, we
perceive the urgent threat that the arms race
poses to our country, to the whole world
and to all humanity. I f we speak really
sincerely about peace, then we cannot be in-
different to any new procurernent of arms.
We therefore protest against nuclear
weapons anywhere in the world. We also
protest against their deployment in
Czechoslovakia.'

I
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Not the least ominous aspect of this peti-
tion, from the authorities' point of view,
was the fact that large numbers of people
without any previous association with the
Charter 77 supporters had been ready to
make common cause with them. The Ctrar-
tists inclucle former leaders of the Com-
munist Party and experienced activists rvell
able to give advice and guidance to a broad,
unofficial movement, and very familiar with
the peace movement in the West. Thus, at

the beginning of November the STB (secret

service) warned the Chartists that any state-
ment from them on Soviet deploynlent plans
would be treated as a grave, criminal at-
tempt to 'undermine national defence'.. (We
publish below the Chartists' Open Letter to
the Western peace movements informing
them about this threat.)

One source of embarrassment for the
Czech government at precisely this moment

of tension in early November, came from
Bulgaria, where Cornmunist Party leader
Todor Zhivkov gave an asslrrance to Creek
Premier Papandreou that Bulgaria would
not allow the stationing of Soviet missiles on
its territory. However painless this <leclara-
tion rnay have beert - there is no indication
that the Soviet leadership had been planning
to deploy missiles in the Balkans _- it mark-
ed a sharp contrast with o f ficial
Czechoslovak public statements.

Chartists Flarrassed For Peace Activities
OPEN I,ETTER TO THE WEST EUROPEAIY PEACE
MOVEMEn'lTS
Dear Friends,
Less than half a year has gone by since we were able to meet some

of you during the World Congress for Peace and Life, Against
Nuclear War in Prague. In that time we have had several oppor-
tunities to follow your resolute protests, above all against the sta-

tioning of missiles in Europe. With this letter we would like to in-
form you briefly about Chartet 77's present situation

Not long ago the Czechoslovak government agreed to the sta-

tioning of missiles on our territory. In connection with this the

STB (Czech secret police) took in for interrogation almost twenty
signatories of Charter 77, including their spokespersons. During
these interrogations we were informed that should Charter state its
position on the stationing of missiles on Czechoslovak territory,
itren it would result in criminal proceedings for threatening the

defence capability of the country.
The pressure group Charter 77 is aware that the threat of force,

the sharp confrontation which we have recently witnessed in inter-
national relations, destroys any hope aroused by the CSCE follow-
up conference in Madrid. lf ihe genuine desire of people to live
together in harmony irrespective of national borders is not
developed, then this dangerous situation of division and malice,

which exists between states, will be strengthened. Charter 77 hopes

to contribute to the overcoming of this worrying situation by con-

tinuing resolutely to fulfil the role which it took upon itself at its
inception almost seven years ago - the defence of human rights.
We agreecl in our joint lu**unique, which we released with you

in June this year in Prague, that it is impossible to support the

struggle for peace anywhere in the civilised world, unless it is ac-

companied by attempts to ensure that human rights are respected

as they are interpreted in a number of binding international pacts

and treaties which the Czechoslovak government has signed.
We wish you much suCceSS in your efforts, and we support

your demands urging the world superpowers to speed up negotia-
tions so there may be some progress in the halting of the arms race.

Signed by Charter Spokespersons: Rudolf Battek (in jail), Jan
Kozlik. l\nna Marvanova, Ladislav Lis (in jail), Marie Rut Krizkova.
Prague November 1983

(Document made uvailable by Palach Press. Translalion by Andrew
Csepel./

STATEMENT NO. 345: CHARTISTS DET'AINED
FOLLOWING T}ECISION TO DEPLOY SOVIET
MISSILES

Between 3 and 7 November 1983, 17 persons, mainly Charter 77

signatories, including their three spokespersons, were interrogated
in Prague. Almost all of those questioned were rounded up
without receiving a prior written summons. The interrogations
were extremely protracted sometimes up to 13 hours - and
three of those questioned - Dr Vaclav Benda, Prof. Jiri Hajek
and Charter 77 spokesperson Jan Kozlik were detained for
more than 24 hours allegedly on suspicion of incitement (Article
100 of the Penal Code).

A leaflet allegedly distributed in Prague calling for a
, demonstration on 4 November 1983 served as a pretext but even
the secret police did not treat this excuse particularly seriously. The
interrogators were mainly concerned to find out 'how Charter 77
and VONS* intend to act in view of the present increased tension
in international relations'. The secret police were also interested in
any financial help sent from the West, in the activities of some
Czech emigrCs in their new countries, in documents which Charter
77 plans to publish and so on.

Some of those interrogated were given an official warning con-
cerning any potential Charter 77 statement 'disparaging the deci-
sion of the Czechoslovak government and the Federal Assembly to
deploy on our territory tactical operative missile systesm'. Others
had to listen to various threats. Olga Havlova who was driving to
Hradecek to see her husband Vaclav Havel, was stopped on the
woy, her car was searched and she and Jan Kaspar, who was driv-
ing her, were subjected to a personal search. The police con-
fiscated several private letters addressed to Vaclav Havel and also
various publications.

10 November 1983

(Document and translation made available by Palach Press./

*VONS: Committee to Defend the Unjustly Prosecuted

LETTER FROM JIRI DIENSTBIER, TO THE
2nd CONIFERENCE ON EUROPEAN NUCLEAR
DISARMAMENT HELD IN BERLIN IN MAY I9E3

(ln our lasl issue, we pub{ishecl u long lext lsy Juroslav Sabuta on nuclear
weapons and Eu.st-Wesl relalions, part of an extremely lively and.far-
ranginy clebate on peace r'ssrres that has been taking place within Charter
77. fulttc'h o.l' this deitute is translated in Voices from Prague published by
Palac'h Pre.ss and EinD. tlere we print another c<tntribution, not included
in that pamphlet.

Jiri Dienstltier vt:us a Crsnimunisl Party memltet' and one of
Czechos{ovakia's most prominent raclio journalrsrs in the 1960s, working,

for a tirne us Prugue Radio's Wushington correspandent. Under Husak's
normali,scttion ui tite slqrt o.f the 1970s he wus expelled from the Crsm-

rnunist Party ancl suckedfrorn his job" Afounderof ChctrterTT, he became
a ,spokesper.eon in 1979 and w(rs urre.Eted and jailed'for 'subversion'..in Ma-y

of that -veur.)

l May 1983

Dear Friends,
I am pleased and honoured by your invitation to the Congress.

The invitation was extended despite the fact that I have hither-
to neither participated nor expressed my views on the aims and
methods of the peace movement. The movement came into being
and developed while I was in prison and could only follow its ac-
tivities through the distorting medium of reports on the
Czechoslovak TV and in the press. In the months since my release I
have not had the opportunity to adequately study the movement's
material. It is not easy to get hold of such material in rny country.
However I do know a certain amount.

I welcomed the Helsinki Accords; I signed, along with others,
Charte r 77 and took on the responsibility of being its spokesperson
for the same reasons, and I have not been deflected from my ef-
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forts to further the cause of peace both at home and international-
ly by three years in prison. I did not enjoy prison. I was helped to
endure it, however, by the knowledge of the solidarity with us
which was expressed by many of you and for which I cannot thank
you enough.

You too understand, from your own experiences gained under
different.conditioris, that truth and justice, which are the only
basis of mutual understanding and thus of peace, are not easily
won and demand sacrifices of every individual.

The immediate aim of your movement is a nuclear-free
Europe. This means today an attempt to prevent the siting of new
medium-range nuclear weapons in Western Europe and to avoid
the almost unimaginable consequences of their installation.

I am not sure whether we are entering upon the most dangerous
decades of human history. It is a possibility. What is clear is that if
the arms race does proceed to a new stage, it will consume yet more
non-renewable natural and human resources. Our hopes for
a rational world will suffer a blow and the cultivation ol civic
responsibility and an atmosphere of freedom will be replaced by an
increase in feelings of stress, powerlessness and lack of hope which
can only strengthen the primitive and paranoid outlook of
bureaucratic, military and police apparatuses.

I cannot see the sense in the development of new weapons
technology. Disputes over balance or superiority in nuclear arms,
about the numbers of this or that missile, the allure of new systems
which will be able to breach the enemy's defences or destroy the
enemy's military capacity on its own territory, arguments over
whether a certain military doctrine is aggressive or defensive,
mutual accusations over who is instigating the production of fur-
ther weapons, the habit of governments to direct moralistic
reproaches at the opponent while they compliment themselves on
their own attitude, and all other such phenomena alike have their
malignant effect on the international climate and cause a
deterioration in.the real relations on the world scene.

The real reasons for the tension lie in the inability of many
governments to live in peace with their own citizens, in the
endeavours which some governments make to get a bigger part in
the international order than they deserve, and a stubborn refusal
to surrender unreasonable demands, along with attempts to get the
advantage over others through means which may be legal but are
morally and politically unacceptable - all offered up on the basis
of various ideologies and antiideologies and with the pretexts of
aid or self-defence. I do not believe that the great powers want a
war in which they themselves would be destroyed. On the other
hand, they cannot give up militarism, because the fear of the use of
modern weapons stifles the desire of the peoples for greater in-
dependence and a dignified life in freedom. It is obvious that when
the very existence of life on earrh is at stake, human values whiclr
are the product ol a thousand years of cultural development seem
something of a luxury even in an increasingly truncaded form.

It is possible to have an interminable discussion as to where ro
start to untangle this mess. Some of your own governments and
fellow citizens, as well as some of my friends in central and eastern
Europe criticise you for the fact that you direct your attention to
disarmament in your own countiies. It is alleged that you weaken
western society in the face of the menace from the East in cir-
cumstances when movements similar to yours cannot develop free-
ly there. Furthermore, it is said, if you were to succeed, a disarmed
Furope would be the plaything of the superpowers or simply of the
Soviet Union. You are misusing, so they say, the democratic con-
ditions in your countries and fail to face up to the one-sidedness
which florvs from this.

I consider such criticisms to be exaggerated lor a number of
reasons, of which I will outline three.

1) However one-sided it might seem, it is always necessary to
start by putting one's own house in order. You are fighting against
the siting of new missiles and I support you in that. Our starting
points, however, are not the same. In our case the most urgent
question is to establish our right to express our opinions; without
this right we cannot express our attitude to the military policy of
our own country. You should not therefore be surprised il we are
hesitant about criticising your governments, even when we would
very much like to.

Again, disarmament and detente must not take a form which
allows the superpowers to exert increased pressure in other parts of
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the world. Countries such as Japan and China have already ex-
pressed their disquiet about this. The resources are needed for
other purposes such as aid to tire developing countries, the
development of new energy scurces and protection r:f the enviroir-
ment. These and other probiems of the contemporary world are in-
terrelated, and everybody can't do ever-ything. Each of us should
act where we feel a pressing need. This sirould not, irorvever, lead
us to forget others v/hose in:mediate tasks are different, but
nonetheless parallel to ours. Tlie slogan 'peace is indivisible'
means that we will go forward either together or not at all.

2) We shoulci not allorv ourselves to be confused b-v tlie asser-
tion that democracy is threatened by the fact that yoll'make use of
it to express your point of vierv. To surrender sucir a right means to
undermine demccracy:, rvliich is constantlli reproduceci thror"rgh
the process of its utilisation. We knorv from oui owri experiences
that as soon as the rigl:t to decide and pronollnce as to what is or is
not riglit or even legal is surrenderecl to the state power: for
whatever reason, il is incredibly difficr"rlt to rjurture this tender
shoot of European civilisation back to life again,

3) I consider fcars as to the consequences sf the weakening of
this or that side of the balance of pcwer to express a naivety coin-
parable to the oppcsite belief that an,v- of us will achieve progress
through putting forrvard one dernar:d taken in isolation. If both
the sr"rperpowers are not compeiled to retreat. or tltey do not con-
sider it in their own interests to ritake concessions, then the rrrissiles
will be installed holvever inlrcit noise l,ve make. Covernrneilts drarv
strength from tl:e siienr majorit)'to achieve their airns. It wiil be a
defeat for all ol' us.

Another outco*le is posisible, horvever', eveil if ii is iess ap-
parent and \vill oni.v be achie^,,ed gradualiy and over a loirg period
ol time, in the course of various deiours and backward steps.
Man1, tirings speak ior us, even in comparison rvith the disap-
pointed hopes of the mid-'S0s or after the signing of the Helsinki
Accords. The cost cf, armarnenls has inultiplieC rnany tirnes over
and the rationalii)'ol'a stretegy of nLiclear tei-i'cr"has been cailecl
into question. Erren e;(-Fl'esiCeiit Nixon was filoved to write ir, the
summer of last 1,'eai'il:ai 'tlie threat of nlutual si-iicii'ie is nol il credi-
ble one'. The iliusion of uninternrpled growth based cn ;1n aLrun-
dance of resources l:a.s been repiaced b1'an a\varerless of lilllits to
growih. The influ.ence of icleolog-v has been fi-rrther v,,eakeneci b),'

the con.scicusnes:i of ti-re prioritli of 'rhe neeci.l ci'ilail;"' Ii{'e, of har.'-

ing enough to eat, sorne'\.\rl:ere tc sieep an{i tire pri>bienrs ol'how to
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Official Bunk about Punk

realise one's personal, professional, cultural and social needs, in-

terests and aspirations.
A Europe free from conf'rontation, rid not only of nuciear but

also of corrventionai weapons, and no longer divided into iwo
blocs is a might.v aim, lvhich seems to rnany to be an unrealisable

dream. Lei us dedicate ourselves to this aim in the consciousness

that we ai'e oniy at the beginning, that we will experience many set-

backs, as is rvitnessed by the recent development of the situation in

Poland. It is a complicated task, requiring many social changes in-

side the European states, in the relations between them, between

power blocs and between the Superpowers, between East and

West, but also betrveen North and South, and involving a new self-

consciousness in Europe and its integration into a just world

system.
I agree with you when you say that-it is necessary to behave as if

a free Europe, united in a creative plurality, already existed. As

signatories of Charter 77, r,ve in Czechoslovakia have already tried

to act as if the international pacts on human rights which have

been ratified by our parliament really apply. The only way to,

reveal the real outlook of the rulers is to confront their promises

and statements with the freely expressed opinions of the people

both in each particular country and at the international level.
If it true that the authorities represent the particular intbrests ot

national and power elites, let us then endeavour to create a
European movement of citizens, fighting for common and univer-
sal human values. This is what the tradition of European civilisa-
tion and culture demands of us, and it is the source of our current

. optimism.
I regret that I am unable to take part in your deliberations and

look forward to collaboration with you in the numerous tasks

which await us.

Yours,
Jiri Dienstbier, Podskala 8, 12E 00 Prague 2.

(The above clocument was pubtished in Listy. Translation byMark
Jackson./

from their audience. They had been replac-
ed by young working-class Czechs, whose
rnusical sophistication may have been found
wanting but whose enthusiasm and energy
were more than an adequate substitute.
Lyrics about love and a bright socialist
future were replaced by songs on sexual pro-
blems and the misery of life in Prague
towerblocks. Performers and audience iden-
tified with each other very closely, but they
were forced to remain aware of many social
restrictions which Western punks never had
to contend with. It is more difficult to avoid
the attention of the police in Prague than in
London, Berlin, New York or Paris if you
sport a mohican hairstyle or have safety pins
dangling from your nose.

Despite the social and political ostracism
faced by Czech punks, bands grew in
numbers and popularity. Perhaps more sur-
prisingly the number of youth and student
clubs prepared to host punk concerts in-
creased. Any concert would have had to be
sanctioned by people connected with the
Party or working as functionaries for the
SSM (the Union of Socialist Youth). One
can only assume that by 1982 such people
who acted on behalf of the cultural wat-
chdogs had let their vigilance slip, or they
could no longer see the harm in letting
young people enjoy themselves by express-
ing their experiences as they wished.

Not without reason was the Party less ac-
commodating in its attitude. In both its
form and content punk gives expression to
the frustrations of alienated urban youth.
The popularity of Czech punk meant that
questions such as vandalism, boredom and a
rejection of the consumerist if not bourgeois
attitudes and values on offer, were being
discussed with more frequency and open-
ness than the Party liked. The philosophy
accompanying punk was proving to be in-
creasingly more attractive to young Czechs
in place of the unquestioning subservience
offered by the regime. Earlier this year the
Party decided to act ...

Ry Andrew Csepel

The radio stations and record shops of
Czechoslovakia are overflowing with
second-rate middle-of-the-road pap, which
is designed to encourage consumerist values,
which, like the music, the regime has im-
ported from ttre West. The money which is

made available to rock bands is shared
among a narrow elite of performers. The
three most popular bands Olympus,
Abraxus and Katapult - put one in mind of
rather moderate American hard rock of the
early seventies, with the British bands Deep
Purple and Uriah Heep clearly influencing
them as well. Even these bands which have
officiai blessing can have difficulties.
Katapult, which has a substantial following
among l5-18 year-olds, have not been per-
mitted to perform in Prague for a long time
and have just been banned from appearing
in the province of Central Bohemia.

One of the most disturbing aspects of of-
ficial policy towards rock music is the
tendency to discriminate against certain per-
formers not just because of their political
but their musical suitability as well.
Vlaciimir Merta and Vladimir Mishik are

- two very talented rock musicians. They have
a strong and loyal following, who always en-
sure that their records and concerts are sell-
outs. They have not involved themselves in
.oppositional politics oi any kind, yet over
the past five years they have found it in-
creasingly difficult to obtain official permis-
sion to give concerts or make records. It is
generally agreed that these opportunities
have been denied them sinrply because their
music is too inventive and interesting.

The stifiing control exerted over fhe pro-
duction and distribution of rock music in
the late seventies gave young people little
cause for cheer. Towards the end of the
decade a movement did emerge in Prague
which was able to register a protest against
the rock wasteland so lovingly cultivated by
the bureaucracy, A number of rather bizarre
avant garde bands organised serni-official
concerts which soon attracted the attention

of Prague's disillusioned youth. These
bands, with names like Elektrobus, Extem-
pore, Stehlik (Goldfinch), and Zaba (The
Frog), rejected most conventional patterns
of rhythm and melody. Their music was a

collection of disparate and desperate noises,
drawn from a wide range of rock and folk
cultures. On occasions the concerts would
be punctuated by a long period of silence

U/2 an hour in one case), so it was hardly
the most popular form of music in the
history of Czechoslovak rock; however both
the form and content of the sound was a
concrete expression of the frustration felt by
musicians and audience in the face of acute
musical and social oppression. Although it
was not long before the police also took an
active interest in this phenomenon, their
anarchic tendencies and their limited appeal
were also responsible for the demise of this
influential but short-lived movement. These
performers did provide an important link
between bands like The Plastics and DG
307 , and the punks <lf the early eighties. The
interest which they aroused also indicated
that a tremendous potential for an alter-
native rock scene did exist.

It is a measure of how successful the

regime has been at sealing off young

Czechoslovaks from Western influences
that punk rock did not begin seriously to in-
fluence music in the CSSR until 1981, five
years after it had revitalised rock in the UK.
Despite the time lapse Czech punk has had a

similarly refreshing effect on what was one
of the most stagnant European cultures.
Although the styles of dress and music were

clearly borrowed from the British rnove-
ment; it was not long before indigenous
punk bands had stBmped specific Czech

characteristics on the movement. By the
middle of 1 982 concerts given in Prague by
bancls like Jasna Paka (Patent), Letadlo
(Aeroplane) and above all Prazsky Vyber
(Prague Selection) had become important
cultural events for many young Czechs.

They experienced a similar sense of gritty
elation which was a hallmark of British
punks. Cone were the distant narcissistic
stars perforrning oll a stage many metres

In March the Party's cultural weekly,
Tribuna, published a long article by Jan
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Kryzl on rock music and the Czech 'new
wave', Its content and some ofthe language
used is astonishing. Following its publica-
tion the new punk culture in Czechoslovakia
was decimated.

Kryzl begins his article with a potted
history of rock music and its social
significance in the West. This part is riddled
with inaccuracies and over-simplifications,
but it is when he begins to pontificate about
punk in the West that the real calumny
starts:

'Rock music become big bustness ond a
means of propogoting ideologtcal and
cultural deviotions, aimed not only at the
youth of the l4/est but also al young people
in the socialist stotes. The people who con-
trolled ond orgonised this business were well
awore that the economic crisis of the '70s
and the younger generation's growing
discontent in the face of increasing social
pressures within the capitalist system would
undoubtedly inspire new and old songs of
struggle.

It was precisely at this moment lhat 'new
wave' oppeared on the rock scene. New
Wave was intended to conler upon thqt
'damned' generation of the capitolist world
o philosophy of Ue encopsulated in the
slogan - No Future. The youth were thus to
identify wtth a life os prepored Jor them by
capitalism. Don't bother obout anything go-
ing on around you! Don't join together with
anyone againsl anything! There is no point
to anything! That was to become the creed
of the young generotion. To encourage this
they were and are to be served by punk rock,
heavy metal and trash (sic) rock ...

Primitive texts and primitive music,
hideous clothes, provocative behaviour,
obscene gestures this wos hardly
aestheticolly pleasing and even the citizens
of the capitalist world found it shocking,
but it wos nonetheless better thon having
young people lightine against the system.'

The suggestion that punk was a creation
of capitalist ideologues designed to divert
social unrest caused by the economic crisis is
beneath contempt. Punk was a grass roots
movement usually associated with explicitly
left-wing causes or politics. Unlike earlier
rock protest movements, it dared venture in-
to the economic infrastructure of the rock
business. By setting up non-profit making,
independent recording and distribution
companies, it actually damaged the interests
of those capitalists who Kryzl claims were
responsible for the whole thing. To suggest
that bands like The Clash, X-Ray Specs and
the Tom Robinson Band were merely tools
of capital aiming to implant a philosophy of
'pessimism' and 'nihilism' in young people
is a gross insult. That punk and reggae were
the moving forces behind Rock Against
Racism, Rock Against Sexism, and the
musical element of the Anti-Nazi League is
unimportant it seems according to Kryzl.

But Kryzl had no real interest in the finer
details of Western punk. That particular
distortion was but a spring board to
facilitate his attack on Czech new wave.
Before launching into that, he explained
how punk and new wave first arrived in
CSSR:

'It is no coincidence thot so-called punk

t2

and new wave has been disseminated in our
republic by Ylrestern radio stations snd other
mesns ... The aim being pursued by foreign
intelligence agencies is twofald: firstly to in-
troduce our young people to this musical
trash, and secondly to then form bonds
here, suggesting that this is merely a port of
a new "weve" sweeping the world. These
bands are meont to produce music n*kich is
antithetical to stl aestheiic snd morsl
norms. '

Ftraving expiained the role of the CIA,
MI5 and BND in the affair (although I must
confess, I have never heard any punk on
Voice of America, Radio Free Europe or the
BBC Czech service), Kryzl continues by
swiping at all those officials who have been
responsible for organising and promoting
punk concerts. He mentions three particular
venues in Prague - the poor bureaucrats
working there must have felt shivers down
their spine on reading the article. This part
of the onslaught was to have far-reaching
conseq\ences, ur *. shall see.

Kryzl rounds off his article by
fulminating at the vulgarity of punk lyrics
which are (ambiguous'. To substantiate his
claims he quotes from Jasna Paka: 'Baby,
Baby, Give me a Cadillac' and Letadlo:
'Hippy, Hippy, Shake'. These phrases are
virtually meaningless in English, in Czech
they are entirely so. His greatest wrath is
reserved for the group Bronz: {Our Master is

King, His name is Heroin'. This could have
had some validity were it not for the fact
that Bronz is not a punk band and the quote
comes from a rock opera which was played
with full official approval in Prague as it was
considered to be a serious piece of social
comment.

After describing punk songs as the pro-
duct of 'a demented mind' demonstrating
'profound unculture' and being 'obscene',
he finishes by referring to the music as
'scum' and 'trash', leaving the reader the
impression of having read the work of a
manic paranoid. Unfortunately manic
paranoids who write long articles in Trtbuna
wield considerable influence, and since the
article appeared most of the important punk
bands have suffered a complete ban on all
activity. Those inexperienced or lax ap-
paratchiki responsible for organising punk
concerts have been given severe warnings
and their prospects for climbing the greasy
pole to career success in the Party hierarchy
have suffered a setback. Punks have swelled
the bulging ranks of Public Enemy No. I in
CSSR.

Unlike on other similar occasions,
however, the punks have not had to rely ex-
clusively on benevolent members of Charter
77 (who do not always have their finger on
the street-level pulse) to spring to their
defence. Two sections of the official Union
of Musicians (the Jazz and Youth Sections)
have somehow been able to provide in recerlt
years a spirited independent voice, squeak-
ing within the very machine of the Establish-
ment itself. In May of this year the Jazz Sec-
tion produced a reply to Kryzl's article in
Tribuna. This remarkable essay, Rock on
the Left LV'ing, is quite simply the most dar-
ing and outspoken piece to have been
published officiolly in several years. True,

its circulation was restricted to members of
the Jazz section, but strikes at the very heart
of press distortion in CSSR.. It is a long:ss5ay
which exposes Kryzl's lies and inaccuracies
in detaii. He broadens his critique in the last
section of the essay:

It is no secret that for a long number of
years violence and civil disturbance have
been on the increase in our society. In tlrc
seventies we experienced on unprecedented
wave af vandalism. This was ossociated with
a broad range of cultural and above all spor-
ting activities. Such occurrences always per-
form the sameJlnction, be il during afoot-
ball match or a rock concert - individuals
with destructive streaks get together in
graups which gives them qn tncreased sense
of strength. That is how it has been for 20
years, whether Sparta wins or loses, or
whether it is a concert of rock 'n' roll, hard
rock or punk.

If these tendencies ore more numerous
than ever beJore, we can hardty just put it
down to rock concerts .,. instead we must
ask, who hss been responsible for working
with young people tn recent years, above all
those involved in unskilled or semi-skilled
labour. Who is it who hos prepared themfor
such q life? Whoever it is we are now
harvesting the fruits they planted - smosh-
ed grave stones, busted telephone receivers
and people mugged at night.

To shift the responsibility away lrom
those who have carried out their work with
young people negtectfully, and of course o
whole ministerial apparatus takes part in
that, onto o few rock groups, whose
aesthetic ideas you do not begin to unders-
tand, leads quite understandobly to turther
"witch-hunts" in popular music. The punks
are ;uffering the same fate as Merta, Miiik
and Katapult (1) .-. It is a shame that on this
occasion the music under attock is one in
which a tendency towards naturol social ond
political commitment dominates. A rock
music which sits veryfirmly on the left wtng.

But alright, there won't be any more
dangerous types popping up at new wave
rock concerts. But they wi! meet up
somewhere else qnd vandalised telephone
boxes will not become a thing of the past ...
This will not only interrupt the continuity ol
musical development, above qll it will
engender a hatred towards those who haye
deprived the youth of their music; it will
engender mistrust towards the cultural
policies of the Party it will contribute to a
further distortion of the moral profile of ouq
society. By choosing Tribuna as a platform
for your bileous assault, the public will
associate your ideas wtth the ideology of the
1(SC.

And now we approach the final point of
our polemic. Lltho does all this help? lVho is
likely to gain most from your arttcles, cdes
Kryzl and Bokesova?

Every young citizen has had o number ol
opportunities to leaye this country in recent
years. Those who were unoble to live here
because of their ll'eltonschauung or because
of their desire for a greater choice of cheese
or gramophone records have gone, All well
and good. Those who have remained (ond)
there are tens of thousands of us) haye done
so because they ore concerned about thefate
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af our country. Are we supposed to spend
the remaining forty or fifty yeors of our lives
in institutionalised fear that tomorrow or
the day after tomarrow some other Jan
Kryzl is going to come along with
another preposterous and uninformed arti-
cle wtth which he exploits the respect of one
of the Pa:rty's main ideotogical organs, in
order to liquidate the work o"f many people
and many years. Can we afford such a lux-
ury in thts country of fifteen million people?
And will we cowards accept for much longer
such damage to the interests of our culture,
or wilt we at last say enough is enough?

We are well oware what influence
poputqr music has on young people. But the
young fan is not iust interested in the songs.
S/he is equally as interested in what is writ-
ten and talked about on the music scene.
How con s/he then reconcile her/himself

- with the fact that the most weighty iournals
in Czechoslovokia print such a collection of
obvious lies os was to be found in your ar'
ticles?

Your claim which you sttbstantiated with
such dfficulty that this is ail the respan-
sibility af foreign intelligence agencies - do
not fool yourselves, that was your respon'
sibility. Wtth your articles in Tribuna and
Rude Pravo you have nurtured a hatred and
mistrust among thousands of young people.
At the same time this mistrust is not directed
towards you alone, but towards the moss
media which prints your untruths, and also
towards the KSC, whose reputation you
have seriously domaged by publishing your
pieces in their moin journals.

You have ruined o part of many years'
work afforded by the Party. And for this
reason, cdes Bakesovo and Kryzl, we accuse
you of having damaged the interests of the
Parly in one of the most sensitive oreas of its
work - omong young people.

Who stands to gain?
You can answer that one yourselves.

Josef Vlcek Prague, 18/04/83

This article was by no means the sole ex-
pression of protest in the wake of the Kryzl
and Bakesova articles, but it was certainly
the most thorough, audacious and ar-
ticulate. That the Jazz Section decided to
print it is a measure of how widespread
disgust at the treatment of the punks is, as

the piece was prompted by many letters
which poured into the office of the Jazz Sec-

tion after the publication of the Kryzl arti-
cle.

After this biting riposte to the Kryzl arti-
cle and the decision to ban punk musicians,
young people in the CSSR were wondering
how the crrltural bureaucracy would develop
its policy towards rock culture. When the
answer to this came, it was brutal.

A festival of rock had been planned for
I I June 1983 to take place in a village
called Zabctce a few miles from the Mora-
vian capital of Brno. Over a thousand young
Czechoslovaks from all over the country
gathered there that morning only to be curt-
ly informed by the local police that the con-
cert had been cancelled and that they were
all to return home. The majority had to
make their way via Brno and many of those
had to wait for train and bus connections.

Photos: Palach Fress

About four to five hundred spent the after-
noon in the park next to a restaurant named
with cruel irony Na strelnici (The Shooting
Range). The atmosphere was relaxed and
pleasant, people played football, sang
songs, or just chatted in groups. Beer was
consumed but no incidents of drunkenness
were reported. None of the locals or
restaurant staff had any complaints to make
about the behaviour of the young people.

At about six o'clock five police cari drew
up and the officers began checking ID cards
and ordering everyone to leave the park.
One person lvho asked why they should was
immediately arrested. Aroused, the young
people began chanting, 'We rvant peace, we
want freedom !'. Upon this police rein-
forcements (which had been lying in
waiting) arrived in Black Marias and buses.
With truncheons drawn and with the aid of
unmuzzled dogs and tear g&S, they began to
disperse the crorvd. Injuries were sustained
(dog bites and truncheon biovis) by several
of the defenceless and peaceful crowd.
Chaos ensued with people being dragged by
their hair into the police buses despite hav-
ing done nothing provocative. Those who

were taken off anci held in poiice custody
were separated frarn their friends an<i per'
sonal belongings and rienied aii iegal rigirts.

E.rentually twenty-six people, almost all
between the ages of i8 and 22, were charged
with one or more of the foliowing: rioting in
a public place, preventing a police officer
from carrying out iris duty; and assaulting a

police officer, either physicaliy or verbally.
They were ali held in cusiody fcr just under
three months, and one was transferred into
a penal mental hospitai. On 28 September
the sentences were handed down. Three
were acquitteci; eighteen were given

suspended sentences; whilst Stanislav Benes

and Jiri Zboril received lG and 6 months
respectively in lst Penal Category Prisons;
and Petr Geffert and -liri Panacek receiv-ed

20 and 9 months in Lnd Penal Cat. Prisons.
The evidence offered b:' police iackecl con-
sistency at aii tirnes, an'j b.v no normal stan-
dards of jr"rstice couid it have been said that
the cases against the se peopie iiac been ilro-
ved. They had been sentenced eff-ectivel-v f'or

exercising their right of being in a pubiic
place on an early summer's evening.

This event has been greeted with horror

s3
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throughout the country. A number of
samizdat publications detailing it have been
produced, ernanating clearly from in-
dividuals who have never been part of any
organised opposition in the CSSR.

The incident in Brno is one of several
that have occurred this year involving young
people. There was a spontaneous
demonstration in Prague during the World
Peace Congress made up chiefly of young
working-class Czechs. There are unconfirm-
ed reports that a demonstration of four to
five hundred people took place in Pisek on
the anniversary of the Soviet invasion.
These are the first spontaneous demonstra-
tions to have taken place in the CSSR since
1969 and it seems that young people make
up the bulk of the participants.

The CSSR is facing its most serious
economic and political crisis since the ad-
vent of normalisation. Unlike in the past it
appears that people are now less prepared to
simply accept the brutal remedies offered by
the regime to the social tensions which Party
and Government have created. Unless they
begin to take into account the interests and
desires of the most volatile and idealistic
social stratum, they may find themselves
having to deal with more than they bargain-
ed for.

It has been obvious for a long tirne that
the cultural bureaucracy does not unders-
tand rock music or even how significant a
role it plays in the life of young
Czechoslovaks. Events so far this year have
proved that the regirne is stiil set on a colli-
sion course with its young citizens. Margaret
Thatcher was equally unresponsive to the
needs of urban youth in the UK. After Tox-
teth and Brixton what next? Let cdes
Kryzl and Bakesova answer that one"
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charter 77's annual change of spokespersons in Prague on New year's Day. From the
Right: last year's representatives Jan Koztik, Marie Ruth Krizkova and Anna Marvanova
hand over to: former journalist Jiri Riiml, former dancer Jana slernova, and catholic
philosopher Yaclav Benda (with beard).
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On 22 December 1983, a young worker who
had been accused of subverting the republic
by distributing leaflets opposing the imposi-
tion of martial law in Pcland, was jailed for
6 years in a strict regime labour camp.
Because he has no relaiives, he is likely to be
denied any visits Curing his prison term and
has been forbidCen to maintain cor-
respondence with a woman who was a close
friend before his arrest.

The young Solidarity supporter, Jiri
Wolf, iras appealed against his sentence and
his appeal should be heard in the next few
weeks. He had been arrested early in 1982
after leaflets appeared in the industrial town
of Kladno as well as in Prague condemning
the suppression of Solidarity.

Wolf was also charged with 'endanger-
ing a State Secret' but it is not yet clear
whether his 6-year sentence includes this
alleged offence or whether he is still to be
tried for it, The 'state secret' in question was
a report he is supposed to have written
about conditions in the Minkovice Labour
Camp where he served an earlier three-year
sentence. Since all prisons are semi-rnilitary
establishments their internal affairs are
classified as state secrets. Wolf is accused of
having passed his report to the Austrian Eni-
bassy in Prague.

The text of the pro-Solidarity leaf,lets
was issued in the name of the 'Revolu-
tionary Action Group'. (A full translation
was published in Labour Focus Vol.5 Nos.
5-6.)

Government in Ouandary Over Trials of Solidarity
Leaders and Advisers
By 0liver MacDonald

Despite repeated official announcements of
their imminence, the trials of 7 top leaders

of Solidarity and of 4 prominent advisers to
the independent trade union have still not
been scheduled.

All eleven people are charged r,vith

subversion and face sentences of up to ten
years. All but one of the'accused have been
in detention since the declaration of martial
law over two years ago in December 1981.

A trial of the seven Solidarity leaders rvould
amount to a judicial prosecution ol the union's
entire record. Apart from Lech Walesa himself,
they include the union's most prominent leaders,
and are drarvn front the regions where the fitove-
ment was strongest: Andrzej Gwia;zda rvas one of'
the main leaders ol the August 1980 Cdansk
strike and became Vice-President of Solidarity';
ir'{arian Jurcz.yk was the leader of the Szczecirt
strike in August 1980 and then President of
Solidarit-v" in the region; Andrzej Rozplochorvski
led the August strike in tire hugc' Huta Katorvice
steel nrill and bec'arne President ol Solidarity in

the Katorvice region; Andrzej Palka rvss Vice-

President in Lodz, Polancl's secotld Iargest cit)';

74

Jan Rulewski rvas President in Bydgoszcz1' Karol
l"tlodzelervski was Presideni in Wroclarv and a
lnajor influence on Soliriai'ily's national policy;
and Serverl,'n .larvorski was Vice-President of
Warsaw Solidarity - its President, Zbigniew Bu-
jak is a leader oi' the Solidarity Underground.
Three of tire seven Clviazda, Jurczyk and
Rulewshi stoacl against Waiesa at the Solidarity
Congress in Octaber 1981 ancl together gained
.f-5Q'/0 tlf'the total vcie. l{'they are pu,, on trial and
sentenced, the orrli, result rvill be to rouse further
bitternes-. frcm the rvorking ciass.

The other for"rr ar:cu.sed we,-e very prol]linent
intellectr-ral leaders of the campaign for workers'
rights anc! dernocratic freedcms before I980 and
w'enl on to play iinportant advisory roles within
the union. Tirev are Jacek Kuron, i\dant
illiclrrtik, i-ier;ry'k WLrjec ancl Zbignierv
Romasz*r.i,slii. Thei' !\'ere Ieadii:g figures in KOR
(The Workei's'Defence Committee), formed
after the strikes in .lune 1976, and while ad-
vocaiing the r-init_y* oi the derr:ocratic oppositiort
ani the Churclt, tlieir owil ideolog,"" was .seculai'
and, in Western [errlls, tttigltt be described as

socia!-democratic. f)espite their repLltatiort for
radicalisrn. Kuron and lvlicltnik repeatedly
sor-rghr tr) exert a resiraining influence during the
recuri'ei-it crises of the I6 r:ronths when Solidaritv

was legal and popularised the idea of tlre rno!'e-
ment being involved in a'self-limiting yevoir-r-

tion' .

When the four advisers were issued with an in-
dictrnent in late October, official governmerlt
sources indicated that their trial lvould be held
soon unless they, and the Soliclarity leaclers,
agreed to take up the governntertt's olter ol'
vcluntary exile. But despite their unanimous re-
jection of e.xile, the trial.s have been inde!'irritel.v
postponecl.

Some observers now believe the authorities
prefer indefinite detention to either the sentetrc-
ing or the release of'the eleven. The four former
KOR leaders have been marde into a symbol of
'count.er-revolution' tly the Soviet press and any'
dropping ol the charges wo,.rld not be pnpulilr in
suctr quarters. The governrnenl is ;rlso hinting to
We.stern diplornats that the relezrse of the eleven
woulC be used as a justilication for its lrard-lirit-
economic polic-v by the Reagan adntinistration.
(The implication ol this would be, of course, that
the ending ol sancticltt.s wcluld tttake lcniencl,
towards tlre eleven easie r for tire governlncnt.) Ori
the other hand, if the trials were' to go aheacl.
there would be loucl eutcl rv:idespreacl protest.s
from the West ancl, very likeli', u'ithin Poland
itsell. So it appeiir.s that thc elcver) rnay be lrclcl in
detention without trial l'or .sorrte tirne to conrt: .
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Walesa Issues Programme Statement
(YYe publish below the text o"f a speech Lech lYales{t had planned
to deliver on l6 December l98i qt the Gdqnsk monument for the
workers killed by securilyforces in 1970. It is the most comprehen-
sive political statement Walesa has issued since Solidarity's sup-
pression. It is notable both for his acceptance of the 'leading role
of the Party', and.for his affirmation of the need -for 'Christian
ideals', parliamentarism and'cotnpetition between enterpnses'.
Apart from some introductory remarks we publish the full text, as

supplied by the Information Centre for Polish Affairs./

At this difficult time for our country, the following aspects must be
taken into account so that we do not experience one crisis after
another. lt is surprising that those who govern our country have
tearned nothing and that after periods of relative liberalisation,
they have now reverted back to the old methods of governing.

After 1980, the labour movement, os well as the intellectuals,
the farmers, the artistic and the scientific communities became
consolidated within the framework of the Solidarity movement.
The authorities re$ponded with the use of force and violence.

The past two years have demonstrated the authorities' capacity
to destroy all independent associations and, in contrast, their in-
ability for constructive action. Not a single socio-political problem
has been resolved. There have been on improvements in the
economy. ln politics, only the names have changed. And all of this
is taking place in the name of the reconstruction of socialism. The
fundamental guestion is the following: can socialism be built
without the workers and against them?

Today, the free trade union movement and all independent
movements are being strangulated. This is not to say that Solidari-
ty has abandoned its ideals. They must be recalled:

- We cannot relinquish the notion of solidarity between all per-
sons, between all those who struggle for freedom and human
rights.

- We were proud of the fact that there were no victims during our
mass demonstrations.

- We were inspired by christian ideals; we remain faithful to the
labour movement's traditions which call for social justice, equality
and the abolition of group privileges.

- The highest good is that of the nation and faithfulness to na-
tional ideals is our duty. We believe the State to be an organisation
which serves the good of the nation and not an instrument in the
hands of privileged groups, serving their own interests.

First, lwould like to speak of the problems of public life. The
point of departure for our country's rebirth must be the social ac-
cords of August 1980, a great constitution of the workers. These ac-
cords ernbody the essential elements of renewal. Monopolies in
the social and economic spheres are blocking our existence, they
are causing the poor functioning of the state administration.

The accords of August 1980 were based on realistic principles.
They respected the leading role of the Party and of the State, linked
to a broader international political system which cannot be
modified given the State's interests. However, the social
agreements brought respect for the principle of pluralism in
workers' representations. This gave an important weapon to the
workers. But the Party refused to accept this - it defended its in-
terests. lt was decided that its monopoly over the labour move-
ment would be re-established by f orce. The results are visible to the
naked eye, and everyone knows that the re-establishment of trade
union pluralism is the most important problem facing our socio-
political system.

We cannot agree to the political monopoly of each governing
group. Too often have we had to deal with mistakes and devia-
tions. A system of controls rnust be established. Under normal
conditions, the control mechanism would be assured by the
parliament4ry system. lt is not my role to draw up legislation
although a national agreement should lead to a resolution of this
problem.

The socio-economic monopoly precludes the implementation
of an economic reform. I cannot imagine the economy f unctioning
efficiently without three conditions: separating the administration
of the economy f rom the State and political administration; the
establishment of strong, independent social organisations and
trade unions to counterbalance the administration; and finally,
competition between enterprises. With respect to trade unions, we
cannot relinquish the August Agreements. lndeed, it is a political

manoeuvre to claim that they have been implemented. lt was not
the government but the striking workers who won the right to
form their free and indeperident tade unions and they will
therefore formulate their programmes of action.

However, the authorities prevented us from doing this, in viola-
tion of the August 1980 Agreements and of the international con-
ventions, just like the lgth century capitalists did. Trade unions are
a social force in all developed countries. Solidarity'represents an
opportunity for the rebirth of our country. without it, we face
many years of political stagnation. We are not guilt-free. However.
Solidarity never sought to monopolise trade union activities. We
need the branch and autonomous unions (previously official -
now bannedl as competition, as a means of control. Agreement
with them is still possible. Concrete evidence of this is our joint ap-
peal for trade union pluralism, addressed to the Sejm on 6 May.

Those who join the new trade union today, must answer the
following questions: do they have the right to belong to
monopolistic unions without giving other unions the right to speak
outT Do they have the right to benefit frorn privileges at the ex-
pense of their colleaguesT Do they have the right to break the front
of workers' solidarityT On this occasion, I would like to express my
thanks and my admiration to all of those who remained faithful to
the ideals of Solidarity, in liberty and in prison.

Workers' self-government is a complex problem. There are
enterprises where self-government functions well and fights for
workers' rights; but there are those where workers allow
themselves to be manipulated. There are also many enterprises
where workers. devoid of hope. do not want to have self-
government at all. However, self-government must have a place in
every reformed political system. The workers themselves must
decide whether conditions in their enterprises permit the creation
of self-government bodies. We all realise that the fate of our
families and of all Poland depends on our work. Our movement
always favoured good work. We interrupted work only to ensure
that it would be honest and good, and so that its effects would not
be destroyed.

Resolution of social conflict and an independent judiciary. Ex-
perience shows that it is not possible to avert difficult conflicts
when the system of power protects its monopoly. lf the in-
dependence of certain groups is not respected by the authorities,
no one can play the role of mediator or arbitrator, a role which must
be played by the judges. Experience shows that judges are rarely
allowed to take on this role, and those who have shown courage
have been the victims of repression. We must demand an indepen-
dent judiciary as well as honest judges, with authority and with
legislative guarantees.

When there was insufficient convincing proof to convict our
eleven colleagues, whose trials were announced with great fan-
fare, the government proposed a 'humanitarian'gesture - volun-
tary banishment - by-passing the courts and the law. We, whom
the authorities are trying to place outside the law, must demand
respect for the law - even though its hand of iron is aimed at us.
The law must mean justice. And for this reason w€ will demand all
possible forms of control over the itidiciary and the police.

For an honest dialogue to take place all sides must have the
right of equalaccess to the media. The sovereignty of citizens is the
State's guarantee. The monument commemorating December
1970 is neither a symbol of vengeance nor of hatred, but rather an
agreement between the rulers and the ruled. The whole of the
Solidarity movement always struggled peacefully in favour of
human rights in Poland. We remain faithful to dialogue and to
agreement and that is the reason why the Nobel Prize, which was
awarded to me, was, I believe, awarded to Solidarity. And I am
therefore entitled to say: fellow Poles, friends, colleagues, I con-
gratulate you for the Nobel Peace Prize.

These are difficult times. Nobody has ready-made solutions tor
the future. We must live honestly, link courage with balance and
remain faithful to our ideals. ln other words, we must maintain our
solidarity.

ln 1984, the fate of Solidarity will depend on the elaboration of
four chapters: State and Party administration; self-government;
trade unions; and the judiciary system. For the time being, we can
only work on small programmes, each one suited to the moment'
At the appropriate time, lwill speak out in greater detail. I would
like the other topics to be better prepared, for myself and for all of
us, for a peaceful victory of Solidarity, based not on a takeover of
power, nor on a battle with the authorities, but rather on the choice
o, the best programme. For, better preparation and better training
will mean an easier victory.
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By David Holland
'Self-management' has remained important
since December l98l as a component both
of the government's ideology and pacifica-
tion strategy and also as a piogrammatic
idea of the opposition.' The authorities have continued to pro-
claim the need for economic reform based
on the 'three S's' - enterprise autonomy,
self-financing and self-management. At, the
same time, the official press regularly
ridicules Solidarity's l98l reform and self-

'management proposals - still maintained
by the Underground - as a farrago ol uto-
pianism, a 'people's capitalism' screening
ambitions to overthrow socialism via 'group
ownershif '.r

By contrast, the authorities claim that
the l98l Ninth Congress learnt from the
August 1980 strikes and put forward an
authentic relorm programme. Only
Solidarity's wrecking activities delayed im-
plementation of this plan by requiring the
temporary introduction of martial law.
' Suspension of the full prerogatives of
workers' self-management, as defined in the
law hammered out in cliff-hanging negotia-
tions with Solidarity in September I 981 , has
always been described as a strictly tem-
porary measure. In May 1982 for example
the Politburo report to the Central Commit-
,tee plenum stressed the:
'fundamental significance of renewing the
activities of workers' self-management,
even in the period of the state of war',2

This position was maintained in the
regulations governing the period of
'suspended'martial law issued on l8
December 1982. These envisaged the reac-
tivation of self-management organs by April
r983.

This official enthusiasm was, however,
hedged around with significant legal restric-
tions and was translated into practise with
great caution. The right ol workers to ap-
point and dismiss enterprise directors was
suspended, even in those plants not included
in the farcically long list of 1400 enterprises
deemed to be of 'prime importance to the
national economy', and so excepted from
this provision of the 1981 legislation. The
immunity of self-management activists from
being sacked whilst in office was likewise
suspended. Moreover the government
reserved the right to suspend entire self-
management bodies in the event of them ac-
ting contrary to the law, or to 'fundamental
social interests'. In July I983, with the for-
mal ending of martial law, these reserva-
tions were extended until 1985.

The discrepancy between official
rhetoric on self-management and reality
should not be seen solely as a phenomenon
ol mendacious propaganda. There is, of
course, a propagandistic aspect to official
claims, which aim to satisfy foreign
observers of the constructive intentions of
the regime and to fudge and confuse the
tines dividing it from the domestic opposi-
tion, b.r" appropriating its aspirations and
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implernenting them in a highly controlled
form calculated to bolster the existing
political order. rather than threaten it.

Ivlore funclamentally, however, the con-
tradictions of official policy are a reflection
of the continuing acute political weakness of
the Polish authorities and their need to
widen the base of social co-operation on
which the regime rests. Control of the army
and the Zomo may be enough to smash a
rival for power, but it is not enough to
govern a society on a long-term basis. The
postponement of the price rises scheduled
for January 1984 is testament to the caution
with which the regime continues to tread.

Nor are the promises of economic
reform, to be dismissed as mere hypocrisy.
Few deny the need for reform. Moreover the
improvement in economic performance
claimed for the first months of 1983, has
slowed as the artificially low base figures for
compari.son in the first months of the state
of rvar in 1982 give way to more 'normal'
conditions. It is hard for anyone to believe
that the Polish economy will find a route out
of the crisis without fundamental systemic
reform.

The regime is caught in a trap of its own
making. Such support as it retains in Polish
society stems mainly from precisely that nar-
row stratum of economic managers and
ministry bureaucrats whose interests would
be most directly affected by a genuinely
decentralising reform. Whilst the regime
needs co-operation in the enterprises to get
the economy moving, especially if it is to be
on decentralised lines, it is constrained by
the need to keep a tight political rein on
development,s and by the vested interests of
its supporters. The oft-repeated criticisms of
the followers of 'absolute monarchy' in the
enterprises and the puffing of very limited
gains in establishing self-management struc-
tures are therefore as much an expression of
the agonising contradictions confronting
the regime as cynical propaganda.

The re-activation of self-management
structures poses the opposition with pro-
blems as well as opportunities. Whilst the
Underground continues to uphold the con-
ception of a thorough-going democratisa-
tion of social and economic life, embodied
in the goal of a 'Self-Managing Republic', a
lively debate has opened as to the best
response to the initiatives of the authorities
in this area. This has been accompanied by a
sardonic running commentary on the antics
of the authorities in scrambling for fig leaves
of credibility and legitimacy.

An early and persistent response to the
self-management initiatives of the regime
has been suspicion and outright rejection,
coupled with calls for a boycott. This is rnost
clearly expressed in the Underground
Soiidarity leadership's statement on the
reactivation of self-rnanagement structLlres
issued in August I 982:

'Self-management trnder the state of war
only creates an illusory possibility of

authentic coilective actiyity. In reality what
is happening here is a repeat of the KSR
manoeuvre in 1958.'3

The statement goes on tc argue that self-
management structures assist f he authorities
in iniplementing unpopular measures,
create the iliusion of sociai consultation;
facilitate the shifting of responsibility for
the disastrous economic situation; widen
the circle of people collaborating with the
authorities, so bolstering the nomenklatura
and engaging society in a wholly imaginary
reforrn. It concludes that:
, 'Workers Councils, elected before
December 1981, should undertake new ac-
tivity only if endorsed by a referendum of
the workforce.'

This sceptical attitude lvas reflected in a
multitude of articles in the Underground
press in mid- 1982. It was widely and correct-
ly observed that talk of enterprise autonomy
was nonsense in conditions of chronically
scarce raw materials. The Bialystok region
group of 'The Network' (the organisation
originally responsible for the Solidarity self-
management model) pointed out in its
publication 'Our Self-lvlanagement' in
August 19EZ that under the 'reform' the ad-
ministrative centre had in fact strengthened
its position with unprecedented rapidity.
The inevitable centralisation of resource
allocation decisions in the prevailing crisis
conditions had produced an 'Eidorado of
the centre'. The new industrial 'associa-
tions' {zrzeszenie) were almost invariably
the old 'unions' (zjednoczenie) under a new
narne, with the old Director or his Deputy in
charge.

'Only the names recall what we struggled
for,' concluded the Network group.

Progressively, however, a debate
developed on the possibility of participation
in the self-management structures. A par-
ticularly full debate seems to have taken
place in the Krakow area. In the months of
March to June 1982 soundings were taken in
the Krakow plants, which indicated a will-
ingness to enter self-management organs
under certain conditions. A document pro-
duced in this period, summarising a discus-
sion in which activists from five Krakow
area plants participated, very cautiousl-v
acknowledges that as the only means of
worker representation, the self-
management organs should not be dismissed
out of hand.

The tendency towards participation \vas
boosted by a revision of the position of the
Underground leaCership, which in its pro-
grammatic statement 'Dzis', published in
January 1983, supported participation in
self-management structures where 'the
possibilit-v exists of making lhern serve the
defence of workers' conditions and acting as

a defence against repression'.
This move produced significant support.

Kronika Malopolska arglled in February
1983 that the self-management structures
provided a front of struggle, especially for
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the majority of workers unable to take part
in clandestine ac,tivity. A firm decision was
needed on a plant-wide basis to exchange a
policy of boycott for one of combative par-
ticipation. Boycott abandoned the field
without a struggle. A range of positive
measures were suggested. Activists could at-
tempt to set up legal self-management
papers and use the plant public address
system; publicly question decisions of
management and government; refuse to par-
ticipate in matters decided without consulta-
tion, or in propaganda offensives such as
the 'battle with the spectators'; organise
referenda on important questions and
torpedo attempts by the authorities to
manipulate self-management structures to
legitimise their own decisions. All
possibilities for strengthening the links bet-
ween the workers in an enterprise and bet-
ween different enterprises should be utilis-
ed.

To this end the contacting of self-
management organisations in other plants,
the organisation of visits, conferences and
joint sessions is suggested. Self-
management activists should set up their
own problem-oriented commissions and
make direct approaches to sympathetic
academic circles. In short all possibilities for
legal activity should be exploited. The
forum of self-management structures
should be used to raise demands for the
release of imprisoned enterprise workers
and the reinstatement of sacked work
mates.

This positive and combative approach
was reflected elsewhere in the Underground
press. Robotnikargued in February that the
tendency of Solidarity militants to view en-
try into the self-management structures as

tantamount to collaboration should be
resisted. Self-management should not be
equated with the Junta's tame trade unions,
or the 'Front for National Reconciliation',
since it was a democratic conception proper-
ly belonging to the rank and file. Whilst
economic reform was reducing itself to a

matter of pricing policy and enterprise
autonomy remained a fiction, self-
management could not have any real.impact
on enterprise performance. It might,
however, be possible to use it as an instru-
ment for defending workers' interests, in
pres.sing for improvements in wages and
bonus levels. This possibility was of par-
ticular importance to Solidarity, since if it
was to retain any influence it would have to
be seen to be active in defending the daily
material and social interests of the popula-
tion.

Other papers produced in Warsaw and
Lublin printed forceful arguments for 'go-
ing into' the self-management structures,
These reflected both discussions amongst
factory activists and the opinion of an
anonymous former member of the Solidari-
ty National Co-ordinating Committee.a
Essentially these arguments flowed from the
limitations of clandestine activity. A
boycott is a policy that is invisible and also
conducive to apathy. Any space for legal
public activity should be exploited as a
school for activists to gain experience, as
well as trust and authoritv in their environ-

ment. It was further argued that any chance
that did exist of the economic reform having
an"y im.pact and so benefiting the popula-
tion would be nullified if the workers' coun-
cils were allowed to become a hollow
facade

There are indications that other sections
of Polish society, apart from the govern-
ment and the Underground, also continue
to regard the question of self-management
as an important issue. However pervasive
realistic pessimism may be as to the pro-
spects of a constructive outcome, the
workers' councils are one of the very few re-
maining areas of possible movement in the
stalemated social and political situation.

The Polish Episcopate, for example,
issued a formal protest at the restrictions im-
posed on the reactivation 0f self-
management bodies in the 18 December
regulations. The restrictions were strongly
criticised as tending to reduce self-
management to 'a purely decorative role'.5

Also, on the 26th of April 1983 a group
of thirty-six inteliectuals, including 2l
twenty-one economists, issued a letter to the
Sejm, strongly critical of government back-
tracking on self-management and repression
against workplace activists, flying in the
face of the regime's stated policy. The ap-
peal called fo{ the removal of restrictions
and repression and a return to the spirit and
letter of the 1981 legislation as the only way
of securing the co-operation needed from
productive workers to restore the economy.6

Underground bulletins, some of which
display a noticeable flavour of the factory
floor, indicate however that the debate
amongst Solidarity supporters about the
desirability of participation in self-
managements is far from resolved. Bulletins
from the early months of 1983 continue to
voice calls for boycott and reflect an intense
scepticism anlongst worker activists about
the value o f the positive approach ad-
vocated by some leading Underground
circles.

'From the Life of the Pseudo Self-
Management', a broadsheet from the War-
ski shipyards, pours scorn upon the efforts
of those canvassing for the reactivation of
self-management. It describes ill-attended
departmental meetings, with half those pre-
sent drawn from managerial layers and the
reluctance of all but a handful of workers to
have anything to do with such activity.

The Underground paper Hutnik, based
in the Lenin steel works at Krakow, reported
in March the procedlrres of intimidation and
rnanipulation attending the organisation of
the preliminary Electoral Commission to
supervise the election of a new workers'
council. Those drawn into these activities
were characterised as layabor"rts and
rnanagement narks.

In June a letter from the Metallurgical
combine of the Lenin Steel Works describes
the following stage of electing a nelv
workers' council: 'These elections were o f a
type not encountered even in the countries
of "real socialism" ! They took place prac-
tically without electors. But the "miracle of
the urn" familiar in Poland, took place, so

that the press could triurnphantly announce

that the steel workers had elected a self-
management.' '

Sektor fromWroclaw reiterated calls for
a boycott in February. Tygodnik Wojenny
in May reported the manoeuvres of manage-
ment in one plant io set up a tame self-
management body via its collaborators,
prefaced by the establishment of a
nominated'advisory council'.

'All those people with a minimum of
authority amongst the workforce and the
greater part of the workers themselves have
refused to take part in the work of appoin-
ting a facade of self-management.'7

Against this background it would ob-
viously be quite wrong to be at all optimistic
about the future prospects of any authentic
self-management developing in Poland.
Solidarity supporters of self-management in
1980-81 drew the lesson from the failure of
workers' councils following the Polish Oc-
tober of 1956, that an indispensable condi-
tion of the success of such institutions was
the existence of nationally organised in-
dependent representation for the workers,
as embodied in Solidarity. The
Underground will doubtless be right to ex-
ploit any and all opportunities for public ac-
tivity and legal contact with its constituency,
the mass of ordinary workers. It is unlikely
though to score any spectacular successes -and in any case its activity is directed
towards utilising self-managements as

substitute trade unions, rather than fulfill-
ing their proper functions (according to
whatever conception).

If, as some maintain, the Polish
workers' movement is now at the 1957 or
l97l point in the vicious cycle of crisis that
appears to grip Polish political and
economic life, then it will be some years

before the mass movement gathers its
strength for a fresh assault. The ideas of
democraiic control of economic life express-
ed in the chequered history of workers' self-
management in Poland are, however, suffi-
ciently firmly rooted to ensure that they will
come to the fore in any future phase of
upheaval and social experimentation in
Potand.
December 1983
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1983 has been the year of the protestant
church in the German Democratic Republic.
The 500th anniversary of the birth of Martin
Luther provided the occasion for an un-
precedented public celebration of the 'part-
nership' between state and church ,

culrninating in the state-sponsored
festivities of early November. But it was also
the year in rvhich the further spread of in-
dependent peace activities raised the
possibility of a sharp deterioration in state-
church i'elations for 1984.

The crucial turning point was reached at
the height of the Luther commemorations.
On 24 October the official East German
news agency ADN announced that prepara-
tions had begun for the deployment of
'operative-tactical missile complexes' on the
territory of the GDR in response to the im-
minent arrival of Cruise and Pershing II in
Western Europe. The arrival of the first
batch of new NATO missiles in Britain and,
after a parliamentary vote on 20 November,
in West Gerrnany led to the walk-out of the
Soviet delegation from the Geneva INF
negotiations. With Martin Luther's birth-
day out of the way and the international
spotlight off the East German protestant
church, fears were irnmediately voiced in
church circles that the downturn in East-
West relations would precipitate a general
crackdown on the independent peace move-
ment and its allies in the prote.stant clergy.
The brutal tactics of the police during the ar-
rest of about fort5, young people holding a

candle-light demonstration outside an inter-
national film festival in Leipzig on 18

I.{ovember appeared to be a foretaste of
worse to come.

1984 is certainly going to be a difficult
year for East German peace campaigners.
But in addition to the voices of gloom there
are al.so those who optimistically predict
that the appearanbe, for the first time, of
Soviet nuclear missiles on East German soil
will provide the peace movement with the
kind of focus which the Western peace
rnovements have in Crui.se and Pershing,
and see it reach new.heights of activity and
ma.ss impact. Both the excessively
pessimistic and the excessively optimistic
vier,v, however, are unlikely to prove cor-
rect.

The evenis of 1983 offer certain clues to
the dynamic of the situation. First of all, the
East German peace movement is by no
means sirnply a church-organised move-
rnent. While it had its origins in the church-
inspirecl protests against the introduction of
cornpulsory military education in the CDR's
schools in 1978 (and, further tiack, the gran-
ting of the right to serve in unarmed
'cort.struction brigades' for religiously-
motivated conscripts in 1964), and while the
church still provides the nroral and organisa-
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tional backbone to most peace groups, other
factors are of at least equal importance.

The 1970s have seen the emergence of a
broadlilinority current among the youth of
the CDR which is becoming increasingly
disaffected with the boredom and regimen-
tation of daily life under the bureaucratic
regime, giving rise to an 'alternative youth
scene' in many East German cities with its
own informal network of contacts, meeting
places and events. Much of this is influenced
by the Western media (West German televi-
sion and radio can be received in most of the
GDR) and ,centres around rock music and
non-conforrhist cultural pursuits, but within
this milieu more political themes are also be-
ing raised. The fear of nuclear war,
amplified by the climate of renewed Cold
War and the growing militarisation of East
German life (military preparation in schools
and apprenticeships, frequent civil defence
exercises), is one such theme, The pollution
and destruction of the natural environment
by industrial effluents and large-scale con-
struction projects is another one. Motivated
by such concerns, and inspired by the West
German peace and ecology movernents,
many young East Germans have formed
discussion and action groups whose attitude
to the protestant church is largely
pragmatic. Not religion as such, but the
status of the church as the only independent
institution, and the open informality of its
structures, attract them towards it. Where,
as in Jena, the church hierarchy is more con-
servative and has shown reluctance to har-
bour such activities out of concern for its
relationship with the state authorities, these
young activists have set up their own struc-
tures.

Even a total change of attitude by the
protestant church away from its cautious
endorsement of non-conformist youth
groups in response to growing pressures
from the state would therefore be unlikely to
be able to turn back the clock. The cost of
such a turn to the church itself would, in any
case, be very high: it is precisely this open-
ness of its structures to 'unofficial' interests
and activities which provides it with some
living roots in an otherwise not very
religious generation. To close its doors
would mean to risk an accelerating decline
of its social role and influence. Knowing
this, the younger generation of protestant
clergymen is determined to resist such a self-
restriction to a purely pastoral and
charitable role.

It would be possible , of course, for the
state to forcibly break the resisrance of this
current in the church and to drive the 'alter-
native you th scene' even furth er
underground. But such a heavy-handed
clampdown, involving a systematic purge of
the clergy and hundreds, even thousands of
arrests and trials, would be an enormously
costly operation for the state in political

terms. It would ruin its image in the West
and thus endanger future deals with the
Federal Republic, and it would further
alienate it from East German society. The
signs are that neither Honecker nor An-
dropov are willing to pay this price - at
least not yet

Despite all the expulsions and arrests
that periodically marked the rise of the East
Cerman peace movement since t 981 , the
level of official tolerance for Don-
conformist activities remains relatively high
provided that these do not overstep a certain
mark and threaten to develop into a public
opposition - as the Jena Peace Community
did (in the eyes of the SED). The much.
publicised appearance of We-st German rock
singer Udo Lindenberg at a peace rally of
the official Free German Youth in the East
Berlin 'Palace cf the Repubiic', and the pro-
mise of a concert tour for him in 1984 -despite his impertinent, and hugely popular,
'Cognac for Honecker' -qong (see last issue
of LFEE) signal the readiness of the
leadership to appease East German youth
and project an image of benevolent
toleraiice, rather than an intention to launch
a crusade for cultural orthodoxy.
Honecker's meetings with leaders of the
West German Green Party, and the general
emphasis on Iimiting the damage to intra-
German relhtions arising out of the
breakdown of US-Soviet negotiations, point
in the same direction.

It is unlikely that this general line will
change very much in the immediate future.
Both Moscow's foreign policy interests and
the GDR's economic interests militate
against such a turn. The maintenance of
relatively good relations with West Ger-
rnany remains a vital priority for the Soviet
Union precisely because of the collapse of
detente with Washington, and intra-
Cerman relations are the key to this.
Honecker is therefore given licence to play
the 'Cerman card' for all it is worth, and this
in turn lirnits his scope for unleashing a wave
of domestic repression - especially if this
were to be directed against the protestant
church with its strong Western links. In ad-
dition, the GDR plays a crucial role
economically: alone among the East Euro-
pean COMECON states, it has been able to
maintain reiatively high growth rates, and is
the main source of high-technology produc-
tion equipment within the 'socialist camp'.

A breakdown in intra-Cerman relations
would seriously affect an East Cerman
economy that relies to a large extent on its
privileged reiationship rvith the Federal
Republic (and is therefore relatively immune
to Reaganite boycotts of COMECON). Its

higher, on a per capita basis, than that of
Poland at the outbreak of the Polish crisis!

- can only be serviced with the aid of deals
such as the $ I billion credit arranged
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through Franz-Josef Strauss this summer,
and a default by the GDR would not only
throw it into deep domestic turmoil if the
imports sustaining its high standard of living
were to be drastically curtailed, but would
reverberate throughout COMECON.

It is necessary to assess the prospects for
the East German peace movement in this
broad context because it defines the room
for manoeuvre at the disposal of the SED
regime. The clear implication is that a really
comprehensive crackdown is unlikely unless
forced by some generalised domestic
rebellion or a very dramatic international
irisis. Honecker will probably continue his
'carrot and stick' tactics of recent years,
combining relative tolerance with the im-
position of ' tight controls on the more
dynamic outgrowths of the 'alternative'
milieu and regular 'decapitation' exercises
through arrests and expulsions of in-
dividuals.

It is. equally unlikely, however, that the
East German peace movement will suddenly
develop into the kind of political mass force
represented by the Western movements. If
the East German peace movement is today
the most active and broad-based of such in-
dependent movements in Eastern Europe, it
is'nevertheless one whose character and in-
built limitations must be clearly understood.
It bears little resemblance, for instance, to
the anti-missile coalitions of the West, lack-
ing both their political structure and their
clear focus on the reversal of the deploy-
ment decision. Even the arrival of Soviet
missiles on East German soil will not fun-
damentally alter this, as these will be largely
out of sight and provide little scope for
direct confiontation with the nuclear issue
(quite apart from the taboo that still hangs
over any open discussion of the Soviet
presence in the GDR, and the widespread
feeling that the Soviets are simply respon-
ding to NATO's provocation).

The East German peace movement is not
principally a political movement to
challenge the strategic decisions taken by
either NATO or the Warsaw Pact (although
such a challenge is, of coursi, implicit in its
activities), but more of an informal network
of young pacifists, draft-resisters, Chris-
tians, cultural non-conformists, ecologists,
feminists, and dissident. socialists whose
main common denoininator is the rejection
of bureaucratic regimentation and the
search for ways and means of freely ar-
ticulating and discussing their hopes and
fears. They are still, however, very much a
small minority, to be counted in thousands,
at best tens of thousands; but not in hun-
dreds of thousands or in millions.

The CDR is not in a state of acute
economic or political crisis, and the vast ma-
jority of East Cermans, including rhe
younger generation, remains passive and
conformist.

Large events such as the Dresden peace
Forum in l98l with over 5,000 and the East
Berlin 'Peace Workshop, in June of 1983
with over 3,000 participants are only possi-
ble under the protective umbrella of the
church. The church, however, would clearly
not authorise any action against the
presence of Soviet weapons. The appeal of
its September Synod to the government to

do everything in its power ro prevent the
necessity of Soviet missile deployment in the
GDR, and its suggestion that Moscow could
take unilateral steps by beginning to scrap
SS-20s before any IiVF agreement marks
about the limit of how far it can go (the
Synod also resiated its opinion that the ban-
ning of the 'Swords into Ploughshares' sym-
bol by the state liad been a'serious
mistake').

Unofficial Peace meeting in Halle, Lothar
Rochau, bearded, centre (see p.23 on his case).

The church takes care not to get involved
in direct action or public demonstrations,
which remain small token affairs carried out
by a tiny minority of committed activists,
who are generally well-known to the police
as 'social misfits' and are frequently picked
up for questioning. An attempt to form a
human link between the US and Soviet em-
bassies to coincide with the 22 October
demonstrations in the West was nipped in
the bud by police action, and hundreds of
known peace activists rounded up to prevent
them from handing in a petition to the two
embassies in November (the petition was
eventually delivered by East Berlin bishop
Gottfried Forck, one of the more energetic
promoters of the peace movement in the
protestant church). Fifty supporters of the
women's peace movement did, however,
manage to carry out their protest against the
introduction of fenrale conscription: they
returned their call-up for medical examina-
tion, one after the other, at the Post Office
in Alexanderplatz, East Berlin's central
square and tourist attraction, dressed in
conspicuously dark colours.

A very important phenomenon is the in-
creasing development of ecological protest
to a point where in April 1983 the first GDR-
wide meeting of ecology groups in Wit-
tenberg attracted representatives from
dozens of towns and cities. Very often, as in
the West, the same layer of activists is in-
volved; but because the issues are less openly
'political' and capable of attracting a lot of
instant support in local communities,
repressive action by the state is often uncer*
tain and hesitant.

All over the GDR local groups have
organised unofficial tree-planting initiatives
to protest against the soulless concrete
wastes of new building developments, and
informal bicycle demonstrations have con-
fused many a local authority. In the coastal

town of Schwerin, such bicycle demos were
directed against the construction of a new
motorway cutting through a popular local
recreation area, and in the industrial city of
Halle against the pollution of the at-
mosphere by the local .Bnaa chemical works.
In Halle, the church youth worker Lothar
Rochau and the librarian Kathrin Eigenfeld
were arrested. Rochau was sentenced, on l8
September, to three years'imprisonment for
'anti-state agitation', and Eigenfeld even-
tually released after an intervention on her
behalf by leaders of the Green Party when
they met Honecker.

The issue of repression is obviously a
crucial one, and it raises tricky tactical ques-
tions for the East German peace movement
as well as the question of the responsibilities
of Western socialists and peace cam-
paigners. The most effective deterrent at the
disposal of the state is the exclusion from
normal career prospects. This effectively
isolates the activists from most others who
may sympathise with their aims but are
afraid of losing their job or rank. It also
helps explain why university students are
virtually absent from the'alternative youth
scene' and peace and ecology groups: they
have so much more to lose compared with
ordinary young workers.

The hard core of the peace groups is, in
many places, largely composed of conscien-
tious objectors who have served in the
'construction brigades' and former soldiers
who were radicalised by the experience.
While the annual average number of people
serving in the construction brigades since
1964 has been around four to six hundred,
the figure is reported to have reached a new
peak of over a thousand in 1980. These
Bousoldaten are marked for life in the per-
sonnel files of the nomenklatura, as is
everybody else who becomes involved too
closely in non-conformist activities and
church groups, and have little prospect of
ever getting above very lowly employment
positions. This deters others, but also
strengthens the activists' resolve as they
have little more to lose. They can lose their
liberty,'of course, and be sentenced to im-
prisonment on any of the catch-all clauses in
the GDR's penal code designed to cover
dissident activities. But such arrests and
trials are used relatively sparingly by the
authorities as they create bad publicity
through the Western media, and are usually
reserved for those regarded as 'incorrigible
ring leaders'. Many of those imprisoned on
a sentence are, of course, eventually 'sold'
to the West - giving rise to such comments
as that of a Jena worker: 'If you want to go
to the West, all you have to do is stand in the
road with a placard in your hand' - a policy
which effectively removes such undesirable
elements from the East German scene, but
also reduces somewhat the deterrent value
of imprisonment.

The treatment meted out to the Jena
Peace Community, the entire inner circle of
which has now been expelled to the West
after a lengthy history of arrests, releases,
rearrests, and short imprisonments, is symp-
tomatic of the dilemmas facing the peace
groups everywhere in the GDR. There is a '

widespread feeling in East Berlin, for in-
stance, that the Jena group 'went too far'

t9
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and thus brought the repression upon itseif.
The counter-argument is not only that they
had littie choice given the refusal of the local
church to support and protect them, but
that a peace movement rigidly respecting the
official limits will become effectivel,v 'ghet-
toised'. The issue, in a nutshell, is horv to
consolidate and extend the very limited and
precarious space available for an indepen-
dent peace movement in East Germany to-
day rvithout provoking a massive repressive
reaction. The principal danger is not, at pre-
sent the total extinction of the,,sntire peace
movement, but 'decapitation": the arrest
and expulsion of the most dynamic activists
with some politicai background (in Jena,
especially, many of them saw themselves as

socialists to the left of the SED and have ex-
pressed strong sympathy for the Poiish

Solidarnosc) and organisational'skill.
A lot rvill depencl not only on the attitude

of the church tiierarci:,v" and its rviilingness to
risk some coniiict rvith the state in order to
defend the peace movement, but also cn the
solidarity sholvn by \\''estern peace
movernents and s*ciaiists. They must
establish the closest possible contact and
collabora[ion r,vith the East German activisis
through correspondence and u,henever
possible - personal visits, and not hesitate
to react to each and every case of protest,
imprisonment and expuision with loud and
clear protests. Thus they may not be able to
prevent repression in every instance, but to
raise the political price that the regime has to
pay for it - a consideration which, as past
experience shows, does enter into its calcula-
tions.

Pos/script: 14uth of tlie ctbol,'e rrssessment is
bssed on interviews w,i(h exileC East Germcrn
peilce ctcti ,- ists conducted during 1983 in
!,vest Berlin. Tlianks are tllte in pctrticular {o
Peter Rosch, Tltoruas Auerbach, and
Jtirgen Frtclts "for their patient help, even
thottgh thev, may no{ .fui!.v share all the viev,s
expressed in the srticle. Re{tders of Labour
Focus wishing to find out rnore about the
origins cnd the de'seioptn€nt of the East
Germsn petrce movernent are strongly
recon?tnended to read John Sandford's The
Srvord and the Ploughsare. Autonomous
Peace Initiatives in East Germany, publish-
ed by Merlin Press / European biuclear
Disarntqment in the series of END Special
Reports, vvhich also con tains some irnpor-
tant docurnents crnd a usefttl chronology of
events.

Peace pickel in Jena. Jalrn carries placard (left) saying'swords into Ploughshares'

UmlEateralisrm im tfue ffiffist
Interview wlth East Geg'mari Aativist

(The -follo it,in.q in terv,iev, n,itlt Roluncl Jshn
of the Jenu Peuce Corttntunily rv'os con-
dtrc'tecl h"y our Llt'est Berlin ('orresf)onden t
Traude Ratsch soon a.t''ter Jahn's e.tpulsion
J'rom the GDR in .lune 1983. Tlte translatiort
.f'rom the Gennon is lt.t,Peter Tholnpson./

What role does the demand for unilateral
disarmament play for y'ou in the GDR?

There are mani,difl'erent opinions on this.
Personalll, I see it this \vii,v: disarntantenl
IllLlst be bilaieral but one shor-rld in certairr
circurnstances set examples. One shor"rld
take steps in order to rriake otliers follorv

2&

lVould ]'ou promote that principle in the
GDR despite y'our rvell-knolryn position on
i\ATO reArmarnent?

Yes. One must take steps that rviil ser an ex-
ample to otliers. FIol+'ever, that cloes nct
mean I demand unilateriil clisarmarnent.
The rvhole nLlrnbers garxe arouncl nuciear
capabilities is senseless anci therefore i do
not thin,k about the conlputations a greai
deal. Likeu.,ise, I l'incl rhe talks in Ceneva, if'
noI eractly senseless, rhen ar least fruitless. i
lind the ictea of disarrnanrenr measure.-\ in-

dependent of the superpowers far more irtr-
portant and we mu.st look for wa!'s of
achieving thern. That is rvhy comrnunica-
tions between east and \vest and the in-
Ci,.,iduals'refusai to ccoperate in tire war
mentalit]- are so importanr.

Tliose in pLl\\'er in both e:lst ancl r,vesl

have absolr-rtely no inIerest rvhatsclever in
disarrnanient. One side rriakes its profits
ft'onr the arnrs indLlstry, and the other side
needs rnilitarism and arrnainents irr orcler to
preserve its power structLlres. Not i:or.ver {'or
porver's sake in zl psycirological sense, br-rt

rather nrateriaiiy, 3s every'thing in the east is

surI
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built arounC the miiitar-v s_v*stern. The of-
ficers and thcse wiro hold resporlsii:le posi-
tions in the arirrs industr-v are u'eli paid, anci
they do deri\ie picfit frcm ii. albeit in a dif-
fereilt foiin ic the capitaiist, is. from their
position on the hierarchical ladder. The of-
ficer, the genei'al wi-io ca.rries the golden
srvord and s,ho has a good life whiist doing
so is not -{t'ring to be the one u,ho demands to
be put to the plough and be rnade to slveat.
That is wh.r* he delends liimseif against the
siogan'slvords into ploughshares'.

For these reasons the peace movement
from below must continue to mobiiise. Peo-
ple must refuse to cooperate. In other, very
sirnple. rvords: if no one produces any
rockets then none will exist. And who con-
structs the rockets? The r,vorkers. That is
where one should be active and that is where
the demand for tiniiateral disarmament is a
ccgent one. Begin unilateraily with yourself
by refusing to do your national service, or
refusing to produce war toys, by beginning
with an education for peace with very sirnple
things.

But the essence of my previous question was
whether you rvould want to dernand
unilateral steps towards disarmament by the
GDR?

One must decide what the possibilities are.
If real steps were now to be taken in the
eastern bloc, that sliowed a real desire for
peace, and by their nature they would need
to be very risk,"" steps, that would then make
any justification for the deployment of
missiles in Western Europe much more dif-
ficult.

More and more people would then
declare themselves to be against the deploy-
ment and demands fcrr things like referen-
dums would eventually have to be met. I am
simply demanding that the desire for peace
of the eastern bloc should be clearly
demonstrated. I do not believe that com-
plete unilateral disarmament is the way for-
ward, but I wouid propose measures that
would make the justifications for Western
rearmament mucir more difficult.

In West Germany the Commr,lnist Farty
rnaintains that the consequences of the
pacifism of the East Cerman independent
peace groups would rnean that they would
also have to oppose the rnilitary armament
of the l\icaraguan people in order to defend
their revolution.

There are many different shacies of opinion
in the independent peace groups in the
GDR" There are indeed a number of uncon-
ditional pacifists. Personally I am not a
pacifist and I lvould in certain circumstances
take a glrn in my hand. It rvould depend on
the circumstances I found myself in. And
that is where there is a great difference bet-
ween Central America and Europe. In the
event of a war here in Europe it would mean
the end, there rvould be no winners. In Cen-
tral Alnerica, however, the suppression of
democracy has taken on such characteristics
that by using passive resistance and non-
violence the people rvould simply be wiped
out. One has to respond to circumstances.

The guerrillas in El Salvador have often
made offers of negotiations, but rvhen it

comes to a point when ordinary people are
being murdered then there has to be a limit.

You see, in Eurcpe it is not on the agen-
da that you could be dragged off and shot in
some dirty corner somewhere. Here we have
the opportunities to use non-violence to br-
ing about change. In Central America, on
the other hand, one has to take up arms.
That is my personal view on the subject but
as to the position of the Wgst Cerman CP, I
wouid like to add one more comment. They
have taken the slogan 'Srvords to
ploughshares', which is in any case a uto-
pian view, and presented it in' such a

dogmatic way as to be in principle a defama-
tion of the independent peace groups. These
groups in the GDR have as their main objec-
tive a demand for the right to just articulate
their own thoughts, and then be able to
discuss them. However, one must first have-
the right to talk and this is where our main
problem lies. There are committed pacifists
here, but everyone should have the right to
speak and not be locked away for their
ideas. I wouldn't lock up some army officer
because he believes in protecting his country
with weapons, and vice versa I don't expect
him to lock me up when I say that I will not
take a gun in my hand and serve in any army
which may well end up sending me to
Poland. I shall decide for myself what I wish
to defend, that is the right to self-
determination ,of the individual and that
must be protected everywhere.

The GDR propaganda says that the
foremost human right is the right to life, but
that right is simply not being recognised
where I can be forced to go into an army for
principles with which I may not necessarily
agree. However, in Nicaragua I would be
prepared to fight and at the same time I
wouid consider m),self to be fighting for
peace, ihat is for peace in that country. I
sing of peace in the middle of war, as Bier-
mann says in one of his songs

I would like to make one more observa-
tion about the peaceful intentions of the
Soviet Union. The West German CP says
that there is no interest in arms and
militarism there because the Soviet Union is

a socialist country and nobody makes
money from arms, etc. I have already said
something about the material aspects in the
east, but at the same time what the West
German CP says is quite true, Peace and
socialism are inseparable but the point is
that the Soviet Union is as peaceful as it is

socialist. I know of no socialist country in
the world, there simply are none, and
therefore what was written about me in Der
Spiegelwas wrong: that I was not against the
system. I am against the present system in
the GDR because I am a socialist, and in the
GDR now, as far as I am concerned, there is
no socialism.

What effect have the events in Poland had
on the GDR?

That varied a great deal. It brought forward
many hopes especially amongst the younger
generation. That movement which is now
described as the peace movement feels itself
to be an alternative movement for the whole
of society. People are prepared to give up
the chance of a career because of the perils
around them. That mood then develops fur-

ther into a desire for self-fulfilment and that
of course is only possible in democratic
conditicns. Naturally every step nearer this
goai is warmly greeted. Poland was as the
GDR is now, 990/o election results, and then
all of a sudden people learnt how to express
themselves! That made many people very
optimistic and gave rise to great hopes for
the future of the GDR. Of course, on the
other hand, it is realised that the CDR is not
Poland. In the GDR people are still fairly
well off, materially I mean.

Then some people even had almost
chauvinistic views on Poland. Striking!? the
lazy pigs should be working!

But there was also a great deal of
solidarity. I tried rnyself to get people to
think about the events in Poland, and when
I tied a Polish flag to my bicycle a few peo-
ple in the street called out to me 'Solidar:
nosc!'. At the factory we also discussed the
situation. Many people realised that the
demands they were making were justified
and we compared Solidarnosc to our own
unions in the GDR where nobody opens
their mouths. There in Poland suddenly
people were allowed to tqlk and organise
and air their grievances. Somehow a lot of
enthusiasm was in the air.

You could not say that this or that was
the attitude of the GDR population, but on.
the whole I would say that most people were
sympathetic but expressed themselves in dif-
ferent ways. Some happily at home wat-
ching it all on the TV, some wouid come for-
ward at their own workplace much more
confidently. That of course brought pro-
blems with it. It was like that with me. I was
supposed to become the union shop steward
at work because I had always stood up for
the rights of my fellow workers, but the state
intervened and I was not allowed to be
elected to the post. I then resigned from the
union and was immediately accused of
wishing to form an independent union.
They then said to me that I could not be
elected as they didn't want any homegrown
Lech Walesas. In all events they were simply
scared that things could develop in the same
way as they had in Poland.

\ilhere will things go from here in Jena? The
peace community there has, after all, Iost
many of its members.

There are enough people left to carry on. It
is after all a community and not an organisa-
tion with a chairman, etc., but there is
nevertheless a structure there. We had given
ourselves a general conception and then hit
upon the idea of goiirg further and working
in groups.

The first problem we had to deal with
was, of course, militarism, which then rais-
ed the question of where it all started and the
answer of course is: in education. Therefore
an education group was formed. We then
asked ourselves what else was threatening us

and from that an ecology group was form-
ed. Then many people are sent to prison and
are open to the arbitrariness of the state
without knowing the laws. That led tr: the
formation of a group dealing with legal pro-
blems. We asked ourselves: Are we alone in
the GDR? There must be groups such as

ours everywhere and we must therefore
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build up contacts and exchange informa-
tion.

Each brought into the group special
abilities and skills, amongst them artists. We
worked a lot with the techniques of
photography, made postcards on the theme
of peace and sent them out all over the
GDR

All that is still in existence as' before,
many people have left us and amongst them
were many on whom lye relied a lot, but
because of the way it was organised it still
exists. Even though one can't determine ex-
actly how strong numerically the peace
movernent is, one can say that something of
it has remained in the minds of the people.

Increasing armaments and militarisffi, in-
creasing state power and concrete examples
of it such as my expulsion, have all left a

mark on peopie so that they are now beginn-
ing to look for new ways of working
together against these threats. That is how
these groups have developed and how they
will always attract new members.

Feace MI ovement
To what extent can a neurotic need for security constitute a

danger to peace? To what extent should the State, as owner of the
arms industry, make money out of it - even if it is only from sell-
ing to developing countries? A connection is often made, in an
bastract way, between the peace question and human rights. This
sometimes sounds like someone fulfilling a moral obligation. If
you take peace as an isolated issue it seems to be so much more im-
portant than the right to free travel, for example.

However, we think this is the wrong way to put the question.
We ask: how closely is the right to refuse to obey an order linked
with endangering or maintaining peace? To what extent does the
right to publicly criticise increasing militarisation constitute a

significant element in the securing of peace?
For there are certain paragraphs in the GDR's criminal law

which endanger the peaceful exchange of opinions and informa-
tion. 'Ganging up'outside an army base, considered by the State
to be extremely dangerous for its own military strike-force, can
lead to a death sentence in our country. If you do not face these
facts then you are not living in the real world.

How can you achieve real peace if you are not fully aware of
the actual conditions? The Soviet Union does not want war - the
USA prqbably does not either - but one country might anticipate
an attack from the other and start a war by wanting to beat the
other to it. It is hard for us in the GDR to treat the matter as an
abstract problem. We cannot talk about humanity without look-
ing at individual people and the possibilities they have to live
peacefully and to demand it of their society.

We corne across big differences here between what our govern-
ment says and what it does. The GDR is becoming a more militaris-
ed society every year. That endangers peace. Rochau, Funke and
Kathrin Eigenfeld are in prison in Halle because they wrote a paper

on the peace issue. The paper is based on information from public
sources, there are no State secrets involved. But the boundary of
so-called 'State secrets' is much more quickly reached here.

The three from Halle are offering advice on how to become a

Bausoldat ('construction soldier') or a conscientious objector -entirely within the law. But giving advice on how to make use of
laws is regarded as punishable. It is called 'prevention of state-
controlled measures'. We call it a threat to peace.

And the registration of women for military service has now
begun. Hundreds of women in several towns of the CDR are now
being subjected to 'suitability tests', after which a military registra-
tion card is issued. They are told to consider themselves part of the
army.

In the interest of peace we object to such measures and demand
the demilitarisation of public life. This is an area where the CDR
could carry out unilateral disarmament without suddenly being
defenceless.

We ask you: notice what goes on here. Comment on it, as we
comment on the American threat to peace. Apart from protests, it
is perhaps even rnore important to take a genuine interest in what
goes on in the East.

It takes some effort to understand what is happening here. It is
no use taking a dogmatically pro-communist or anti-communist
viewpoint. One must try to see things as they are. Our peace ac-
tivities stem from various sources: religious and socialist, liberal-
democratic and radical. Poetry, songs, plays, art, photographs
and political books have an important role to play, and especially
literature, whose critical awareness helped the peace movement
onto its feet,

Forgive us for not signing our names on this letter. We do not
want to put ourselves as individuals into the forefront, we want to
express an opinion which is widespread in this country.
In solidarity, best wishes,
Peace-friends of the GDR

Documents from the Unofficial
I

Petition Against Soviet Missiles
(The following appeal against the deployment of Soviet SS-2/
nucleor missiles on the territory of the GDR in response to Cruise
and Pershing II is now circulating in East Germany. Known as the
'Rostock Appeal', it was initially signed by 100 individuals. The
lranslation from the German is by Gtinter Minnerup./

We, the undersigned, Christians and non-Christians, have noted
with abhorrence the announcement by the National Defence
Council of the GDR on 25 October 1983 concerning the planned
deployment of operative-tactical Soviet missile complexes.

On the basis of our Christian and humanist values and the fact
that never again must a war originate from Cerman soil, we
are firmly convinced that:

- the planned deployment of these missiles will not reduce, but
increase the danger of war for the German people;

- these measures mean the abandonment of the Swedish proposal
for a nuclear-free zone in Central Europe which had hitherto been
considered so valuable.

We therefore protest vigorously against the measures decided
upon by the National Defence Council. Our protest is totally in
line with the resolution adopted by the Synod of the Evangelical
Church of the GDR on 20 September 1983, which appealed to the
Government of the GDR to argue within the Warsaw Treaty
against any deployment of nuclear short-distance missiles on the
territory of the GDR either during the current negotiations nor at a
Iater time

We demand of the National Defence Council an irnmediate an-
nulment of the decision made.

We are asking all those who are no longer willing to be reconcil-
eci lvith the ever more likely annihilation of life here and elsewhere
to support this appeal and to send it, with their signatures, to the
Chairnlan of the Defence Council of the GDR, Erich Honecker.
There is too much at stake for us to leave the deci.sion over life and
death to the politicians and military people alone.

Rostock ll November 1983

Peace Activists' A,ppeal to
Western Peace Activists
(The following text wqs sent to Labour Focus by the exiled East
German writer Jtirgen Fuchs. It has also been pubtished b1,the
END Journal I'{o.7, whose translation from the German we
gra te.fu lly rep rod uce here.)

'fo Everyone who is demonstrating against the latest American
missiles.

We are members of various independent peace groups in the GDR.
We, too, say No to the latest American missiles. We are also
demanding the dismantling of Soviet missiles. But we do nor
forget: peace is not just a question of missiles. Above all it is about
the people who operate thern, it is about those who carry out the
deed and those who are the victims. It is about the indifferent or
eager carrying out of orders. It is about a society which produces
tlvo types of people - those who give orders and those who ex-
ecute them. Even without the latest American missiles, the world
can be destroyed a hundred times over.

We know why certain people in the West will always have an in-
terest in armament. Meticulous research has been carried out into
the econornic interests of the arms industry. We do not play these
down and they are a threat to us too. We are also threatened by
developments that have hardly been researclred yet, developments
in socialist states.
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'T'he Case of Lothar Hochau

T he arrest, in June 1983, and sentencing on IE September to three years'

ilnprisonment for 'anli-state agitation' of tlre church yotlth worker Lothar
Rgchau in Hnlle has led lo widespread international protesls. Reader.s of
Lrrbaur Focus are asked to add lheir olvn voices to these protests by writing
tg lhe Embassy gf the GDR in London demlnding Rochau's release, and

getting their political or trade-union organisation as rvell as CND group trr

du the same.
Lothar Rochau was born in 1952 and served an apprenticeship as a

toolmaker. In 1973 he began his training course as a church worker and

$as employed to lake charge of protestant work among young people and

children in Halle-Neusladt in 1977, where he sel up an 'open'youth group

uunge Gemeindel.He was one of the firsl signatories of Pastor Rainer Ep-
pelmann's'Berlin Appeal'and one of the organiser.s of the'lhreechurches
nrarch'during the proteslanl Peace Decade in November l9tl, whiclr at-

tracted 700 participants under lhe slogan'Disarmamenl in East and West

- Swords into Ploughshares'. The Junge Gemeinde in Halle-Neustadt
c6llected over 1,000 signatures for the demand for a 'social peace service'

a$ an alternative to military service.
Pressures from the slate forced his suspension in December l9E2 and

eventual removal from his post in March 19E3. After twelve unsuccessful

applications for other church posls he was evenlually offered nerv employ-
nnent in Erfurl, but prevented from laking it up by his arrest at the end of
June shortly after his participation in a bicycle demonslration through the

streets of Hslle to protest against the pollution of the atmosphere by the

Iocal Bune chemical works. He is married and has a seven-year'old son.

(We pubtish here two documents illustrating Rocheu's approach to his

v,ork: a tlescription of the aims qf the Junge Cemeinde.troup he built in
I{atte-Neustadt, qnd his views on the ytefice rnovement asexpressed in a lel-
ter to ct friend on 3 Mcty 1983. The lrqttslution from the Cerman is by
Ctinter Minnerup.l

THE PROTESTANT YOUTH GROUP IN
HALLE-NEUSTADT

AIMS AND OBJECTIVES
l. A meeting place for young Christians and non-Christians.
2. Olifer of open conversations and discussions,. as these are only possible

within the framework of the church.
3. Development of a political and humani.stic problem consciousness, in-
cluding: the problern of space, ecological problems, legal questitltts,
human rights, new forms of living together, sexuality, social problems,
questions of religion, art and culture.
4. Fostering the indiviclual's own creativity and independent solution of
problem-s.
5. The formation of clifferent working groups on, for example: literature,
ecology, peace, scripture, painting, wonten for peace, tnusic.

6, Twice-rveekly open evenings with discu.ssion of current political
themes.
7. Joint weekend trips and holidays with friends lrcm other towns.

Lothar Rochau

8. The organisation of twice-yearly weekend rvorkshops with the follow-
ing programme: readings by progressive authors; performances by pan-
tomime, theatre and rnusic groups as well as songrvriters; exhibitions of
paintings, graphics, sculptures, photography and cartoons; opilortunities
for creative self-activity; working groups on contemporary ecclesiastical
and political topics; meetings and exchanges of opinions with young peo-
ple fronr other parishes.

FROMA LETTERTOAFRIEND
I arn of the opinion that a personal peace attitude (service in construction
brigades, readiness to solve conflicts peacefully, peace education in fami-
ly, circle of friends and parish) must overlap with and be informed by a
political re.sponsibility for peace. An ernotional 'charge' can be important,
but must never express itself rvithout an ethic-moral and political-rational
motive for peace.

If I had to describe my ewn personal stance in the present peace discus-
sion, I would speak of a christian-revolutionary pacifism.

What do I mean by that?
In a tirne of massive nuclear rearmament in East and West, against the

background of a scandalous injustice and poverty in the Third World, the
oniy possible position for a Christian is a profoundly pacifist and revolu-
tionary one. t do not mean to say that the pacifist has an answer to every
qr.restion, but he should point the rvay - that is, he should show horv the
nrilirary security policy in East and West can be overcome.

FIe should be a permanent challenge to all his conternporaries in the
ethical and the political spheres. The pacifist I am talking about should
become the bad conscience of the politicians and the powerful in this
world.
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Yhe flEatogue Breaks $}owsr
Eill Lomax assesses the problerns facing the independent
pesoe mcvement

The past year has witnessed both advances
and setbacks for the independent
Hungarian peace movernent, whose forma-
tion and activities were reported on in earlier
issues of Labour Focus.

PEACE GROUP F'OR,DIA-LOGUE
The Peace Group for Dialogue was formed
on 2 September 1982 shortly before E.P.
Thompson's visit to Hungary later that
month rvhen he delivered a lecture before
about a hundred supporters of the indepen-

dent peace groups. Thornpson's visit gave a
bit boost to the fledgling movement of peace
group.s, and in the following months their
aspiration to establish thernselves as an in-
dependent but oot oppgsitional movement
seemed to be looked on not too un-
favourably by the authorities. Indeed in
November several of the Dialogue Group's
representatives were invited for friendly
discussions with the Hungarian Comrnunist
Party's cultural and ideological overlord
Cy0rgy Aczel.

Though Thompson had been refused
permission to deliver his lecture on Universi-

ty prernises, when tlvo further re presen-

tatives of the Western peace movement,
Mary Kaldor of the British-based European
Nuclear Disarmament (Eh{D), and Mient
Jan Faber of the Netherlands' Interchurch
Peace Councii (IKY) vi.sited Budapest at the
end of November they were invited to ad-
dress a public meeting on the premises of the
Hungarian Academy of Sciences under the
auspices of the Academy's Peace Research
Centre. An audience of between 100 and'
200, predominantLy young supporr.ers of
Dialogue, heard them r:utline the role of
their respective organisations in the search
for peace in Europe. The speeches were
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HUNGARY
followed by a lively discussion and the
meeting lasted for over four hours.

Two days later, on 24 November, the
Peace Group for Dialogue was itself allowed
to hold a public meeting, this time on the
premises of the state-run Hungarian Peace

Council. Four of their representatives. -
Ferenc Koszegi, Ferenc Ruzsa, J6nos Lhszlil
and Eva Forgic z - outlined their views on
the need for a nuclear-free Europe and an
end to the Cold War. An end to the arms
race, they declared, could only be brought
about by achieving a real detente b-etween
ordinary people and not only that only ex-
isted at the level of governments. With
regard to Hungary their proposals included
the mutual withdrawal of foreign troops
from European countries, an expanded
Rapacki plan to include Hungary in a
nuclear-free zone in Central Europ€, a non-
aggression pact with Austria and
Yugoslavia, and a defence policy based on
anti-tank weapons rather than tanks. Some
3m to 400 young people attended the
meeting.

In January 1983, Dialogaeheld a further
public meeting, again on the premises of the
official Hungarian Peace Council, this time
addressed by the former prime minister of
Hungary, Andris Hegedtis. About 300 peo-
ple turned out to hear Hegedtis speak of the
ideological differences that had led to the
Second World War, and compare them with
the current tensions between Eastern and
Western Europe today. Hegedtis expressed
his support for independent groups like
Dialogue working within the framework of
a socialist society, but argued that because
of the different social system in Eastern
Europe, they should not seek to model
themselves too closely on the non-aligned
peace movements of the West.

NATIONAT CONFERENCE
The success of their public meetings led to
growing support for and interest in the
Dialogue Group's activities, and greater
self-confidence on the part of its leading ac-
tivists that the state was willing to recognise
their right to exist. They had emphasised
from the start their unwillingness to do
anything that would bring them into conflict
with the law even if this restricted their
abilities to organise and publicise their
ideas, and they had carried out all their ac-
tivities openly and publicly. ft .y had also
sought out possibilities for working together
with official organisations like the state-run
Hungarian Peace Council.

Negotiations with the Hungarian Peace
Council, however, had not led to the hoped-
for cooperation, nor achieved any concrete
results. The Dialogue Group's requests for
premises of their own to serve as a club,
meeting place and library, and for the
authorisation to publish their own paper,
met with continual stonewalling. When, at
the beginning of 1983, the Peace Council
set up its own youth wing, it became clearer
that they were seeking to counter, rather
than to assist, the growth of the independent
peace movement.

The authorities were also alarmed by the
Dialogue Group's growing number of inter-
national contacts which they now sought to
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restrict. In February 1983 Ferenc Ruzsa was
refused permission to travel to Greece to
participate in a meeting on the prospects for
a Balkan nuclear-free zane, and in April
members of the group were not allowed to
travel to attend the END Convention in
Berlin. In Jun e Dialogue members were also
prevented from fully participating in the
Prague Peace Assembly.

Within Hungary, however, the group's
membership continued to grow, resulting in
the Budapest group splitting up into five
separate ones, and in other groups being
established in countryside towns, at places
like Debrecen, Szeged and P6cs. At the
beginning of the year a fortnightly typed
journal, called Dialogus, was launched.
These developments led in turn to an in-
creased concern by the authorities,
manifested in growing police activities and
increased surveillance of the group's
members and their activities.

POLICE HARASSMENT
April 1983 also saw the onset of more
serious police harassment. with police raids

Both problems and tensions were clearly
building up when the Peace Group for
Dialogue held its first National Conference
at Visegrad on 14-17 April with almost a
hundred delegates in attendance, many
rnore than had been expected, and many of
them relatively new recruits to the move-
ment"

While some of the Dialogue Croup's
founder members, amongst them Ferenc
K6szegi, argued for a moderate approach of
conscious self-restraint to keep within limits
that would be tolerated by the authorities,
two-thirds of those present supported more
radical demands for greater autonomy and
more independent activity. The Conference
dlso established a more organised national
structure with a Coordinating Committee in
which K6szegi and his supporters declined
to take part.

The result of the Visegrad Conference's
decisions was effectively a split into what
might be loosely described as moderate and

radical tendencies, and one which would
continue to polarise the independent
movernent's activities throughout the rest of
the year.

and house searches of some of the more pro-
minent activists, and many ordinary
members being called in for questioning by
their superiors at work, school or university,
with veiled threats to their job and career
prospects if they remained active in the in-
dependent movement.

At the end of the month Dialogue
representatives *eie invited to speak during
a pop concert by the popular 'new wave'
group Kontrol/, but the authorities interven-
ed to prevent this. Nevertheless, an informal
gathering was held in the cafeteri a area at
ihe end of tne concert, and met with much
interest and success.

At the beginning of May, three members
of the Group were called into the Ministry of
Interior to answer questions about their ac-

tivities, but the questioning was conducted
in a polite and amicable manner.

Despite these harassments, the Dialogue
Group achieved one of its biggest public suc-

cesses on 7 May when a contingent of over
400 Dialagtle supporters took part with their
own banners in an official Peace Council
march. The march ended at the Margaret
Island where the Dialogue contingent form-
ed a human chain, and later staged a
Western-style mock 'die-in' to dramatise the '

result of a nuclear war.

PEACE CAMP
Plans had been underway since the previous
year to hold an international peace conven-
tion or peace camp in the summer of 1983 to
which Western peace activists would also be
invited. The original plan was to organise
the camp in cooperation with the official
Peace Council, but after a series of negotia-
tions in which they had initially been sym-
pathetic to the idea, the Peace Council later
withdrew their cooperation. Against the ad-
vice of the moderates, the more radical
members of Dialogue then decided to go
ahead with organising a camp on their own
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initiative for the week of 4 to l0 July near
the town of Debrecen in eastern Hungary.

At the end of June permission for the
camp was withdrawn on ihe pretext that the
site was already fully booked, and attempts
to find an alternative site met with further
obstruction. It was then decided to meet the
Western visitors at the West Railway Station
on the afternoon of Monday 4 July, and to
make ad-hoc arrangements for camping at a
site riear Budapest.

The afternoon of4 July, however, saw a
large police presence at the station and some
twenty young Hungarians wearing Dialogue
Group badges who went there to greet their
foreign guests were taken away by the police
and held for questioning, and only released
some three hours later. The arriving
foreigners somehow found places to stay
either on camp sites or at the homes of
Hungarian friends. Four women .from
Greenham Common who arrived 'in
Hungary by van set up camp at the Romai
camp site in Obuda, hoping that others
would be able to join them there, but
Hungarians who tried to do so were refused
entry to the site.

Eventually a number of informal
meetings were held at camp site swimming
'pools and in private flats. Topics discussed
ranged'from the possibilities for peace work
in Hungary and the question of relations
with the official Peace Council, to wider
issues of Hungarian history and the Cold
War, and East-West relations in general.

On Wednesday morning 6 July police
went to the Obuda camp site and took the
four Greenham Common women in for
questioning. After being held for over four
hours they werq expelled from the country

- driven under escort to the Austrian
border with their visas cancelled. The
discussions amongst those remaining now
centred on how to respond to the
authorities' actions, and attempts were
made to make representations through the
Peace Council.

On the morning of 8 July most of the re-
maining foreigners - 3 from Austria, 3

from Holland, 2 from Sweden and I from
Britain - were also picked up by the police
at the Arp6d Park swimming pool and taken
in for questioning. After'refusing to sign
statements saying that they had come to
Hungary with the aim of inciting people
against the state, they too were expelled and
driven to the Austrian border in police cars.

At the same time that the foreigners were
being expelled, a number of Hungarians
were also called in by the police for ques-
tioning, amongst them Ferenc Ruzsa who
was ordered to desist from activities hostile
to the Government, and told that if the
Dialogue Group continued with its activities
and its contacts with foreigners, he would be
held responsible.

Following these events, a meeting of the
Dialogue Group held the next day, 9 July,
took the decision to dissolve the Group,
though not necessarily to suspend indepen-
dent peace activities. When the Group had
been formed, members who joined had been
told that they were doing nothing illegal for
which they might be penalised. Now,
however, when the authorities had made it

clear that they viewed the Dialogue Group's
activities as hostile to the Hungarian state, it
was felt that it was necessary to dissolve the
Group so as to allow those who wanted to
leave to do so.

Those who wished to continue indepen-
dent peace work in the spirit of the Dialogue

. Group, however, have continued to meet
and to carry on their activities under the
name of Dialogue. One of their first actions
was to send a letter to the Peace Council and
to all 500 members of the Hungarian Parlia-
ment announcing the dissolution of the
Dialogue Group and protesting against the
police harassment which had led to this and
against the expulsion of the foreigners who
had come to attend the peace camp.

SS 20s
Many people felt that the new hard line
against the independent peace movement
was a result of the Hungarian Government's
fear that the Ceneva talks on limiting the
deployment of intermediate range nuclear
weapons would break down, and that the
deployment of Cruise and Pershing in
Western Europe could lead the Soviets to in-'
stall SS-20s in the countries of the Warsaw
Pact, including Hungary itself. In such an
event, the authorities clearly feared the pro-
spect of an independent peace movement
gaining wider popular support.

The threat of'the stationing of SS-20s in
Hungary was also coming to the forefront
of the peace groups' own concern, making.
ever more relevant and urgent their call for
the establishment of nuclear-free zones and
for a nuclear-free Hungary as a step in that
direction. It was in this spirit that the more
radical former members of Diologue now
tried to continue with their activities.

On 27 July they prepared leaflets calling
on people to declare their homes and streets,
parks and local communities as nuclear-free
zones. The leaflets were distributed, and
small white flags and pennants put up on
trees in the Y6rmez0 Park, a traditional
place for military parades in Budapest,
declaring it a nuclear-free zone. Though the
tactic had been designed as one that would
'not provoke the authorities, a number of
those leafletting and putting up pennants
were in fact detained by the police, but soon
released after questioning.

At the end of the week a cultural festival
in the southern city of Szeged was leafletted
by members of the Szeged Dialogue Group,
with leaflets drawing attention to the danger
of SS-20s being stationed in Hungary and
calling for the country to be declared
nuclear-free. Members of the Budapest
group went down to participate, while a
number of foreigners who had been at an in-
ternational workcamp in Szeged were also
present. Diologue activists invited to the
workcamp were not allowed in, but they
were able to hold, an impromptu meeting
with the foreigners in a local park.

Meanwhile, two members of the Szeg6d
group, Istvin.,Gonda and J6nos T6th, were
taken in by th! police and held for question-
ing, while Gonda's flat was raided and
books, badges, magazines and a typewriter
taken away. Subsequently, Gonda and T6th
were threatened that they could be charged
with violations of the Hungarian press laws.

DIALOGUE CONTINUES
The ongoing harassment of their activities
has led to long discussions amongst those
still wishing to be active in the peace groups
as to just how they should organise in the
future. While the remaining supporters have
continued to hold informal meetings, ac-
tivities are being undertaken more and more .

on independent or decentralised initiatives.
One of these is a campaign for a peaceful I

alternative to military service for those cons-
cientiously opposed to the use ofviolence. A
former conscientious objector, himself im-
prisoned for refusing military service, Kiro-
ly Kiszely, has drawn up proposals for the
institution of an alternative social service to
give 'legal status to those who cannot under-
take military service for reasons of cons- .,

cience'. Although an independent initiative,
the proposals - presented in the form of a'
petition - are being circulated by many
Diologue supporters and have also been
publicised in the opposition journal
Beszel6. It is hoped to collect several thou-
sand signatures and present the petition as a
civil initiative to the Hungarian Govern-
ment.

A number of activities.were also organis-
ed to coincide with the autumn demonstra-
tions in the West against the American
deployment of Cruise and Pershing missiles.
On 16 October a'children's art competition
was held in front of the National Museum in'
Budapest, when Dialogue supporters
brought children to draw peace pictures on
the pavement, and involved members of the
public in conversation and discussion. On
29 October a number of separate activities
were carried out by small groups of four or
less in the hope that this would avoid police
interference. Further actions are planned
for 12 December, the anniversary of the
NATO dual-track decision.

Other ongoing activities include paint
spraying of peace symbols in the city and the
selling of Dialogue badges. Articles repor-
ting on Western peace movements cut out
from the official press are also regularly
posted up around Budapest. Meanwhile, the
re-formed 'core' of the Dialogue Group has
started to publish a number of articles under
the series title Yiew From Underground and
are also in the course of preparing a history
of the independent peace movemint.

Finally, on the initiative of Ferenc
K0szegi, who has now distanced himself
from the Dialogue Group, a new Peace Club
has been formed under the auspices of the
Hungarian Peace Council, and held a
number of meetings in which supporters of
Diologue have also participated.

Although 1983 has seen a setback to the
hopes of the more optimistic members of
Dialogue who thought an independent
peace movement could develop in Hungary
almost along Western lines, and though
police harassment has led to internal dissen-
sions and conflicts within the peace groups
themselves, the prospects for independent
peace activity in Hungary are far from
bleak. The future is likely to see a wider
range of groups and a greater variety of ac-
tions and initiatives, but in a police state like
Hungary such diversity could well provide
the basis for a stronger and less vulnerable
movement.
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PEACE GROLIP FOR I}IAT,OGUE'S LEAFLET
DISTRIBUTED TN YilRh{EUO FATTK TF{ $}USA,FtrST GN 2?
July 19E3
The Peace Group for Dialogue initiates a campaign i'r:r ail peace-
loving Hungarian citizens in the whole country and invites the
Hungarian Peace Council and other social institutic'rns to join the
appeal.

"LET'S DFCLAR.E OUR HOII{ES, FLATS, STREETS,
SQUARES, VILLAGES, TOWNS AND FII-.IALLY THE
WHOLE COUNTRY TO BE NUCLEAR-}VEAPON.FREE

'utT;:[l *,,, be made by the tvarsaw rreaty rnenrbers by the
end of the year about deploying SS-20s in the allied socialist coun-
tries, like Hungary, BS a response to the NATO dual-track deci-
sion. If it goes ahead our country automatically becornes a target
for Pershing II missiles.

Let's demonstrate that rve don't want nuclear weapons, or any
instruments and institutions that serve nuclear weapons, in our
neighbourhood.

We are aware of the fact that without similar proposals by the
governrnent, our initiative cannot avert the danger of locating
nuclear weapons in Hungary. This nuclear-weapon-free campaign
has symbolic significance by declaring u5rambiguously tiiat we
don't want dangerous weapons in our homeland.

The Peace Group for Dialogue started the campaign on 27 July
by placing posters and small flags on pins in Vermezo in Buda. We
hope that there will be more and more communities in schools,
workplaces and homes who will make this symbolic gesture and
that representatives, Ieaders and locai authorities wili support our
campaign.

People in many European countries have demonstrated that
they don't waltt riuclear weapons in their districts or towns. Now
it's our turn to follou, their example.

LET'S DECI-ARE HUhICARY, EUROPE AND THE
WHOLE WORLD NUCLEAR.WEAPON-FREE !

ffimffiffiffi ilmffiS$ffits
LEA.FLET OF SZEGED PEACE GR,OIJF
fiISTRHtsUTED GN 29 -.{utrv 1983

As the end of the year draws dangerously close, the hope of agree-
ment at the Geneva negotiations on the deployment of in-
termediate range missiles in Europe appears ever more distant.

owing to the impotent behaviour of the big powers, the
deployment of American missiles in Europe is almost already an
accomplished fact. The Soviet Union has already let it be known in
advance that it will take necessary measures in response. From
more and more people we are hearing the whispered news that
SS-20 missiles will be stationed in the countries of the Warsaw
Treaty, Hungary amongst them. With this step the process would
be completed once and for all of our country being turned into the
target of a nuclear war.

At no other time was so timely the idea, the idea raised many
tirnes by many people, for a NUCLEAR-FREE HUNGARY.

For this reason lve appeal to ali the peace-loving fellow citizens
of our country!

LET US REDCUBLE OUR EFFORTS TO HAVE OUR
COUNTRY DECLARED I.-IUCLEAR-FREE FOR EVER-
MORE!

This step is in the vital interest of every one of us. At the same
time it could greatly help towards the establishment of a central-
European' a Balkan, ei a norih-European nuclear-free zone. The
generation living torlay has all overwtrLlming responsibility for the
future destiny of our people. If we let slip ihis opportunity now, we
may never again have the chance to free Hungary from nuclear
weapons.

LET US ACT TODAY, SO WE CAN HAVE A TOMOR-
ROW!

29 July t 983 Szeged Peace Group
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Sarmlzdat Fublisher Sentenced
By Bill Lonnax

At one of the first political trials to be held
in Budapest for over ten years, the indepen-
dent publisher G6bor Demszky' has received
a six-month suspended jail sentence.

As the cuimination cf a series of in-
cidents of police haras.sment of Cabor
Demszky and other samizdat activi.sts o\rer
the past year, Demszk,v was beaten up by
uniformed policemen in broad da,vlight on a
Budapest street on 24 Septem ber I 983.
After the attack he spent several days in
hospital suffering froin concussion. Bur in
spite of several protests against the police
action, it was eventually Demszky hirnseif
who was broughr to trial at the Centra]
Court of Budapest on 2i December ig83
charged with assault on the police.

Cdbor Dernszky ira.s been one oi' tire key,'

figures in the movemen t ii; establish
dentocratic right,s and freeclotn of expres-
sion in Hungary over the past five years. He
was one of the earl-rr mentbers of SZETA,
tire voluntar), Foundution to Assrsl the Poor
established to campaign over the issue o f
poverty in H ungary, and he was acti.ie in
organising actions in suppor"t of the Pclish
rvorkers in t he period since August I 980. In
I 98 I together rvit h Jeno Nag," and Laszlo
Rajk he founcled the indepenclent setmrzdat
publishing house AB Incleytendenl
Publishers rvhich has since ilublished o!.er
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{-iabor I}enrszkl,

300 titles, arnongsi rirern works denied the
t{tingarian public by the official cen.sorship,
by w'riters such a.s Cydrgy Konricl, Cyorgy
Petri, Miklo.s Iiaraszti, Arthur Koestler,
Alexander Solzhenitsyn and lv{a}ratma Gan-
cihi.

Tiie news of' Demszky's beating-up and
trial caused iirdignation throughout student

and intellectual circles in Buclapest. Over
100 people turned up on 21 December to at-
tend his trial which was originaliy due to be
held in open court. Without any explana-
tion, however, the judge announced that the
trial would be held in closed court, and the
only people admitted were to be specially ac-
creditted observers

Angered at the attempt to exclude them,
the 1O0-strong crowd forced their way into
the courtroom and demanded their right to
be present at the trial. The judges then
withdrerv, and the trial only later comntenc-
ed, in secret and in a separate courtroom.
After the charges were presented the judge
declared an adjournment for iunch, but
when the trial recornrnenced in the after-
noon, e \,clt those accreditted Western
observers who had earlier been present were
not allov,,ed to return to the courtroom.

Outside, meanrrhile, a petition had been
drawn up protesting against the unconstitu-
tional action of tlle judge in declaring closecl
proceedings and excluding the public from
the trial. By afternoon .some 53 of those pre-
sent had signecl it.

, The trial contiirued in clcsed court
throughout the afternoon, and E'as then
prolonged into the evening. When the ver-
dict was finally announced, Gabor Demszky
was found guilty of a.s.sault and sentenced to
six months'imprisonment suspended for
three years.
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Harassment of Opposition lntensifies
tsy Bill Lomax

In the last number of Labour Focus we

reported on the eviction of Hungarian dissi-
dent Lbsz\o Rajk from his flat in the centre
of Budapest where for the previous two
years he had been operating an independent
bookshop known as the 'samizdat bouti-
que'.

Rajk, however, immediately re-opened
his bookshop in his new flat in Buda, and
although this was further from the city cen-
tre, the following weeks saw even more
visitors than previously to the regular Tues-
day evening sessions. At the same time,
although the sam izdat publishers had suf-
fered serious material losses during the
police raids in December, they too refused
to be intimidated, and even brought out a
new publication, a monthly Information
Bulletin, in which they announced the conti-
nuing functioning of the boutique and the
new programme of Free University lectures.

The police replied to this defiant
behaviour by stepping up their surveillance
even more. Armed police stood threatening-
ly at the house entrance to Rajk's flat on
Tuesday nights, and everyone going in was

stopped and identified. Cars approaching
the house were likewise stopped by police
cars, searched and their drivers ordered to
leave the district. Repeated police raids at
the flats of Liszlo Rajk, G6bor Demszky
and Ferenc K0szeg resulted in the confisca-
tion of further large quantities of samizdat.

As a consequence of these actions, in
April the editors of the AB Information
Bulletin, of which three numbers had ap-
peared in January to March, announced
that due to the continuing harassment they
were ceasing publication. At the same time
Laszlo Rajk announced that, for the same

reason, the samizdat boutique would tem-
porarily suspend its activities from I May.
People interested in the 'second publicity',
however, were still welcome to visit his flat
at the usual time on Tuesday evenings for
friendly discussions.

POLICE HARASSMEI\T
ESCALATES
Despite the closure of the boutique, the
police have continued their aggressive
harassment of opposition activists, con-
stantly tailing them, and repeatedly stopp-
ing their cars and subjecting them to sear-
ches. Inevitably these actions have led to a
number of incidents which can only be seen

as an escalation of police violence.
On 7 April G6bor Demszky's car was

stopped by police on the pretext of a normal
traffic check. When his papers were found
to be in order, Laszl6 Rajk who was travell-
ing with him was also asked to identify
himself. When his papers were also found to
be in order, the police ordered both Rajk
and Demszky to open up their briefcases.
When they refused to comply with this de-
mand, on the grounds that the police had no
right to make such a demand in the course of
a routine traffic check, the police drew their

revolvers and forced Rajk and Demszky to
accompany them at gunpoint to the local
police station. They were held for severai

hours and later released with a warning that
they would charged with insulting behaviour
towards the police

Simiiar incidents occurred throughout
the summer. On many occasions, in several
parts of the city, the tyres of Rajk's,
Demszky's and Haraszti's cars were slashed

- and always two at atime so there could be

no misunderstanding! The windscreen of
Demszky's car was also smashed. On
another occasion chemicais were poured

over the car of Rajk's girl friend, damaging
the paintwork. At the same time these and
other dissidents were continually being stop-
ped and searched by the police - who seem-

ed to be always following them except on
those occasions when their cars met with
some mishap.

The most serious of these incidents so far
occurred on the afternoon of Saturday 24

September when four policemen stopped
thi car of Gabor Demszky in the street just
outside , Rajk's flat. After Demszky had
identified himself and presented his driving
papers, and the police had examined the car,
they also demanded that he hand over his
briefcase. When he refused to do so and
demanded to see their authorisation, they
took it from him by force, opened it and
took out a private letter. Demszky then pro-
tested against their reading the letter,
whereupon they drew their truncheons and
knocked him to the ground, then proceeded
to beat hirn on the ground with their trun-
cheons.

G6bor Demszky was taken by the police
to the Central Police Headquarters, and on-
ly later to hospital where, besides his cuts
and bruises, he was diagnosed as suffering
from concussion. He had to rernain in
hospital for several days for treatment and
supervision.

Demszky was subsequently called into
police headquarters in the middle of'Oc-
tober and told that he would be charged
with the use of violence against the
authorities. Meanwhile, however, several
protests had been rnade about the police's
action, some by authors speaking up in
defence of their publisher, and one to the
Chief Public Prosecutor by the oppcsition
spokespersons ivliklos Haraszti, l,aszlo Ra-
jk and J6nos Kis. By the end of Novenrber
the time had expired within rvhich Demszky'

should have received an olficial sumrnorls
and it appeared that the eir-rthorities had

themselves decided to drop the charges,

fearing that court proceedings could onl,v

draw further attention to their o\\ l'l illegal
use of violence. (See art icle above oll
Demszky's subsequent t rial.)

SAMIZDAT CON{TINUES

The escalating police harassment has not

succeeded in its aim of'putting a stop to the

opposition' s activities.
In 1983 the Free University sessions con:

tinued with a series of fortniehtly lectures by
the young historian Sandor Szil6gyi on the
less known works of the political essayist
Istv6n Bib6, alternating with a course of lec-
tures by the philosopher Gisp6r Miklos
Tam6s on Internationalism which he had
been banned from giving at the young
writers' club. Finally, & new speaker to ad-
dress the Free University was P6l Dem6ny,
the former leader of a leftist faction of the
Hungarian Communist Party based in
Csepel in the 1930s and 40s, who had been
imprisoned from 1945 to 1957 (under
R6kosi, Nagy and Kad6r!), and who gave a
series of talks on his life and activity in the
Hungarian workers' movement i

On 13 June a special extraordinar) ses:
sion of the Free University was held to com-
memorate the 25th anniversary of the exe cu:
tion of the leaders of the 1956 revolution -
Imre Nagy, Pal Mal6ter, Miklos Gimes,
G€za Losonczy and J6zsef Szilagyi. After
an introductory speech by Gy6rgy Krasso
about the executed, the widow of PAI
Mal6ter, and the forrner friend of Miklos
Gimes, Aliz Halda, recalled personal
memories of their companions. Recordings
of speeches made during the revolution in
October 1956 by Imre Nagy and J6nos
Kddhr were played to those present, and the
evening ended with Gyorgy Petri reading a

poem in honour of Imre Nagy.

The AB Independent Publishers have

also continued their activities, re-issui11g

Gyorgy Konr6d's novel The Accomplice in'a
paperback edition, &S well as publishing
G6sp6r Miklos Tam6s' introduction to
politics entitled The Eye and the Hand, and
Zo\tbn Zsille's account of his oppositional
activities in Hungary, The Biography of a
Bighead. Successful sales of these titles have

gone a long way to making good the losses

suffered in the course of police raids earlier
in the year

Finally, the seventh issue of Beszdlo ap-
peared as planned in the autumn with an

editorial on the prospects facing Hungary in

1983, and including further contributions to
the ongoing debate on the role of the op-
position, obituaries of the writer Gyula Il-
iyes ancl the 1956 workers' council member
Miklos P€terfi, and reports on the situation
in Romania, Poland and Hungary itself.
Perhaps the most significant contribution,
however, was a long interview with the

President of the Central Workers' Council
of Budapest in 1956, Sfindor Racz, given on

the occasion of his fiftieth birthday, and the

25th anniversary of his trial in 1958-

STALEMATE N*T CF{ECKMATE

At the end of 1983 it is clear that the

Hungarian authorities have been unable to
effectively impiement their decision to bring
an end to the open functioning of the

democratic opposition and the independent
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samizdat publishers. While they remain
determined to do all they can to restrict the
opposition's activities, it is unlikely they will
want to see any further escalation of police
violence which rapidly becomes counter-
productive and is also likely to receive in-
creasing publicity in the West.

Recognising these dangers, the regirne is
now prepared to intensify administrative
measures of repression against the 'second
sphere' of public opinion. Already at the
beginning of September a new law was
decreed making the possession of even small
quantities of samizdat publications subject

to a fine of up to 10,m0 forints" The aim is
clearly to rnake even more difficult the
distribution of samizdat literature following
the closure of the R.ajk 'boutiqlre'. At the
same tiine, while the pclice case instigated in
April against Gabor Demszky and others in-
volved in the pubiisiring of samizdat has
been finally droppeci, it cannot be ruled out
that fines may stiil be irnposed on those peo-
pie in whose homes samizdat materials were
found and confiscated during the poiice
raids earlier in the year.

While these measures may continue to
check and hamper the opposition's ac-

tivities, they cannot bring them to an end.
The activists of the democratic rnovement
and the indel:endent publishers have rnade it
abundantly clear that neither fines nor
threats of vioience will serve to intimidate
them or lead them to desist from their ac-
tivities. And there is one significant dif-
ference between the present generation of
dissidents and previous ones - they have
neither rvish nor intention of 'ernigrating tb
the West. Sooner or later the Hungarian
regime will be obliged to acknowledge that
the rights and freedoms they have struggled
to establish are also there to stay.

Avant-Garde Journatr Under Attack
By Bill Lomax

The journal Mozgo Vildg ('The World in
Motion'), an avant-garde literary and
cultural periodical, has incurred the wrath
of Party authorities several times since .it
started commercial publication in 197 5 .

Through giving expression to demands for
alternative lifestyles and independent
cultural attitudes, the journal became ex-
traordinarily popular amongst students and
young people, and in recent years was
unavailable at newsstands within days, if
not hours, of its publication. At the same
tirne it dared to discuss ever more controver-
sial topics in an open and critical way. Re-
cent issues have included articles on the
future of Hungary's economic reforms, the
conditions of the Hungarian minorities in
neighbouring socialist countries, and the
literary revolt that preceded the 1956 revolu-
tion, as well as the tragic losses suffered by
the Hungarian army on the Russian front in
the winter of 1942-3 - one of the most sen-
sitive topics of modern Hungarian history.

Not only did the authorities corne to feel
that the journal was being turned into a

licensed forum for the expression of opposi-
tional views, but that it was increasingly
touching on topics the breaching of which
would cause the regime embarrassment with
neighbouring countries including the Soviet
Union itself.

Already in 1981 the journal had been
suspended for three months after it had
planned to publish articles on drug-taking in
Hungary, and the events of the previous
summer in Poland. At that time its editor,
Miklos Veress,. had been removed. In
September 1983, however, the new editor in-
stalled in 1981, Ferenc Kulin, was in turn
dismissed. The sacking was announced by
the Deputy Minister of Culture, Dezso
Toth, in an interview in the official literary
weekly Ltfe and Literature in which he con-
demned the views, contents and editorial
policy of the journal for departing from
basic Marxist principles.

The decision to gag the popular journal
occasioneC irnmediate ppotests amongst
cultural circles in Hun gary and from youth
and student organisations. Within days of
the announcement, the Attila Jozsef Circle
of young writers sent a resolution to the
Writers Association protesting against the
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dismissal of the editor of Mozgd Vitdg, and
condemning oiher recent interferences with
culturai l'reedorns such as the biacklisting of
the writer Sindor Cso6ri and attempts to
restrict the Attila Jozsef Circle's own ac-
tivities. The remaining members of the
editorial board of Mozgo Vildg had already
threatened to refuse to cooperate with any
new editor-in-chief imposed upon them
against their wi.shes, and in the same spirit
the Attila Jbzsef Circle announced that its
mernbers would refuse to submit articles for
publication.

These initial protests soon found a wider
echc amongst Budapest'-r uni'rersity and
high school students. The issue was raised at
the annual Student Parliament in the Arts
Faculty of Budapest Universiiy on 18 Oc-
tober and a resolution passed condemning
the statement of the Deputy Minister of
Culture and demanding the reinstatement of
Ferenc Kulin as Mozgo Vildg s editor" In the
following week po,sters and leaflets pro-
testing against the measures appeared in
high schools and university faculties
throughout the city, and a nurnber of peti-
tions and protest letters were also being cir-
culated.

Orr 25 October students in the Arts
Faculty were collecting signatures to a peti-
tion when the Dean of the Faculty toie down
their poster, seized the signatures already
collected, and called the police with instruc-
tions to surround the building and admit on-
ly students carrying student cards. As no
one normally carries these cards, the result
was effectively to close the University for
the day.

Three days later, on the afternoon of 28

October, some 6-7W students packed into a

meeting in the nearby Law Faculty called by
the official Communist youth and student
organisation, KISZ, to give the Deputy
Minister of Culture, Dezso T6th, the oppor-
tunity to explain his actions. The meeting
was overwhelmingly hostile, and T6th
became increasingly irritated in the course
of replying to his critics. The Deputy
Minister was iirst presented with the Arts
Faculty students' resolution and a petition
for the reinstatement of Kulin carrying
almost 700 signatures.

A lively and heated session of question-
ing and debate followed in which demands
were repeatedly raised for freedom of the
press, and even the issue of 1956 was
brought into the argument. When Toth tried
to turn on his opponerits by saying they were
people who got their views publicised by
Radio l;ree Europe, they replied that this
was hardly avoidable when the authorities
interfered in the editorial policy of cultural
journais and refused even to reply to the re-
quests of independent journals like Beszdl|
(the democratic opposition's samizdat
quarterly) for legal. authorisation. Several
hours later an irate and tired Minister
departed from a still heated and angry stu-
dent audience - after a meeting that was
itself unique in recent Hungarian cultural
history

At the end of 1983 the future of Mozgo
Vildg is still in doubt, with a new editorial
team due to take over early in 1984.
Whatever the final outcome, however, one
thing is clear. The regime's attempt to
restrict the freedoms that it had in recent
years allowed to expand in the literary and
cultural fielCs will not be an easy task. Far
from restoring conformism and stability in
the ideological and cultural field, its actions
are more likely to stir up yet further protest
and dissent.
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Yugoslavia and the IMF:

"The League of Communists

at the Crossroads"
(The article we publish below gives o vivid illustration of the
debates raging in the Yugoslav League af Communists as it grop-
ples with the problems of the 1980s. Its author, Luka Markovit, an
economist attached to the University af Zagreb, became known in
1978 after the publication of his Class Struggle and Concepts of
Development in which he criticised The Foundation of a Common
Policy for the Long-term Development of the Socialist Federative
Republic of Yugoslavia, frutt of a joint effort by some forty
Yugoslav economtsts, which wss originally commissioned by the
Yugoslav government and adopted in 1975 by the country's
Assembly as the bosis for its economic strategy. That strategy has
long since been abandoned, under the pressure of an exceptionally
acute economic crisis, one of whose aspecls rs a foreign debt of
some $20,000m (hisher per capita than that of Poland in 1980).

In an article published last December in the Zagreb theoretical
journal Nase Teme, Markovii examined the implications of the
.current programmefor 'economic stabilisation', produced by the
so-called Kraigher Commission (sergej Kraigher is the Slovene
member of the Yugoslav Presidency). Six months later, he and his
article were criticised by Fuad Muhii, a member of the Central
Committee of the Bosnian party, in the Zagreb weekly Danas,
Morkovit's reply to Muhi( appeared four weeks later in the same
journal: Yugoslavia's League of Communists at the Crossroads,
translated below, is a shortened version of his reply.

In his article, Muhit noted with consternation Markovi('s
description of the Kraigher Commission as 'Reaganite', given its
acceptance of IMF terms 'appropriate to an occupied country'
rather than a sovereign state; as being 'hopelessly inspired by the
ideology of pure economic laws' ond 'economic rather than ad-

By Luka Markovid

Nobody can 'eliminate the Party from the political system' except
the Party (LCY) itself, and I think we should talk about this quite
openly and concretely. Let us take an example. Workers'councils
are sitting today from Triglav (Slovenia) to Devdelija
(Macedonia); delegates are fighting self-management battles in
cornmunal assemblies and socio-political institutions; every activi-
ty financed from local citizens' contributions is publicly discussed

and directly voted on. Yet nowhere do we discuss or vote on our
continuous and increasing foreign indebtedness, and what is more,
because of the way in which international bankers operate, only a
very narrow circle of people is involved in these negotiations. In
this way the Party leadership, albeit against its will, has eliminated
its own Party from the political system - and indeed, in this con-
crete case, suspended our very political system itself.

If this were a one-off instance, over and done with, it rnight be

possible to justify and accept it as due to exceptional cir-
cumstances. But as the Indian proverb says, once you climb on the

tiger's back you cannot get off again. One would have to be eithqr
naive or hypocritical to maintain that it is possible to squeeze the
debt of some twenty billion dollars (plus several times that surn

which will accrue in the course of all the future re-schedulings)
from our working class in the next ten years and at the same time
feed our own 'centres of alienated power', without many similar
further suspensions of our political systern. It is here that I see the
rnain danger that threatens to eliminate the LCY from the political
scene or at least transform the perception of its historical role.

If we want to talk of 'terroro, then once again we must do so

concretely. We should openly state what is perfectly plain to
anyone who cares to see it, that a lot rnore class terror, by the quite

'real forces' of the world and our domestic bourgeoisie, wiil be re-

ministrative force' in its efforts to push through the IMF terms.
Muhi( levelled the charge that all of Markovit's warnings against
the danger that the Party might become a prisoner of the country's
buresucrocy and technocrscy were nothing but an attempt to
'eliminate the LCY from the existing soctal system'. He asked
whether the freedom given to Msrkovi( to voice his views was not
really a backdoor 'legalisatian' of a left tendency inside the Party
which, if allowed to succeed, would soon present itself as'on alter-
native' (presumably to the present majority). Though agreeing
with his interlocutor that 'the LCY cannot maintoin itself just by
constant recall af its vanguord role in the revolution, but must con-
tinuously prove itself in practice, Muhii claimed that Markovii's
positions, taken together, were nothing but an 'emotional volun-
tarism (reminiscent) of the Chinese Cultural Revolution', od-
vocating in effict a new 'lacobin dictatorship' and the terror of a
'third revolution' in piace of the ex:isting democracy. These sre on-
ly a few of the accusations to which Markovit is replying in the ar-
ticle published here.

The exchange betwee:n Muhi( and Markovi(, members of the
LCY and belonging to the same post-wsr generation (both are in
their early forties), gives a flavour of the themes and passions
animating the Yugoslav political scene today" It is one of the more
remarkable contradictions of the curcent Yugoslav politicat tife
that the increasiqg intolerance towards unauthorised expression of
apinion referced to elsewhere in this issue of Labour Focus exisls
side by side with a public debate, among party intellectuals anil
others enjoying occess to the media, more open, wide-ranging and
vital than anything seen in the country since the late sixties"

Trqnslation .for Labour Focus by Michdle Lee.)

quired in order to carry through our present policies of debt. It is
perfectly possible, by using economic terror, to push down the
workers' real wages (for the fourth successive year already, in our
case) and the workers may remain silent. But if this continues for
much longer, then other forms of terror will have to be used, in ad-
dition to economic violence, against our working class. This addi-
tional terror is already inscribed in our present-day society, and re-
mains only to be manifested fully: only a revolution, I would
argue, can avert it. Without such a revolution, the LCY will find
itself on the side of this terrorand thus irrevocably destroy its
historic raison d'Atre.

With respect to our independence, Comrade Ribicic has

already spelt out where we are (in official politicatlanguagg); 'Our
countiy ii now engaged. in a battle of wide dimensions (which) can

be compared to our national liberation struggle and our struggle

against Stalinism, for our independent road to socialism'. If 1983

is really comparable to 1941 and 1948, then surely the solutions we

must seek should likewise have the scope of the revolutionary solu-
tions produced by those years. So far as I am aware, all we have in
the way of a Party view on how to 'get out of our current dif-
ficulties' is the document 'starting-points for a Long-term Pro;

of the Kraigher Commission which produced it would place

alongside the call to revolt in 1941, or the resistance to Stalin and

the introduction of self-management in 1948-50. We produce

many such documents, with great fanfare, only to leave thern to
the winds or the collectors of old paper. One'need not have any

'confidential sources' * just a simple feeling for reality - to know
that the Federal government has new 'packages' in store for us that
rvill all be neatly gift-wrapped in the 'starting-points'.
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CP leaders on the eve of victory in the partisan
i, on his left Rankovicrevolutionary slruggle. Seated far right, Kardelj

In the world capitalist system, dependence means dxploitation;
the struggle for independence is, therefore, necessarily a class
struggle against both the foreign exploiter and his domestic sup-
port. This struggle must thus involve a movement of the exploited
masses, and is not just a matter for specialisti, closed meetings and
hermetic language that nobody can understand.

It is not as if our independence were something found buried in
our Balkan genes: our 'glorious forebearers' for rnuch of the time ,

were mere pawns in other people's games. The Yugoslav backbone
was bent for much of its history, and the tales of the 'freedom-
loving tradition of our nations and nationalities' are quite simply
tales. The miracle of the first popular stiffening of that backbone
was achieved in a.completely,'voluntarist' and 'unscientific' man-
ner by Tito and his partisans. The struggles for independence from
foreign capital (f941) or from Stalinism ( 1948) were also class
struggles, revolutions, the opening-up of new perspectives for the
masses, the freeing of their initiative. This is the only road to in-
dependence. Nothing in our history was really democratic,iexcept
for our revolution.

What are we to do if we are to develop our
dependence and democr acy? I believe that it is impossible
our independence, and for the LCY to regain its
without dealing first with the question of what class are
lined up for or against this goal in Yugoslavia today. Marx's
theoretical language is still the most relevant for any such class
analysis" However, within this language and this analysis, it is
necessary also to talk about the bourgeoisie under socialism; for
this is how our working class will speak a few years from now,
when the continuously deepening world and dornestic crisis
awakens its own class consciousness. As a Communist, I do not
want the LCY to find itself the target of this working-class
dissatisfaction: it should instead place itself at its head and help it
to become revolutionary. I believe the only way out of the present
system is the reunification of the working class and the LCY.
Unless the Party can find'a new strength within itself and unite all
the progressive forces in our society, the working class of
Yugoslavia in the coming decades will be led by foreign bourgeois
forces. The workers' councils will be transformed into rnanaging
boards of Yugoslav branch offices of multinational companies;
the Party will become the party of the peripheral bourgeoisie -just as in 1948 it ran the risk of becoming a provincial section of the
Communist Party of the Soviet Union.

What is the Yugoslav bourgeoisie? Into this camp we must
place our bureaucracy and technocracy, jointly responsible for our
indebtedness to international capital, as wetl as the, petty
bourgeoisie, or small business. I think there is nothing wrong with
encouraging 'small business' and opening up some perspective for
this bourgeois fraction. Yet, as everybody knows, this social layer
can hardly be seen as the class carrier of the struggle for in-
dependence. It is likely that'sorne of its rnembers, out of a sense of
insecurity caused by the economic crisis and under the banner of
left populism, will lean to the working class; but it is equally pro-
bable that its majority will join the bureaucracy under the banner
of right populism (e.g. nationalism) pulling behind it also the more
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backward layers of the working class.
As for the working class itself, its present perspective is that the

major part of its working life will be spent paying interest rates on
continuolsly re-scheduled debts. As its class awareness develops,
it will certainly pin the convict's badge on foreign capital as its
main exploiter, and on the domestic bourgeoisie as the mainstay of
its economic dependence. The workers' children will inherit the
payment of the interest rates from their parents. Those who ac-
quire some higher education (and these will be few, siice the IMF
does not like educated debtors) can look forward to a life spent
supervising the production of toothpaste under a foreign licence:
they will, in practice, be nothing but skilled foremen overseeing the
workers on behalf of foreign capital. Yet this educated youth will
certainly want to be able to study genetic engineering, microelec-
tronics, optical fibres, robots and so or1 in their own country; and
insofar as this natural, hence indestructible; desire becomes
politically articulated, it will become a struggle for independence .

In short, without a struggle for independence from foreign
capital there is no League of Communists; and without a mobilised
working class and intelligentsia, there is no struggle for in-
dependence. The question isy'witl this class alliance between
workers and progressive youtti be achieved igr an uncontrolled and
elemental manner against the LCY (in whibh case the latter will
become the party of the bourgeoisie), or will the LCY today, in ad-
vance, with a new programme provide the necessary platform for
revolution and independence, thereby opening the questions ofthe
2lst century.

Nothing, ofcourse, guarantees that the movement ofthe work-
ing class and intelligentsia will in its first upsurge be Communist, in
which case, as in Poland, the newly-created situation will be

. resolved by Big Brother. It is, therefore, important that this move-
.ment is organised from the start as a 'third' revolution under the

: :;leadership of the LCY. When revolution loogts, conservatives of
every kind find it convenient to shout 'violence', in an attempt to

: pres€rv€ tlte ststw quo. However, revolution is the only Way to
avoid violence. I am convinced that only a revolutionary LCY
would today be able to remove without force from their positions
of power those who are most obviously and most grossly responsi-
ble for the current situation, and whom nobody can defend with
dny'scientific' arguments. Energeticatly and uncompromisingly,
without sweeping decrees, but rather by simple individual or col-
lectiG decision, the LCY must either.move these people to other
jobs where they cannot do much harm, or send them to read the
papers and feed the pigeons in the park.

For the vast majority of our people the question is no longer
whether it will be necessary, in the near future, to give up all those
many things to which we have become accustomed, but whether
the sacrifice is worth it or not: whether it is a sacrifice on behalf ol
the world bourgeoisie and its domestic servants, or one for higher
and more noble aims! Which aims would these be? Clearly, world
capitalism as it moves from the 2fth to the 2lst century is dividing
the whole world into creators and consumers of knowledge, so that
for the young generation production of knowledge has the same.
meaning and relevance as industrialisation had for that which
emerged from the revolution bf l94l-5. Of course, it is impossible
from the surplus created by the working class simultaneously to
realise this scientific revolution and to pay off our foreign debts.

This means that questions of intellectual, artistic and political
freedom are being posed afresh, in an entirely novel form. Similar-
ly, the future society is unthipkable with a continuation of the pre-
sent inequality of women, so that the question of women's libera-
tion is likewise posed today in all its revolutionary potential.

I admit quite freely that I cannot myself identify all the other
great aims which would be appropriate for a new revolutionary
alliance. Such a programme can come about only as a result of a

collective effort of revolutionary imagination, which would cer-
tainly be facilitated by the LCY's participation. However, if the
Party is unable to set out on the path of political renewal.of its
ranks, and remains the party of bureaucrats and technocrats, the
party of our dependence, then the very logic of our semi-colonial
status will turn it more and more into a party of terror directed
against its own working class, on behalf of foreign capital. It is ab-
surd today to be fanning fears of 'left radicalism' and 'left
violence'. For the entirely conceivable violence today might appear
in our country bearing a Communist name - though such violence
'would, of course, have nothing Communist about it.

/:
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Belgrade Frisons: The#ry amd Fractlce
{In the winter l9B2/3 issue a"f Labour Focus ive published qn €ic-

count of an incident on l6 Jut:, 1982, v'hen eigttt people hlere $r-
rested in Belgrade for demonstrsting in solidarity tvith Solidai'mo.rc
dttring a public meeting in support oJ'tke Pctlestinian national
struggle. Three weeks later, another gr'oup vltes arrested in
Belgrarie, this time _for protesting ag*inst their cornrsCes'' {trres{.
On this occasiort, seven of tke demonstrqtors rvere sentenced to
berween twenty snd thirty days in prison" One of tkose sentenced,
Ivan Jankovic, himself a crintinolagist, subsequently wrote en
open ietter to the President of the Belgrade City Assembl.v, the
Presirlent of the Belgrade District Court, and others describing,
through the prism of his ov)n experience, the s-vstenaticflouting oJ'
tegal nortns toleroted by prison authotrities in the Yugoslav capital.
His letter is pubtished below. A clocument in its own right, *

Jankovict letter also raises vvider problents regarding the treat-
rnent ctf political and other prisoners in Yttgoslav theory and proc-
tice.

Accorcling to Amnesty International Report 1983, the nurnber
of political prisoners has risen sharply in Yugo,slavia since 1981.

This increase has largellt been due to the intake of ethnic Alba-
nirtns, following the rebellion in Kosovo in the spring of that yesr
(See Michele Lee, 'The Two Albanias', New Left Review 140). But
it suggests also that there has been growing political repres,sion in
the years since Tito's dettth. A large trio{ oJ''Muslim nationalrs/s'
chargecl with aiming to set up a seporate l4uslim stsle based on
Bosnia (in realitlt, o group of Istamic revivalists declicatecl to the
creation o"f a 'unified Islamic cammltnity from Morocco to I'n-
donesict') was keld in Sarajevo in the slunftier of 1983,'irs outconte,
witlt twelve of the defenclants being given prison sentences of up to
l5 years, sltows that the trend is continuing.

The last tvo years hove witnessed ct lively discussiott in the
Ytrg,oslav press, sparked off by the publication af a number o./'
novels, with {t strofig docttffientary bosis, describing the lerrible
fote of some 12,000 of the so-called 'Inforrnbirovci' who, after the

Yttgaslav-Soviet break in 1948, were imprisoned without trial on
the Adrit;tit !-slsnd ai Goli Crck *:rri sitbrnittecl to the most in-
ht;m*ri treatstieilt. Cert*iniy, the experierice af Goti Otok in that
period vves * riniqn€ one, and systematic terror against political
prisoners lias not since {hen been normal practice of the Yugoslavt,"
$uthoriries. There ttre reasons to believe, however, that despite',''
retrospective of;icia{ condemnstion of the methcds of 19a8, there
has not been a complete break tvith the past. A number of reports
intliccrte tltttt A!sfinittn prisoners, in pariicular {those, -for exornple, '

serving their long sententes in prisons in the Socialrst Republic of '

Croatia), enjoy litrle protection against wilful cruelty from their
tuarders. The universol coridemrtstion af, and public revulsion
against, the ,-iolence conclucteri cn Goli Otok has thus nor been ef-

lective ilr pr€veniing cbuse of fundsffientttl human rights in
Yugosl*v prisons.

In June 1983, a peti{ion ca!{ing for e chunge to Article 154 of
the Constitution wss signed by sonte 158 intellectuals from all over
Yugoslavia, The article in question, which spells out the equality
of citizens lsefore law, re{tds {wirh rhe proposed changes in
brackets): 'Citize ns *re equal in their rights and duties irrespective
of their n{ttionality, r$ce,.rr.x; l*nguage, religion, education, social
sfs/us (as well as their Ssolitical and other beliefs). All are equal
before the lavv.' {t is clear thsf the proprtsed amendment w-ould
helst to differentiate betteen the right ro ltold different political
views, on the one hand, and violent qctiott directed against fun-
clamenttrl ar:hie v*e ffreftts oJ'the 1 rgos/av socialisi revolution, on the
ather. B_y lintiting the arbitrary pover o.f the state in respect to
politicctl dissent, i{ vvotild slsa strengihen the possibility of public
contr{}l Gver the stctle's Ssennl practices, sornething whose value
stt{J necessity is forcibtSt arguecl here by lvan Jankovic.

Trenslation of {he document by lr4ichdle Lee for Labour
Focus.l

t See Arnnesty international Report 1983, pp. 294-5.

By lvan Jankovlc

Dear Comracle Cosic,
Since according the larv (Art. 324, pt. t of the Law of Application
of Penal Sanctions in the Socialist Republic of Serbia - ZIKS)
you are responsible for supervising the lawful and cori'ect treat-
ment of prisoner-s, I would like to inforrn you about the situation
in the Belgrade District Prison in rvhich I recently had the oppor-
tunity to spend one month. For this I shall rnake use of my
theoreticai and practical knorvledge of criminology and penology,
direct observations of some 15 of my male and fernale cornrades
(who were imprisoned together rvith me), as well as the riclr ex-
perience of the prisoners I met at Pandinska Skela and the Central
Prison.

I have forrvarded copies of this letter to the President of the
Belgrade City Assembly, the President of the Belgrade District
Court, the Covernor of the Belgrade District Prison, and to several
Yugoslav journals and dailies. I have done this because I believe
that questions regarding the pe nai systenl are not without interest
for the public at large, &trd that secrecy ancl anonymity of penal
practice prevent fruitful public debates; prevent public participa-
tion in the planning and execution of penai refofrns. The pubiic is

indeed the best guarantor of legality and the rncst effective protec-
tor of prisoners'hulnan dignity and rights. No purell'acl-
ministrative supervision, even rvhen conducted more ef le crively'
than is the case,.vitir )'our Secretariat, can enclorv Ilie prisor]ers rvitlr
a sense of security ancl trust in a way that tire pr-rbtic can, througlr
the media and by way of cit izens' pressure groups for penal
reform, etc. Finall-v, tire que.stion of conditior:s of irrison liie i.s

likely to becorne relevant for an increasing number cf Yugoslavs in
the near future, since crirninologicrrl research has indubitaLrl.,,
sltown tirat the prison poplrlation increases ivith an increase in
unerTlploymeni. As unempioynre nl grows in Yugoslavi&, wg can be

certairi that more people lvill become irnprisoned, including many
for lvhon: being gaoled is not a fi"eqr"rent or common experience.

Duririg rny stay at the Distiict Frison I becanre convinced that
rhe prisoners' clignity is intentionally and systematically violated;
that prisoners are beateii; that pri.son labour is openly exploited;
that the prisoners have no adequate medical protection; that the
institution is nct in^imune from corruption; and tliat the external
supervision is insufficient and ineffective. I rvill expand below on
each of these points, using my personal and other people's ex-
perience.

I. HUMAN Df,GNTTY
Article l0 of Z'rKS states that 'the treatrnent of the prisoner rnust
be hLlmane, respectful of his dignit"v and his physical and mental
well-being, lvith due regard for tire rnaintenance of work and
discipline'. However. tite conditioirs ancl habits of the prison
r6girne are such that the hurnan dignity ol those rvho are imprison-
ed tirere is seriousl.v at risk and exposed to abrrse. I do not refer
here to personal dignity lviricir, ol course, varies frorl prisoner to
priscirer, but tc hurnan dignity, ie. tlre treatrrlent and the condi-
tions ofl exisience to rvhich a iruman being is entitlecl at ail times, a
certain rniriimLrrn of cii,iiisatior: rvhose content is derived frorn the
coLintrl,"s ievel of ecartomic, cultural anci political clevelopment.
This nrinimurn nlust be nrade al,ailable to all prisoner.s, including
thr:se u,hose personal iiignit-y outsicie the prisiln walls fall.s belorv
that minirnuil: those rvl:o, u,hert free, go hungry, dre.ss in rags, Iie,
cheat ancl "{t.e&l. Hcre $,'e ilncl the cir,ilising or, more narrowly,
edr"rcaiional lunction of the prisoli sentence.

I-lurnaii cliglrity' is ablrsctl, i.illLrt'c itil, b,v tlre uirriLv-, .,. y bu.'

r:evertheless persisteni. caicuIatecl artci cr-ritivated rucleness practis-

ed bt, tiie priscn .staff. Tiris rudeiiess is expressed itt 'totte, in in-
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sulting and vulgar expressions, and in frequent threats directed at
the prisoners. According to the House Regulations, the prisoners
are bound to address all the staff by the (formal) 'you'; the of-
ficials, however, addiess all the prisoners by the (intimate) 'thou'.
When a young prison guard shouts at a forty-year-old man: 'Hey,
boy, come thou here! ', he visibly offends his personal dignity. The
belief that this mode of address is demanded by law is prevalent
among the staff. Thus, for example, a prisoner (otherwise a

university professor) who, surprised at being addressed by the
prison doctor as 'thou', was informed by him that this form of ad-
dress is included in the House Regulations.'Naturally, the doctor
was wrong. The Regulations do not specify - nor can one derive
from them by argument a contrario - that the officers must or

. ought to address the inmates as 'thou'. On the contrary, any inter-
.pretation of article 10 of ZIKS is more in accordance with the
obligation to address the prisoners formally, as demanded by the
principle of respect for human dignity. This problem - a matter
'minor only in appearance - could be solved by a clarification of
the prison rules, coming either from the Secretary or the Prison
Governor. An explicit institutionalisation of the need by the prison
staff to address the inmates as 'you' would have other good conse-
quences: it is more difficult to swear at or beat a person whom you
have to address in the formal manner. This reform would,
therefore, make less likely the otherwise numerous instances of
cursing, hitting and beating the prisoners.

The prison officers are protected by anonymity in their deal-
ings with the prisoners. The prisoner has no way of learning the
name of the officer who insults or threatens him, or otherwise acts
unlawfully. In the above-mentioned episode with the doctor, the
prisoner was surprised to see that the doctor's name did not appear
on his white coat, as is customary. Indeed, this doctor went on to
report the prisoner for 'impuderit behaviour' and demanded
disciplinary punishment for him. The prisoners, when talking
among themselves, call the guards by their nicknames (e.g. Vam-
pire, Clothes-hanger, Little Bulldog) and are unable to identify
them in a correct manner when protesting against their behaviour.
Anonymity helps the avoidance of responsibility: if the officers
were identifiable, they would then take more trouble with their
manners. An easy remedy would be to oblige the prison personnel
to wear a badge showing their name and position, when on duty.

The convicted are given a uniform on arrival which is such that
it cannot but be seen as a blow against the human dignity of the
wearer. When there are no great holes to cover the knees, the
trousers are adorned with patches of many different colours.
Trousers which are too large are tied round the waist with string or
wire, and those which are too small have to be worn undone at all
times. The same is true of other articles of clothing. Dressed in this
manner the mordeljasi (mardelj : prison) appeil rather pictures-
que, but hardly dignified. Indeed, when the prisoners have for
some reason or another to see a superior functionary or an inspec-
tor, the guards quickly distribute among them somewhat cleaner
and less torn clothes. (Speaking ofclothes, it should be noted that
the relevant section of Regulations Concerning Clothes,
Underwear and Footwear of Persons in Institutions of Penal Ser-
vitude, published in Official Register o/ S.R.S. no. 30, 1978, is
totally ignored. The inmates normally get less than half of the ar-
ticles demanded by Regulations;onobody inside ever saw such
items as shoes, belts, pyjamas/nightdresses, etc.).

Swearing in prison is common and terrible. There are artists
among the prisoners who invent the most complex obscene or
perverse swear-words. Yet swearing is not confined to the
prisoners. There is a great deal of similarity between the prisoners
and the staff (especially the guards), partly due to long and in-
timate contact and partly to simiiar social background and educa-
tion. They both read the same comics, enjoy the same type of
music, have similar attitudes to violence and women, possess many
values in common. It is therefore not unusual for the guards to
swear as well. Sometimes this is little more than a matter of using
,swearwords in ordinary speech, with no ill intent behind it, as is
common among people of limited vocabulary and ability of ar-
ticulation. At other times swearing is used as a special form of
threat, as when describing things which are likely to happen to the
abused, usually by way of a sexual metaphor. Finally, there is the
srvearing whose aim is to insult and generally humiliate the
prisoner. Of countless instances I shall quote two.
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On 3 August l9BZ a guard , Zoran Savie , swore at a prisoner G.-
J., o student. One day later, a prison technician, a certain Jovo
(surname unknown) cursed an Albanian prisoner's 'fucking Siptar
sun' (Siptar - vulg. for Albanian). In both cases complaints were
made to the Prison Governor as well as to your Secretariat, but no
reply was received. It is not, as I have argued, strange that the
guards should swear at the prisoners. What is strange, I would
think, is that the prisoners' complaints are left unanswered. This is
against the explicit legal requirement (Art . ll2, pt. 2 of ZIKS); it
cannot be explained in any other way than that your Secretariat, as

well as the prison administration, refuse to extend to the prisoners
the legal protection to which they are entitled, and hence approve
and encourage the abuse of prisoners and of their human dignity.

a cell in the Betgrade Police Head-
quarters in August l9t2 because of his protest on behalf of Solidarity

2. THE USE OF FOR,CB

To say that in the Belgrade District Prison order and discipline rest
on fear of physical punishrnent is no exaggeration. The inmates are
often beaten, and are threatened with physical punishment every
day and indeed at all times. The prisoners are told that this use of
violence is sanctioned by law; its purpose is to break 'passive
resistance'. Such resistance is seen to exist when 'the condemned
does not obey a lawful order coming from an authorised person, or
places himself in a position which prevents the execution of such

an order' (art . 7 pt.5 of Regulations Concerning Means and Con-
ditions of Use of Force in the Institutions of Penal Servitude, the
Officiat Regtster of S.R.S., Do.30, 1978). The interpretation of this
law is rather loose in actual practice. Prisoners who work slowly or
badly are beaten with truncheons; those who do not wake up on
time are beaten in their beds; those too slow in lining up are slap-
ped, I shall quote a few examples. The guard Z. Savic was seen to
beat without reason a student prisoner with his fists and his trun-
cheon, He continued to beat him even after the man fell to the
ground - on the head, the neck and the arms. On 7 August 1982

the same guard hit a prisoner who was somewhat slow in falling in-
to line, in the stomach and on the chin. A guard known as Karate
used his truncheon on a prisoner who, asleep on a bench, did not
hear the bell for the line-up.

Prisoners guilty of more serious breaches of discipline are
beaten systematically, by several guards at one and the same time,
with fists and truncheons. This is called 'breaking him like a cunt'
(in less serious cases, the mardelja,s merely 'eats pussy'). Such a
fate awaits virtually any prisoner who tries to escape, or, having
escaped, is returned to the prison.(It should be noted that at the
Padinska Skela section of the Belgrade District Prison some fifty
prisoners on average are on the run, judging by the daily count.)

According to Art . 12 of Regulations mentioned above, a guard

is obliged to produce a written report each time he uses force
against a prisoner, and the prison authorities are required to in-
form the Secretariat every time the truncheon is used. In addition,
each instance must be recorded in a special register (see para . 5 /7
of 'Instructions Concerning Records and Keeping of Records of
Condemned and Imprisoned Persons', the Official Register of
S.R.S., no. 58, l98l). I very much wonder if this was done in the
three cases I describe above.

In the Belgrade District Prison force is not applied in accor-

dance with the law. Rather, beatings conducted there are intended
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to intimidate and punish. In support of this statement I utuld like
to recall an interesting psychological observation. At least one
guard with whom I conversed believed, quite sincerely, that
physical punishment existed as. a legal sanction. A majofty of
women prisoners believed the same, and quoted twenty-five blows
as prescribed by law!

A guard explained patiently to the student D.G., who was late
for the line-up, that two types of punishment were provided for
such a misdemeanour: I) scrubbing the prison-hall floor; 2)
beating. He also added that the two could be applied consecutive-
ly. If one femembers that.physical punishment of prisoners was
prohibited in Serbiaas early as 1873, then we - and most especial-
ly you - must feel greatly conc€rned.

3. EXPLOITATION OF PRISON LABOUR
Historically, prison labour has had two functions. The first was
economic; but in the lfth century, labour in prison acquired a
purely punitive character. In modern penology, however, it is held
that labour should have a pedagogic function (re-socialisation
through work). Yugoslav law accepts this second premise: 'the aim
of work is to give the prisoner new, or help him to keep or improve
old, working skills and expertise which will subsequently facilitate
his reintegration into life (outside)' (Art. 15 pt. 3 of ZIKS). Work
is obligatory in our prisons (Art. 15 pt. l). Theoretically, it is
arguable whether forced labour can have this pedagogic function,
for structural and psychological reasons. I personally think that it
cannot, but thi$ is a rnatter that transcends the scopeof my present
letter. Starting from the legal obligation of the prisoner to work, I
would like to drawyour attention to the fact that this work is being
exploited by the prison administration.

It should be remembered that a prisoh is a budgeted institution,
ie. it receives from the City Assembly all that it requires in order to
function. The prison realises an additional income through its own
productive activity, and also by leasing out the prisoners'labour
power. A part of the income thus acquired - the smaller part - is
given to the prisoners in compensation for their work, while the
rest-is divided between the maintenance of the prison infrastruc-
ture and the augmentation of the personal income of the prison
staff. Their interest in maximising the profit created by prison
labour is evident. Prisoners' 'wages' are not regulated by any
general legal act, with the exception of the ruling contained in Art.
120 of ZIKS which states that 'compensation (for labour) should
be in the region between l09o and 2O0/o of the guaranteed
minimum wage in the Rerpublic'. It appears that the Belgrade
District Prison has no rule regulating the compensation or reward
for work done by prisoners (contrary to Art.l2,pt.5 of ZIKS). In-
deed, this matter is not regulated at the level of the Republic of Ser-
bia, although other republics (e.g. Croatia) have already enacted
the necessary laws.

The section of the District Prison located at Padinska Skela
hires out a number of prisoners (4&50) to various Belgrade firms
(e.9. 'Janko Lisjak', 'Otpad', etc.). Every morning these prisoners
are taken by bus to the enterprises and returned to the prison after
their work is done. The prison charges a daily rate for their labour
of apparently not less than 600 Din. per person; but the individual
prisoner receives.some 50 to lfi) Din. - the rest is kept by the
prison authorilies. Several dozen prisoners work inside the Prison
itself, mainly il the workshops, while others are used in the kitchen
garden, etc. They,receive some 20 Din. daily. From time to time
the prison concludbs a special deal; for example, it recently ac-
cepted the job of cleaning 800 tonnes of peppers for canning, on
behalf of a firm in Titel. For such large jobs, all prisoners are made
to work, even those reported sick (as happened on 16 August
1982).

The prisoners are not given.any written statement with their
wages, so that it is not possible to check the accuracy of the
amount they receive. As an exarnple, a comrade who worked twice
as many days as I was paid the same (60 Din.), while a third com-
rade, whose input was the same as mine, received considerably
more (100 Din.). I shall leave to one side the question of unfair
competition from forced libour - this is a matter for the trade
unions and workers' parties, who dealt with it long ago - in the
Gotha Programme. I am concerned here qnlywith the exploitation
of this labour. If income produced by prison labour continues to
be used to purchase fLats and increase the personal iricome of those

who drive the prisoners to work in the first place, then its exploita-
tion can hardly be avoided.

4. HEALTH CARE
Contrary to legal requirernents, convicts are often admitted to
prison without a medical examination. For example, three women
prisoners, all students, were examined only on the twelfth day of
their stay at Padinska Skela, while the prisoners admitted on 2
August were 'examined' only by a nurse. The doctor is frequently
absent, and prisoners are warned through the loudspeakers not to
report to the sick bay, sometimes for three consecutive days.
Naturally, I am not really competent to comment on the quality of
training of prison doctors, but I certainly acquired a strong im-
pression that their behaviour is not in accordance with medical
ethics. The above-mentioned doctor, Vlada Tanaskovic, for exam-
ple, did not arrange a specialist examination for one prisoner
throughout the latter's twenty-five days in prison, although he had
himself recommended this. The same doctor prescribed antibiotics
for a prisoner in the isolation cell; on being told that the prisoner
was on hunger strike, he advised him to take his medicine when he
heard food being distributed to the others!

5. DISCPLINARY PUNIISHMENT
In the Belgrade District Prison, disciplinary punishment by isola-
tion is used in a rnanner contrary to the law. It is surprising that
this has escaped the notice of your inspectors and that the prison
Governor, who according to the law (Art. 28 of ZIKS) is responsi-
bte for the functioning of the institution, has not been warned. Ac-
cording to Articles 154 and 155 of ZIKS, the isolation cell must
contain a bed, a table, and a chair; the prisoner must be visited
every day by a doctor, twice a week by a pedagogue and once a
week by the Covernor. He must be provided with the opportunity
of a daily walk of one hour's duration. At the Central Prison,
where punishments by isolation are served, none of this is
respected.

The collective rnemory of the mardeljasf records not a single in-
stance of somebody sleeping on a mattress when in isolation, and
the wildest convict imagination cannot irnagine a doctor who
voluntarily visits these cells. I was punished, together with six
others, to eight days of isolation. Five of my comrades were on
hunger strike throughout that time. On the fourth day, after com-
plaining to the Governor about the unlawful state of the prison
cells, we were given mattresses, pillows and lredding, and a doctor
came to visit us. Other prisoners in the bl6ck couid not believe
their serses. One of my neighbours, who had never received
anything good from the Administration and hence had developed
an instinctive wariness of Greek gifts, told me: 'They must be
preparing you for an interrogation'. In other words, only those
under interrogation sleep on mattresses in the Central Prison. The
next day the other prisoners received mattresses as well, but no
bedding. Sleeping on a bare board with only two dirty and torn
blankets is not pleasant. In fact it represents an additional punish-
ment, nor envisaged by the law. Such piactices go against the fun-
damental principle of modern criminal law; nulla poena sine lege.

In the course of the last five years (ie, since the promulgation of the
new ZIKS), thousands of individuals have been subjected to thisil-
legal punishment, before the very eyes of the Prison Governor and
under the forrnal supervision of your Secretariat. How, I beg you
to cgnsidgl can they be compensated for this?

(Here I should add that the Governor of the District Prison is a
most mysterious person. I never saw him during the month that I
was there, and the other prisoners were not even sure what he look-
ed like. Contrary to the law, the Governor here does not make
decisions about punishment by isolation - it certainly did not
happen in my case but they are taken by the chief warder.
Nobody had ever heard of an occasion on which the Governor had
visited a prisoner in isolation cell. He never replied to a single com-
plaint addressed to him, although the law explicitly obliges him to
do so.)

At the Central Prison, exercise lasts half an hour. At least, this
is what the guards say, but as the prisoner is not allowed a watch he
cannot check this. At best, therefore, the exercise period is half the
legal minimum. On Sundays, prisoners have to stay in their cells.
This probably happens because the institution is then not fully
staffed: the comfort of the officers prevails over the prisoners'
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7. INSPECTION :::::

Supervision exercised by your Secretariat is insufficient and,inef-
fective. The inspectors tend to examine the prison (the buildings,
the gardens etc.) and the prison books, but hardly - if at all -communicate with the prisoners. The inmates spend days before
each inspection cleaning the buildings and tending the gardens. On
the day of inspection, they are sent away to work in the fietds or are
hidden from the inspectors in other ways. Even when they do meet
them, the prisoners prefer not to talk, fully aware that any com-
plaint will later cost them dearly - the officers in any case explicit-
ly warn them beforehand against any action of this kind.

On 23 July such a visit took place at Padinska Skela. In the
morning the prisoners were sent to work in the kitchen garden;
even the sick were taken into the garden, where they had to hide
behind some kind of a wall. The women were kept in, and were in-
structed on what to say if questioned by the inspectors (who never
asked them anything). Only a handful of the most trusty prisoners
remained in the central compound. True, the beautifully arranged
flower beds in the prison garden were a delight to the eye, but in-
spectors are there not for the flowers but for the prisoners - their
job is to try to learn from the prisoners, in a discreet and
reasonable manner, if any injustice or irregularity is taking plac,e in
the prison. The inspectors are there to protect the prisoners from
the prison authorities, and not the other way round. I am convinc-
ed that your inspectors are fully aware where their duty lies, but
that, for various reasons, they do not do what they should. It is
your task to make sure that they perform rheir duty property.

I hope that you will give your full attention to the matters rais-
ed in this letter, and that you will take the necessary measures. I
also hope that you will make public your response to this letter.
The law (art. 329) empowers you to give information from time to
time to ttre public media, and to allow direct inspection by them of
penal institutions. The press up till now has tended to publish
apologetic reports, full of admiration for our prison system which
improves the bad and the sinful. A rnore realistic, objective and
critical reporting not necessarily flattering to the prison
authorities - would be much more useful to our penal system.
That is, if we take seriously its stated aims.

In the expectation of your early reply,
I remain respecttully,
Dr Ivan Jankovic

needs. This is yet another instance of evasion of legal re*
quirements. If the prison is under-budgeted and hence under-
staffed, then your Secretariat should be informed of this. If your
Secretariat cannot help, then the City Assembly should be inform-
ed and either the law or the budget should be changed accordingly.
What is impermissible is to allow this ad-hoc tampering with the
law, which only reduces it to a mockery.

One should'not wait for prisoners' complaints in order to act,
since the prisoners are usually ignorant of the law and in any case
fear the consequences. When I advised a prisoner to ask for a copy
of the Law concerning the Application of Penal Section (which the
administration is required to provide on request), his reply was:
'Yes, and then they will send five of them to my cell to stomp on
me.' Three women comrades, all students, who spent the period
between I0 and 15 July at the Central Prison without being proper-
ly charged, demanded to see a copy of the Law but were refused,
The duty of the prison authorities and of your Secretariat is to
safeguard prisoners' legal rights. What apart frorn your in-
dividual conscience and public pressure - can ensure that this'
does happen?

6. CORRI.JPTION
Thanks to secrecy and isolation, prisons are fertile ground for
every kind of corruption. Belgrade gaols frorn time immemorial
have been known as corrupt. In 1906 the governor of the Topcider
prison, a certain Z. Stankovi6, made prisoners produce articles for
his own use in the prison workshops, and he and his staff used the
prisoners' food to fatten their pigs. In I9l I , the Minister of Justice
of the Kingdom of Serbia was called to account in the Assembly
for using the prison carriage for the needs of his household. ln the
Serbian and Yugoslav (interwar) press, numerous examples of this
can be found. It would appear that corruption in Belgrade prisons
has survived to this day.It is in the nature of things that this charge
is difficult to prove, but I shall quote a ferv instances wtrich your
inspectors would find easy to check.

The inmates wash the prison officers'cars regularly and
without pay. The majority of officers maintain and repair their
cars in the prison workshop, using unpaid labour. When larger
repairs are necessary, the owners supply their own materials and
sometimes also the mechanics. On l7 August 1982 the prison's
Black Maria carried tinplate for a private garage at Bor. From time
to time prisoners are asked to manufacture articles (eg shelves) for
the staff. Such instances could easily be multiplied.

ALBANEA

Albania's Isolation in Post-War Politics

{_,

By Michble Lee

(ln the present increasingly sharp confronta-
tion beru,een Esst and West;'same pronri-
nen t figures in Washing,ton ere casting
doubt on the traditional US polic-v o.f accep-
I ing the neut ral stotus o.f Yugoslavia and
Albania's isolation from both blocs.
Michite Lee trsces Albani{t's intefnationol
alignments since the Wqr and examines the
ideas o.f e leading Reaganite in the US Con-
.qr:ess about how America shauld tr.y to
redraw the politirul map o{ the region.)

Modern Albania is a child of the wartime
iEvolution led by the Communist Party of
Albania (since 1948; the Albanian Party of
Labour). The CPA was founded in
November l94l , two and a half years after
the country's invasion by Fascist ltaly. It
united several groups, based on the main ur-
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ban centres, which had hitherto been in
mutual competition for the numerically
srnall working class and intelligentsia. The
role of catalyst in the process was played by
the Communist Party of Yugoslavia, on
behalf of the Comintern. A national libera-
tion struggle closely coordinated with that
led by Tito was conducted, as in Yugoslavia,
simultaneously with a bitter civil war, bring-
ing the CPA to power within three years of
its foundation: Tirana was liberated frrrm
the Nazis by Albanian partisans, command-
ed by Mehmet Shehu, on 27 November
1944. Although Yugoslav partisans never
fought on Albania's territory, CPY in-
fluence was dominant until 1948, when
Yugoslavia was expelled from the Soviet
bloc. The Albanians then became among the
staunchest and by far the most durable, of
Stalin's followers. Outside Georgia and
Manchuria, Albania is today the only place

in the world where Stalin's portraits and
statues adorn public places.

The speecl of the historic change which
engulfed the country in lg4l-4 was all tlre
more remarkable, given that the civil war
had started in earnest only in August 1943,
after the breakdown of talks between the
Communist-led National Liberation Front
and the bourgeois-nationalist Balli
Kombet€r (supported for a time by the
British: by rnutual agreement, the Western
Allies' Balkan policy had been in British
hands). The imposition of Communist rule
was as swift as it was violent, the urgency of
consolidating power underscored by the
uncertain future which the country, with its
unhappy history of numerous foreign in-
terventions and partitions, faeed in the im-
pending post-war European settlement.
Albania was apparently not a subject of
discussion between Churchill and Stalin at
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Teheran (November 1943), or in Moscow
(October 1944, when Churchill omitted
Albania from the notorious piece of paper
he shoved across the table to Stalin, in-
dicating a possible division of spheres of in-
fluence in the Balkans), or at Yalta
(February 1945). The strong Yugoslav in-
fluence in Albania, however, ensured that
the country would remain part of the system
then in formation in Eastern Europe.

At the end of the war Albania was under.
intense pressure from Belgrade (secretly en-
couraged by Moscow) to join the Yugoslav
Federation as its eighth republic. This policy
also meant discouraging Western influence
in Albania, which it saw as providing a
potential bridgehead for capitalist restora-
tion. Great Britain and the United States, in-
volved in the Greek civil war on the anti-
Communist side, were in fact exerting con-
siderable political and economic pressure on
the new government in Tirana. They en-
couraged counter-revolutionary insurgency,
openly supported illegitimate Greek claims
to southern Albania ('Northern Epirus'),
refused to support Albania's application to
join the United Nations, and (in the case of
the USA) made diplomatic recognition con-
ditional upon the new government's accep-
tance of all pre-war bilateral treaties. In the
spring of 1946 Britain announced that it
would not send its ambassador to the Alba-
nian capital, and in the summer of the same
year the US Senate voted unanimously to
support Creek territorial claims (the Pepper
Resolution of 29 July 1946).

The growing East-West tension in the
Balkans precipitated the so-called Corfu
Channel Incident: in October 1946 four
British warships, passing through Albania's
territorial waters without previous permis-
sion or announcement, struck mines in the
Corfu Channel and suffered heavy
casualties (at this time 'gunboat diplomacy'
formed a natural part of Anglo-American
policies in South-eastern Europe whose high
point was the counter-rbvolutionary in-
tervention in Greece). In 1953 the Interna-
tional Court of Justice cleared Albania of
,any responsibility for the incident - the
country had no mineJaying equipment
(though Yugoslavia had). Yet after the
event, both British and Americans withdrew
their diplomatic missions to Tirana, never to
return.

During the Cold War, London concen-
trated on arming Albanian exiles in ltaly and
organising expeditions such as the one in
1950, when a group of armed 'Albanian
patriots' were sent into Albania to start an
anti-Communist uprising: thanks to Kim
Philby, this British 'Bay of Pigs' was a com-
plete failure. Moreover, British-Albanian
relations failed to improve even after the
end of the Cold War period.

One reason was that Britain was holding
some 2,000 kilogrammes of Albanian gold,
representing the total pre-war gold reserves
of the country, which the Nazis had
originally seized from the National Bank of
Albania, and which the British had transfer-
red to the Bank of England from the Berlin
Reichsbank at the end of the war. Forty
years on, this gold srfl/ eludes its rightful
owners, despite the International Court of

Justice rulir/g that the gold should be return-
ed to Albania, then and now the poorest
country in Europe. Thus, although the pre-
sent government in Tirana shows no great
desire to see the return of a British am-
bassador, there is no doubt that the restitu-
tion of Albanian property would represent
an important step in the normalisation of
relations between the two states.l

Today, Albania is the only country in
Europe without diplomatic relations either
with Great Britain or with the United States.
There is no Soviet legation in the dlbanian
capital either. After 1948, when Albania
severed its intimate wartime alliance with
Yugoslavia, it established close relations
with the Soviet Union, which were main-
tained until the 20th Congress of the CPSU.
There followed a rapid cooling of Soviet-
Albanian relations: the dominant wing of
the Albanian party felt mortally threatened
by the Tito-Khrushchev rapprochement. By
1962 Albania was in open alignment with
China, which filled the econornic and
military gap created by the withdrawal of
Soviet and East European aid and person-
nel. Fourteen years later, however, Albania
broke with China as well, ostensibly in pro-
test against the latter's decision to re-
establish diplomatic links with the United
States.

After the Warsaw Pact invasion of
Czechoslovakia in 1968, Albania embarked
on a long-term process of mending its rela-
tions with Yugoslavia, the only other Balkan
country outside the two blocs. During the
1970s, cultural and economic links were
strengthened, most of them routed tia the
Albanian-inhabited Yugoslav province of
Kosovo.2 After the revolt there in the spring
of 198 I , for which the Yugoslav propaganda
chose to blame Tirana, a new peri0d of
hostility opened up between the twolcoun-
tries - though the arnbassadors were kept
at their posts and trade suffered very little,
despite nationalist hawks on both sides of
the frontier.

Yugoslavia, especially since the Kosovo
revolt, has shown great sensitivity on the
issue of Albania's reintegration into interna-
tional politics, fearing a possible departure
from Tirana's current 'non-aligned' stance.
In particular, since 1948 Yugoslavia has
been. involved in a long-standing dispute
with its eastern neighbour, Bulgaria, over
Macedonia (Bulgaria officially treats
Macedonians as Bulgarians). It has,
therefore, been anxiously scanning all possi-
ble signs of a Bulgarian-Albanian rap-
prochement, that might presage an Alba-
nian return to the Warsaw Pact. The
Yugoslavs were thus quick to note, for ex-
ample, that in his speech of November 1982
Enver Hoxha talked of Albanian readiness
to fight on Yugoslav territory against any in-
vasion by'Bulgarian-Russian revisionists'
that threatened the Albanian-inhabited
areas west of the Skopje-Kacanik-
Podujevo-Gusinje line. Equally, much pro-
minence was given in the Yugoslav press to
the fact that the Bulgarian army paper had
reported some recent Yugoslav military ex-
ercises in Macedonia not directly, but by
quoting Albanian sources, even though the
Bulgarian General Mitev had attended them

as an official observer. Albania has in fact
never abrogated itf Treaty of Friendship,
Aid and Cooperation with Bulgaria signed
in 1947 , in stark contrast to its treatment of
similar pacts with other East European
countries after it had left the Warsaw Pact in
I 969.

However, any future change to the
Balkan status quo is in reality more likely to
come from the Westo and in particular from
the United States, &s an overspill of its
strategy in the Middle East. What might be
involved was indicated in a speech given
before the US Senate last June by Jesse

Helrns, the Senator from North Carolint, ?

member of the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee and a prominent activist of the
Reaganite 'New Right'.3 After a gloomy
survey of American positions in South-
eastern Europe and the Middle East, Helms
predicted that the Eastern Mediterranean
would be in Soviet hands within three years,
unless the US intervened to stop it. Helms
gave an important role in the scenario to
Yugoslavia and Albania, described as
potentially unstable and hence open to
Soviet manipulation.

He argued that the United States should
start supporting various nationalist
movements against Communist rule in the
Balkans. He described Yugoslavia menac-
ingly as an 'artificial state', which in Kosovo
l98l had taken the first step along the road
of disintegration into its national com-
ponents. Welcoming this 'natural evolu-
tion', Helms proposed that the USA should
intervene by helping the Yugoslav Alba-
nians to join Albania provided, of
course, that the latter evolved into a (non*

Cornmunist and pro-Western state'. The
USA should work towards a rearrangement
of South-eastern Europe, based on a

'confederation of free Balkan nations', eactl
'within its own natural ethnographic
borders', and whose integrity and sovereign-
ty would be guaranteed by the USA. This
would then present a 'natural barrier' to
'soviet expansionism' in this part of
Europe.

Here then is the new Cold Warriors'
policy for 'rolling back' Soviet power in
Eastern Europe, as it applies to the Balkans.
Reading Senator Helms' speech in full, one
is struck by his ignorance of local realities,
history and aspirations. His views are, of
course, not official US policy. Yet they pro-
vide one with a chilling glimpse of what the
New Right (not only in the USA, but also in
West Cermany and to some .extent in
France) has in mind for the Balkan peoples.

Notes.

l. See Bill Bland, 'The Great Albanian Bullion
Robbery', Tribune,25 November 1983. Bill
Bland is a secretary of the Albanian Society, 26
Cambridge Rd, Ilford, Essex.
2. Michdle Lee, 'Wrong Turn in Kosovo', Lsbour
Foctts, Spring 1982. Though not a signatory to
the Helsinki agreement (affirming the territoriai
status quo in Europe), Albania has always ern-
phasised that it has no territorial pretensions sn
Yugoslavia. After the events in Kosovo, however,
it did come out openly in favour of an Albanian
constituent republic within the Yugoslav federa-
tion - an initiativs most unwelcome to Belgrade"
3. See Senate Congressional Records for 7 June
1983, pp. S7815-30.
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The Gases of Klebanovand Nikitin
By John Cunningham

(For a number of years, Labour Focus ftas

been seeking to draw attention to two
separate csses of repression against Soviet
miners' leaders, those of Vlodimir Klebanov
and Victor Nikitin. During the 1970s,

Klebanov hsd fought a long campaign for
the health and sofety regulotions to be pro-
per{y observed by mine management in the
Donbas, where he worked as oforeman, un-
til he was tnjured in an industrial accident.
Foced with endless obstruction, he formed
an independent trade union ossociation in
l97B and was swtftly arrested and sent to a
psychiatric hospital and he has disappeared

from view ever since. Victor Nikitin was also
arrested .for his campaign on behalf of
fellow-miners in another pit in the Donbas
coal field qnd remains in detention. Here -
John Cunningham reports on his recent ef'
forts to raise the coses of these two

My activity on the issue of Klebanov and
Nikitin started back in the early part of 1983

at a branch meeting of the NUM at the col-
liery where I used to work (Dinnigton Col-
liery, South Yorkshire). An item came up otl
the agenda regarding a proposed visit by the
South Yorkshire and Humberside Associa-
tion of Trades Councils to the Soviet Union.

I proposed that the branch write to the
Barnsley Headquarters of the Yorkshire
NUM| to protest about this visit on the
grounds that workers in the Soviet Union
who protest about their working conditions
etc. are persecuted. An argument followed
and tlle proposal eventually fell. I decided to
pursue the issue further and in reading
background rnaterial became acquainted
with the cases of Vladimir Klebanov and
Alexei Nikitin

My first action was to write to Owen
Briscoe, the Yorkshire Area Ceneral
Secretary, who was to go on the visit to the
Soviet Union. I asked him if he would make
some enquiries about the wltereabouts and
well-being of these two miners when he was

over there. I wrote to him on l0 April 1983

- I am still awaiting his reply.
Next I wrote to the National President,

Arthur Scargill, who replied in d'most in-
sulting fashion. My further request for an
apology was refused. His remarks have
deservedly received some publicity in
various publications and anyone who wants
to read the full texts of both my letters and
Scargill's replies can find them in Socialist
Organiser (4 August I 983).

Support has been received from,
amongst others, E,ric Heffer MP and
Amnesty International (who adopted both
men as prisoners of conscience some time
ago) and ttre issue has received publicity in
the pages of Volya, Socialist Worker, Free
Trade Llnions and the Guardian. Letters in
Labour Weekly and the Yorkslrire Miner
(after an article had been refused) have also
evoked a good response.

Flobably the rnost interesting develop-
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Nikitin before his arrest

ment however has been the adoption of the
following resolution by the Sheffield
District Labour Party on l0 October 1983:
'Sheffield DLP calls on the Labour Group
on Sheffield City Council to raise the issue
of the imprisoned Ukrainian miners
Yladimir Klebonov and Alexei Nikitin wtth
the authorities of Donetsk, Ukraine SSR.
These enquiries to be pursued with the aint
of securing these men's release from the
mental asylum in which they have been un-
justly irnprisoned for a number of yeors.'

This is important because Sheffield is
twinned with Donetsk, the city where both
men lived and worked. While I recognise
that it is not a simple matter to raise within
the terms of a twinning arrangement it is to
be hoped that some action will come out of
this resolution in the New Year.

A petition is circulating and will be
presented to the Soviet Embassy in the New
Year signatures are still needed and
anyone who wants copies of the petition
should write to me. Labour Party organisa-
tions who wish to do something could
follow the example of Salisbury CLP who
earlier in the year sent a resolution to the
NEC on the question and wrote to the Soviet
Embassy. Trade union branches could do
similar things and could also write to their
appropriate counterpart organisation in the
Soviet Union. NUPE branches could write
to their NEC asking them what they have
done about resolution no. 65 at the l98l An-
nual Conference which specifically men-
tioned Klebanov.

I have written a pamphlet on Klebanov
and Nikitin whictr details their case fully and
also looks at the shameful response of the
trade union leadership to their continuing
persecution. All that is needed now is money
to ggt it-dinted. Any donations will be
gratefully received.

Anyone who wishes to receive copies of
the petition, copies of the Scargill cor-
respondence or any inforrnation of any kind
please write to me at: Ruskin College, Ox-
ford.

The Eastern Europe $olidarity Gam-
paign, set up in 1978, unites socialists
and trade unionists in campaigns on
behalf of victirns of repression in
Eastern Europe. At present its main ef-
fort is to press for the release of the
eleven imprisoned Solidarity leaders
and advisers.

Individual socialists, 8s well as CLPs
and trade union bodies, can affiliate.
For more information write to:
EESC,
c/o Vladimir Derer,
'10 Park Drive, London NWtl.

Eric Heffer sPeaking

IIE 'FEN APPEALS FOR
RELEASE OF SOLIDARITY 11

On 19 December, I-abour Party Chairperson,
Eric Heffer MP met the Polish Ambassador in
London to appeal for the release of 7 top Solidari-
ty leaders and 4 advisers to the banned trade
union. The eleven who have been in jail since
Decernber lgBl are charged with subversion and
face imprisonment for between one and ten years
if tried and convicted.

Eric Heffer, who was making a personal ap-
peal, spent an hour and a half with the Am-
bassador and was assured that his views would be
passed on to the authorities in Warsaw.

Like many other observers of the Polish
scene, Heffer believes the Polish authorities are
very reluctant to proceed with the trials of the
eleven - they could serve no useful practical pur-
pose either at home or abroad. On the other
hand, the Polish government seems to fear that if
the charges were dropped, this step would be in-
terpreted as a victory for Reagan's hard-line
policies towards Poland,

After meeting the Ambassador, Eric Heffer
told Labour Focus: 'I tried to convince them that
the release of the l1 would be welcomed by the
Labour movernent here as a good will gesture
towards the Western Left, the peace movernent
and the trade union movement. We want increas-
ed trade between Britain and Poland for this will
help to strengthen the position of working people
in both countries. We are opposed to economic
sanctions and to the jailing of trade union
leaders.'

Eric Heffer was accompanied to the Embassy
by AIf Dubs MP, John Fletcher from END and
Vladimir Derer from the Eastern Europe
Solidarity Campaign.

During his conversation with ttre Am-
bassador, Eric Heffer also raised the case of the
socialist and working class leader, Edmund
Baluka, from Szczecin, jailed in June for 5 years

for alleged subversion. 
i
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With this issue, we are launching a regular book reviews section of Lobour Focus. Books for review
and suggestions for reviews should be sent to our reviews editor, Anna Paczuska, c7o Bookmarks,
265 Seven Sisters Rd., London N4.

W. Brus, P. Kende and Z. Mlynar,
'Iv/orrnalisotion'Processes in Soviet-
Dominated Central Europe, 1982.

Attempts to predict or influence the future
course of the military dictatorship in Poland
require, arnong other things, Eil awareness
of the previous occasions when bureaucratic
rule has been re-stabilised in Eastern Europe
in the face of apparently overwhelming
popular hostility. The three essays in this
pamphlet summarise the experience of onor-

malisation' in Hungary after the uprising of
1956 and Czechoslovakia in 1968 in a way
which helps to illurninate the possibilities
facing Ceneral Jaruzelski in Poland"

In F{un gary , Janos Kadar has succeeded
in gaining a wide national consensus, effi-
barking on a bold programme of economic
reform and re-orientation of the economy
iorvards the West. In Czechoslovakia, on
the other hand, the intensity of the repres-
sion has not been lessened over the years and
the dependence of the econorny on the
Soviet Union has constantly increased.
Zdenek Mlynar specuiates about the faiiure
of a Kadarism to emerge in Prague, and,
displaying a wealth of detailed knowledge
about the inner workings of the interna-
tional comrnunist movement, suggests that
in 1973 a key turning point was reached and
missed. This, he says, was in part due to the
desire for the Soviet leadership to avoid con-
cessions to the West __ over 'human rights,
at the Helsinki conference, and by the un-
willingness of the western Eurocornmunist
parties to do rnore than protect their own
autonomy from Moscow.

Cornparison of the essays on Hungary
and Czechoslovakia indicates a more pro-
found reason for the different course of
'normalisation'. Janos Kende points out
that a crushing, head-on defeat was inflicted
on the Hungarian people by the Soviet ar-
rny. United in defeat, the national consensus
was preserved in an efflort to reconstruct the
country. In the Czechoslovak case,nor_
rnalisation' was much more a matter of
Czechoslovaks agaiilst Czechoslovaks, with
all ttre accompanying bitterness and
cynicism. Mlynar enlphasises the moral and
social decay of Husak,s Czechosiovakia,'
with all its endemic corruption.

In Poland, even rnore than in
Czechoslovakia, Soviet influence has been
indirect. It is conceivable that the sheer
urgency of a solution to the economic crisis
in Poland may provide a lever for the regime
to call for social discipline with some
credibility. But Wlodzimierz Brus considers
that proionged instability is likely, given the
continued resistance of sectors of the
population, specifically the vigour with
which Polish workers have defended
themselves against attempts to end price
subsidisation. Increased social inequality
also provides an obstacle to market-
orientated econornic reforms along
Hungarian lines.

Continued resistance in Poland takes
place against a background of a gathering
economic crisis throughout the Eastern
bioc, which is intimately related to the world
economic crisis. In Czechoslovakia, con-
stantly repeated assertions about the need
for more trade with the West are met by
deepening dependence on the Soviet Union,
while Kadar, who in March 1981 expressed
his conviction ttrat the reforms had gone far
enough, finds himself engaged in extending
them. This suggests that East European
leaders are leading less and are becoming
unable to take a long term view. The onor-

malisations' in Hungary and Czecho-
slovakia are not just examples for Jaruzelski
to copy; fhey are equally rnakeshift corn-
promises whose limits are becoming increas-
ingiy evident.
Mark Jackson

Fred Halliday, The tuIaking o_f the Se-
cond Cold Wur, Verso/NLB, F{b
f18.50 ($25), Pb f5.95 ($9.50)"

There are few journalists and writers able to
reveal quite as accurately as Fred Halliday
the true face of international politics, veiled

as it is behind a web of lies, distortions,
rumours and bigotry. With his latest book,
The Making of tke Second Cold Wor, he tras
set himself a very demanding task, yet he has
maintained his usual rigorous standards in
order to produce an invaluable guide to the
complex matrix of events over the last two
decades which has resulted in the present
grave state of international tension.

Before launching into his own analysis,
Halliday defines the concept of the Cold
War, and then proceeds to outline the eight
most important theories of the Cold War.
He assesses their relative merits with great
clarity.

Halliday agrees with Deutscher's view
that 'the Great Contest' between the USA
and the USSR is the most influential
political dynamic of the post-war era. This is
a crucial starting-point, as it enables him to
pinpoint the relative responsibility of the
two sides. Those who suggest that either tl-le
IJS or the USSR is solely responsible for the
Cold War, or that they cons'pire actively in
the creation of tension to facilitate control
of their world interests, inevitably of fer
over-simplified solutions. Ftralliday insists
that although the United States is not solely
responsible, it has nevertheless consistently
taken the initiative since the war in raising
tension in its relations with the Soviet
Union.

Four major factors are identifieC as hav-
ing contributed to the making of the second
Cold War: the decline of US military
superiority since the 1960s; the fourteen suc-
cessful third world revolutions frorn
1974-BA; the rise of the new Right in the [JS;
and the sharpened contradictions between
Western countries. Soviet domestic policy
makes it all the easier for the hawks in the
US administration to sell their aggressive
policies to their public, their allies and the
regimes in their client states.

To substantiate his assertions, Halliday
is meticulous in his documentation, pro-
viding the reader with a welter of useful in-
formation. This book is accurate and
brilliantly subversive.
Andrew Csepel

Carmen Sirianni, Workers Control and
Socialist Democrecy, Verso/NLE, F{b
f20, pb fB.95.

In the last twenty years a mass of originai
work on the social history of the Russian
Revolution has conclusively shown it to
have been a mass popular uprising rather
than a coup d'etat of a small number of Boi-
shevik conspirators. Unfortunate ly for
the general reader much of the recent w*rk
has remained hidden in speciatrist journals.
Irlow Carmen Sirianni has done us atrl a ser-
vice by drawing much of this work togettter
in his Warkers Control snd Socis/Js/
Democrficy: tke Soviet Experience.

The core of Sirianni's work is an analysis
of the development of popular dernocracy in
1917. F{e shows how workers control arose
frorn below as a lirnited and pragrnatic
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response to problems of job security and
threatened living standards. Throughout
l9l7 it developed into the basis of a new
society. In Britain it is a comrnonplace to
play down this development by pointing to
the ambiguity of the Russian word 'kontrol'
which is norrnally best translated as meaning
'supervision' - a weaker word than the
English 'control'. What Sirianni's work
shows is how 'kontrol' gradually developed
into 'control' under the pressure of events
and the workers' own actions.

This process was complex. It reflected
reactions of workers to the opposition and
economic sabotage of the employers. Sirian-
ni rejects the 'labour aristocracy thesisn,
whilst recognising divisions within the work-
ing class. But he stresses how ttrese were
overcome: 'in periods of revolutionary up-
surge ... the relationship tended to be more
complementary than conflictual, especially
in the rnore militant sectors, where, the
distinctive combination of (social) elements
was most pronounced'. Complexity was
also apparent in co-ordinating the pro-
liferating institutions of factory committees,
soviets, trade unions, and parties.

The Bolshevik Farty reflected these dif-
ficulties. Its leadership was ambiguous
towards new developments from below and
it needed,the considerable pressure of Lenin
at the top and rank and file mernbers at the
bottom to get the party to respond. That it
was the only party that was capable of doing
so accounts for what Sirianni calls its
'breathtaking' rise during 1917 .

Sirianni also writes about the period
after October. He shows the difficulties fac-
ed and the arguments and the debates they
produced. Then in the early summer of l9 t 8
the intensification of the civil war put all of
these problems on an entirely different
plane.

In these debates which sharply divided
the Bolsheviks, Sirianni is most in sympathy
with the left, and it is good to see them and
Osinsky (one of their theorists) treated
seriously for a change. The difficulty is that
he sees these divisions as prefiguring later
ones. But things are not as simple as this *
if they were it would be irnpossible to ex-
piain why so many of the 1918 left ended up
supporting Stalin.
Mike Flaynes

Ferenc Feh6r and Agnes " F{eller,
I{ungary 1956 ^Revisited: The Messuge
af a Revolution - A Quarter o-f a Cen-
tury After, Allen & Unwin, f 15.

The authors of this new study of the 1956

revolution and its impact on Hungary and
the world are two rnembers of the
Hungarian New Left, intellectuals not
earlier noted for their enthusiasm for the
rvcrkers' cause . Hungary 1956 Revisited is a
reappraisal of thentselves as well as of the
revolution. Concedi*g that 'the mythical-
anonymous 'omasses", and not ourselves,
were rigirt' tkrey have comr tt: recognise that
the revolution gave hirttr t* an alternative
corlcept of sociaiism to that previ*usly treki
by most East European marxisis -* 'a nf,w
self-underslanCing of soeiaiism as radical
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democracy'.
After this it is disappointing that they

concentrate their efforts not on analysing
the Hungarian working class' practical con-
tribution to this new model through the
creation of workers' councils and their
struggle to build a truly workers' state, but
on fabricating yet new intellectual theories
and idealising the revolution's political
leaders like the prime minister Imre Nagy
whorn they regard as both 'the first
Eurocommunist' and the representative of a
new type of 'post-Machiavellian politician'.

They nevertheless excel in debunking the
myth of the post-revolutionary 'liberal'
KSdir regime which has become 'the pet of
the Western press'. Kid6r's liberal reforms
were only possible after years of terror and
repression had broken the workers' spirit
and cowed the population into submission.
They were then 'bought off' by an Eastern
version of 'repressive tolerance', and the
reversion to a traditional pattern of oppres-
sion. The KadSrist 'social compromise' is a
lie, and the regime though consolidated is

still not legitimised. The demands placed by
the Hungarian revolution on the East Euro-
pean agenda * for political liberties, social
autonoffiy, self-management and national
independence are as real today as ever
before.
Bill Lomax

Jan Kavan &, Zdena Tomin, ed., Voices

from Progue Czechoslovakia, Humiln
R.ights snd the Feace Mov€rneftt,
END/Palach Fress, f 1.50

A second edition has lreen pubiished of this col]
lection of various contributions by Charter 77
which'clemonstrate the degree of al'f,inity felt by a
nurnber of the Czechoslovak activists with
rrrertrbers of the Western peace movement,
,Earoslav Sabata's long letter to EP Thompson is a
particularly valuable essay.
Amdrew Csepel

Ferenc Koszegi and E.P. Thompson, The
New Hungarian Peace Movement,
EhlD/Merlin Pamphlets, 90p.

Two essays by Koszegi on the cornposition, for-
mation and aims of the new peace movement and
the setting up of the 'Feace Croup for Dialogue'
describe the various cells which sprang up in the
schools and universities and the need to grasp this
enthusiasrn by the creation of a new independent
movement. Tragically, since this pamphlet was
written, Dialogue has been forrnally suspended
and Koszegi has departed from the movement.

Thompson's essay has its differences with
Koszegi's. He argues that the world is now
dominated by a militarism which has transcended. ..

social systerns, dragging respective parts of the' :'

globe and their peripheries into hostile and '

escalating opposition whose likely outcome is
nuclear annihilation.
Andrew Philpot

Soviet Political Psychiatry, Published by the
International Association on the Political
Use of Psychiatry, c/o Christine Shaw, 17

Norland Sq,, London Wl l, f2.
This is an excellent parnphlet containing much
useful information. As the title indicates it is writ-
ten from the viewpoint of psychiatry and its abuse
in the Soviet Union. [t does not attempt any
analysis of the political and social situation in the
Soviet Union, but this is not important as there is
now a wealth of such information and analyses in
numerous publications,

Its strength lies in the depth of understanding
of the psychiatric issues involved, and the detailed
and honest way in which the workings of the
Soviet psychiatric machine is exposed. The major
part of the pamptrlet contains an account of the
ca.reer and subsequent fate of the oppositionist
psychiatrist, Dr Anatoly Koryagin, whose
bravery in supporting, amongst ottrers, Alexei
Nikitin, earned him 7 years in a labour camp and
5 years in exile.

Case studies includelKlebanov and Nikitin,
Anatoly Lupinos, Alexandra Shatravka and
others. A number of very useful addresses and a
further reading list conclude this exceltrent parn-
ph let.
John Cunningham

J6nos Kenedi, Do It Yourself:
flungary's Hidden Econoffi!, Pluto
Press, {2.95.
Gyorgy Dalos , lgBS: A Sequel t*
George Orwell's 1984, Pluto Press,
f2.95
Two satirical novels from the pens of two
representative but very different figures of
Hungary's cultural opposition J6nos
Kenedi a former hippy aesthete, and Cy$rgy
Dalos a former Maoist poet n '

When Kenedi's novel first appeared
many commentators interpreted it too
literally, failing to se$ it as an essemtialtry
Voltaire-ian parody on 'Hungary's ur:of*
ficialty tolerated blaek-market ecsnorny.

Self-parody also lies at the heart of
ilalos' 'sequetr' to Orwell's 1984, in which a
group of dissident int*llee tuals atre en-
couraged by the secret police to foumd &

critieal paper called TLS which dqfiects op-
pcsition away fromr any rnors radical or tru*
ly revolutionary developments.
BitrE Lorrx&x
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